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Farm, Garden, and Household, 
l’or the Journal. 
FARM NOTES. 
'-pend one day each your setting trees by the 
*;ul side. !t will l*e a pleasing monument and 
prosperity will bless you. 
More tools rust and rot than wear out. 
Never allow farming utensils to lie out of doors 
when not in u<c. The sun. rain and dew will injure 
them as much as constant u-e. Never use all out 
doors tor a carriage hous 
Select onlv the best hind- of seeds for sowing 
oid planting; tlii- is a \ ital point in good husband- 
ry. Took well to the seeds. 
>mall undeveloped seed produce- poor feeble 
l amts and a scanty ban est. 
Cuttings of the English w illow set 3 feet apart 
al roadsides or hy division fences soon produce a 
I •Tiuuttent hedge fence, and may he cut every ten 
wars at the height of four feet from ground and 
tie tops will produce much good inch 
Make preparations this war. to start next year 
nursery of useful timber trees. Save oak. maple, 
t eh, birch, '“prime and pirn• cds. and have a 
prepared f.; moving them as early as the 
und r» bare- next spring. At from three to four 
at- old they may he transplanted to their perina- 
il< lit Ideation-. 
Remember that in farming i! ;• not lmvv much 
•; \on cuitivaP. that d>-; •rnd,u your success, 
'>ut hoc' ti'rll, 
It is poor policy to overstock pastures. The first 
a-’ m i!.. v ii.ariN Miueh nio;-. to k than 
laM. 1 allU should he so tia aled. 
\\' r»- Ir lilt ure is iui 111- fnerease m Maine :l<yt 
V'-ar the 'Top did well. » ould proper effort be e'-. 
;■ lided in thi- direel ion of wheat production, Maine 
M in live year' time he ,hle to produce her 
ii id. and thu> a ve millions of dollars at 
home. 
I *• P plowing In' u- arie advocates, yet they 
hoi as yet convinced tin* ere at mass of farm- 
it*> utility !r ould-ippear the better way 
otuni in dia-|>< r than we are able to enrich. If 
‘•ut'Miil an In stirred without being thrown too 
h to tl»' stir!a< I-.and at m.-derate cost,it is good 
; -If > to *1 —o. 
» m»t dear -In** \ too e n lv : about tin- first of 
i; •. i: a i- f!. ahh I!' -dr a red earlier 
a euia i:i oi!e• ii) •‘hi'-idinc them from the 
■ -.l.-lia Many of 1 lie prevailing 
11- |- I- -111 I’lolM aide to tliix cause 
d ai mg It i- a g n a! < mi! fast, ill eumlition 
"ii: e.iveivd with 1 *si• inches of thi- k 
e l. eo\ .-ring and of ha i11u m- over mg at all. 
f as ot>, !» ;tr this in mind. 
iaiit o pi- •< e of tdilder eoj n |,t fall U'«•; il leiigth- 
e o»i» a-holt pa-tma a ml illdll « > t lie cows to come 
the pro] > r hour. >aws lime and pay.- well. 
Among the vv II settle.l points iii the culture of 
...in corn .ui tin- following: That corn produces 
u« • ti old land than on new plowed hind. That 
belter to divide the manure, putting part 
■adciist und part in the liilN: that frequent hoe- 
g- increase the yield. That w other crop should 
!allied with il ii a h av y v ield i- evpecled, and 
die land i>« tic r* ‘Ughl> prepared and the soil 
w arm. 
A of till iverag' si/e T estimated to Void (iO 
•: a mure p.-r day or three eords per year, of 
tons weight. TIi'- mixed with P eords of peat, 
n i muek.or other a'^urhent.woiiM give PJ cords 
oinpe-l pel Veal' )»t eo\v,equal to tile .' line hulk 
• in \ .o'd itiaiiiiie a- in *\v treated in many in- 
o. V three dollars p< r eoul lliis i> worth IUJ 
liar- pel \ ear lor eaeh eow 
C mod* .,f awh. rry eulture adopted by .1. 
the Kn \ Fruit Farm, Pittsburg, Penn,** 
top. w-. a, | ,s i>( st -<i three modes that 
f. n tr.t 1 tfov'iwo f. apart. plants one 
lh« !• ii u!’ witii dg ■ system 
mg pr:»■ ti« ! 
from ... in nlli." olit ii is then j 
i' 1 Mid •' li 1 i: \\ .-!! fitlrllrd. .1!!. I JlldlV | 
I' in in 'li.', .Mu- I'mrih 
lull .-I ro|d U all T. 11II 
u till ..'*i w :it f Mi-1 !••! il stand eight or 
-I hi ll-Mir and hoil o\« r a moder- 
l‘ m k thu- t ii I ,i >up» .'hu* lo tli.it 
■■•krd in lie* u>u:il w :iy. 
I: 1*.« uiiurt ii>*111• imit ii« movable romh; 
itm< i';iiii. ■" nid h >\_. ran !« tilted to | 
onnn*>'i hivr» and -lo iatr many ditlh-ultics. \ 
.*■ >'!■•!. Mil rllirnt in all point >. 
.* lM 'talv lid avor to cultivate too many 
ippli*' .a- iln r kind*. of fruit. More*’ 
m ii’i.m ii'w ■ n t" lr\\ kin I- will l.*i\ < tar la tter ro- 
.in*i "llaralltr* slir. ", 
! tli- u. < ; Maim ;iu making am crop 
u,t -i. he llu ha> lop. f.*p dross- 
(i in .." i' a Ii. up ami 
i:. ■ ! * j iii. a'in.u ;!i. ! \\ li- n oneea 
• p -i t a*ii of ti. i,|. ||- ».-rii mad. smooth 
!.. pi ii '!io11'• i not 1>. a_*aiu plowtal, 
? : p» amalir111 yiM" lain!, keeping Up it.1' 
rti t\ !•> tup dreeing \rry fr\v years. 
I -lioul'l •-mt-. a\.m1 to provi.l.-'(one walls j 
il. jo- lrlie. I! IligllW a\' >: ho! '|. Uo.ul f.nring j 
mli ununtigai.■-! uui'.tiir.-< \.-rp| where pastures 
!- : i. pitniM ay' I’ut < usfoni ami safety 
D- lino niakr tin 111 >i -naM. and it wr must 
.’i a li vs av 1> an i* r< U t ii' make them of a perma- 
nent nature; either walls, willow or other perma- 
l.. nt I’»«• »edu.« 
K \t-v\ farmer '1i.mi1.! •. nd< avor to produee li is 
kvi seed, thus saving a large outlay and 
ih»- p. pl* \ii\ >t «»11 i111.■' -owing worth- 
: X. 
JUNE BUTTER THE YEAR ROUND. 
I'li:- 1 1 had too ■■ i' ’*i t.«-; ;> til*- he>| 1 *ut- 
t« r. \:;«! '• I- had l -i. ar ta -■ who its.- it tin’ 
war r *i n.i: the\ an not many—the worse tor ir. 
Iu dum- >ou havr tin- t- ndria-'i graces; Mi hav<* 
ii. ui with a lre'linrs' whi«-h. '.mm. how. raunot hr 
'•lanird elseW hr| Though til lVr«d| growth of 
• •rtoU-r and last of September upproaehes it. il does 
i, <t however equal it. 
tir-t butter made gras*. has a grassy ta>lr. 
'•hi' .- not >o p. r< cptahlr any w here ris, showing 
d il'rr--n> e hrtwi .-ii the tirst and other growth. 
Att**r the fir-t rank ta-te ha> vanished, then comes 
it, prii.-. t .lavoi. tin prrfe.-t quality all round, 
l li.-r.- lien n».. \r« •»( heat ; the water is pure 
aid plenty; '<• am the dew—not charged, as in 
umiiier—ami the -to.-k i' in tin* full ln*alili.\ llow of 
milk. 
t‘li.11 1' the tilia* to 'avi* ymr huttei—saw it the 
v.-ar r *vind if you pa*as»*, or almost as long as you 
U ful i- h Imim.-i w ill 1% p, only keep the air 
inil. it. and pul in a roul plaer. 
V* ir huttriintlk i'supposed to he out, only tin 
.. tr :i aii'p.m nt moi'tm standing in 'i!\ cry heails 
tljKHI 1' 
ThH buitei. i- hv>!iiy pm ki <1, :in«I packed well, 1 
in a clean —jar or till*, tin tub to 1m- scentless 
of work—and salt and water j-ut on top—this will 
SiiVC it. 
If it i" now put in it lurrrrl of "alt—this is stir- 
1 winded with "alt. tub and all—you may transport 
it the tropis>, and it will be June butter. 'Phis 
ha> U*en done. 
A A tew y»-ar> ai:o wo had occasion to call 
n -m i-ijr neighbor*., a poor family, who had 
i-t -•>M tle-ir < .>v, \\ remarked about the salt* of 
ow w hen 'le !aiv ‘I'llo house spoke a ltd 
suid '• 'bail In o butiei to last nit-through the 
slimmer. I h:t\e a jar of la^t summer.” 
•But,” we remarked •that i~ old." 
••Ay. but it i- good;’" and she made good her 
word by exhibitin': » specimen, it was what 
seemed to have been made at the time then (June), 
ftv*h. yellow, and of asolni. dissi i viug eonsi>tenoe. 
Its taste was perfect—that of fresh .lime butter. It 
was difficult to believe it was not made then—just 
made—and of the "ood row the matron had just 
Hold. But her word was law. and 1 took it as such. 
She had made this butter a year ago, kept in the 
manner indicated. She said ii was her habit to do 
"•*—make her butter for winter, and sometimes for 
Hi* whole of the year, in June. “It was so much 
U-uer.” And that was true. And it is true now if 
u« only feel di-posed to test it. ‘‘The woman she 
had lived with had always made her butter so; 
there she learned it.” 
This was many years ago when the “woman she 
lived with” made her butter. People then knew 
how b» make butter. 'Hie science is so simple that 
there P no reason b. doubt that it was made then, 
and all a ion# buck. < ’h-unl in<sS :,,ul June grasses 
are the points, and tho-,- points existed plentifully 
with the old I>utch settlers. 
One thing, however, should be understood—that 
is more than it is; it P that some cows will not 
make butter that will keep. These sometimes spoil 
a whole dairy. (T <i. in < oiinlrv Oentlemen. 
A cheerful man is happy even if lie possess- 
es hut little; a fretful man is unhappy in the 
midst of affluence. One great dilference be- 
tween a wise man and a fool is, tin iormcr 
only wishes for what he can possibly obtain; 
the latter desires impossibility 
REARING_TROUT. 
Any one with a spring of good soft water at his 
command, can secure the luxury of brook trout up- 
on his breakfast table every morning for six months 
in the year. We heard of a Massachusetts farmer 
who, last season, besides supplying liis own table 
with these delicious fish, sola three hundred pounds 
of fish tit fifty cents per pound. His pond was made 
and stocked only two years ago at an expense of 
$33, and covers about an eighth of an acre of land, 
and he full expects to triple the product next sea- 
son. Now, independent of the pleasure derived 
from rearing the fish, and the luxury of eating 
them, and taking a mere practical dollar and cents 
view of the case, we cannot conceive how an eighth 
of an acre of land can be made to yield as much 
clear profit under any species of cultivation. Solon 
Robinson, who is known to all agricultural readers 
as a practical man whose opinions are worth some- 
thing, has been among the fish breeders of New 
England last summer, and says that the only diffi- 
culties he can see in the way of pisciculture becom- 
ing a profitable branch of rural economy is the dif- 
ficulty of providing for the fish a sufficient quantity 
of animal food. We fancy the animal offal from 
most households would go a long way toward fur- 
nishing a supply. Let the viscera of poultry and 
animals slaughtered for the table and for market be 
passed through an ordinary sausage grinder or cut- 
ter. and they will furnish ample food for more trout 
than would suffice the home demand. [Turf, Field 
and Karin. 
A METHOD OF GETTING HAY. 
in these days of high prices for farm labor, and 
low prices for the products of the tarm, any way 
of producing a desired result by a less expensive 
process than the usual one, is to" be adopted by the 
progressive farmer without hesitation. 
A process of curing hay has been adopted and 
followed by several farmers of my acquaintance 
which as far as r can learn, has proved very satis- 
factory. for several years. 
11 may be that this process has been followed 
very much more extensively than 1 know of. If so 
1 would like to hear the opinions of persons who 
have tried it. It is as follows: The hay is all cut 
in the afternoon, when entirely free from external 
moisture. Next day alter the dew is all otf.it is 
turned. After dinner it is raked, and got in with- 
out delay. There is no cocking at night, and open- 
ing next day. All such labor is saved. 
die man who has practiced this for several years, 
is iusllv considered one of the best farmers in 
town. His stock look well, and produce as much 
a- anv. liis farm improves yearly and he makes 
an annual investment every year, outside. He 
considers his hay to he better than when cured the 
old fashioned, ivay. and it certainly looks and 
smells as well as any I ever saw. [Cor. N. E. 
I'.inner. 
(From the Galaxy.; 
A MURDER TRIAL IN NEVADA. 
T was sitting here,” said the Judge, “in 
this old pulpit, holding court, and we were 
trying a hig, wicked-looking Spanish desper- 
ado for killing the husband of a bright, pret- 
ty Mexican woman. It was a lazy summer 
day, and an awfully long one, and the wit- 
nesses were tedious. None of us took any 
interest in the trial except that nervous un- 
easy devil of a woman—because you know 
how they love and how they hate, and this 
one had loved her husband with all her 
might, and now she had boiled it all down 
into hate, and stood hero spitting it at the 
Spaniard with her eyes; and I tell you she 
would stir me up, too, with little other sum- 
mer lightning occasionally. Well, 1 had my 
coat off and my heels up, lolling and sweat- 
ing, and smoking one of those cabbage ci- 
gars the San Francisco people used to think 
were good enough for us in those times; and 
the lawyers they all had their coats off and 
were smoking and whittling, the witness- 
es the same, and so was the prisoner. Well, 
the fact is, there wasn’t any interest in a 
murder trial then, because the fellow was 
always brought in not guilty, the jury ex- 
pecting him to do as much for them some 
time ; and although the evidence was straight 
and square against the Spaniard, we knew 
we could not convict him without seeming to 
be rather high-handed and sort of reflecting 
upon every gentleman in the community ; for 
there warn’t any carriages and liveries then, 
-o the. only style there was, to keep a private 
graveyard. But the woman seemed to have 
her heart set on hanging that Spaniard; and 
you'd ought to have seen how she would 
glare on him a minute, and then look up at 
me in her pleading way, and then turn and 
for the next five minutes search the jury’s 
faces—and by and by drop her face in her 
hands for just a little while as if she was most 
ready to give up, but she’d come again di- 
rectly and be as live and anxious as ever. 
But when the jury announced the verdict, 
Not (luilty, and I told the prisoner he was 
acquitted and free to go, that woman rose up 
till she appeared to be as tall and grand as a 
j -eventv-four-gun ship, and says she: 
‘Judge, do I understand you to say that 
this man is not guilty, that murdered my hus- 
band without any cause before my own eyes 
and my little children’s, and that all has been 
done to him that ever justice and the law can 
do ?” 
•• I lie same, says I. 
“And then what do you reckon she did ? 
Why, she turned on that smirking Spanish 
tool like a wildcat, and out with a‘navy’ and 
shot hint dead in open court!” 
••That was spirited, I am willing to ad- 
mit.” 
Wasn’t it, though?” said the Judge, ad- 
miringly. -T wouldn’t have missed it for 
anything. 1 adjourned court right on the 
spot, and we put on our coats and went out 
and took up a collection for her and her cubs 
and sent them over the mountains to their 
friends. Ah, she was a spirited wench !” 
A horrible story of brigandage reaches us 
from Chili. Lagoberon, a notorious bandit 
captain, was so closely pursued by a body of 
South American troops recently, that he was 
compelled to desert his band of brother cut- 
throats, who had been the terror of the whole 
country round, and take refuge in a cavern 
situated near the summit of one of the lofty 
mountains of Sierra Profunda. In this cav- 
ern lie had concealed a female captive, whose 
husband he had robbed and slain. The sol- 
diers made several ineffectual attempts to 
reach the abode of the culprit. Lagoberon, 
a man of gigantic statue and herculean 
strength, succeeded in beating them off by 
rolling heavy rocks down upon them when- 
ever they approached. The officer in com- 
mand ot tlie troops resolved, at first, to starve 
the bandit out, but after two days’ blockade, 
grew weary of so tedious an expedient, im- 
provised an escalade of the chieftain's strong- 
hold, and succeeded in capturing him. To 
their horror, upon entering the cavern, they 
found the poor woman in a dying condition, 
Lagoberon having cut off one of the breasts 
ot his unfortunate captive and eaten it. The 
inhuman butcher was conveyed to Talca, 
where he was promptly tried and condemned 
to die by the garrote. He was speedily con- 
j ducted to the scaffold, and while the execu- 
tioner was engaged in adjusting his toilette 
ilr viort, the convict drew a whistle which ho 
had concealed in his pocket, and blew it 
sharply; whereupon about sixty of his follow- 
ers. who had introduced themselves amongst 
the crowd surrounding the scaffold, rushed 
upon the gendarmes and massacred them ere 
they could offer any resistance. They then 
freed their chief and garroted his would-be- 
executioner, after which they escaped, almost 
unscathed, to the mountains, facilitating 
their flight by seizing the horses of the mur- 
dered gendarmes. They also carried oft' 
several women from the throng gathered to 
witness the execution. 
Napoleon used to say: “Strange as it may 
appear, when I want any good hard work 
done, I choose a man, provided his education 
has been suitable, with a long nose. His 
breathing is bold and free, his brain, a3 well 
as his lungs and heart, cool and clear. In 
my observations of men, I have almost in- 
\ ariably found a long nose and a long head 
together. 
A LAST WISH. 
I would that he might hear, when I am dead, 
Of my great love, and pityingly come 
Whither X sleep, and stand beside the bed, 
Watching me, white and dumb. 
And I would have the chamber where 1 lay 
All solemn-lighted, girding my repose, 
And perfumed in some faint, soft, subtle way 
With hyacinth and rose. 
But I would have the outward world astir 
At April-time, and blue-birds on the wing; 
Within, the silence of a sepulchre; 
Beyond, the glad, strong Spring. 
Then I would have him bend above my breast, 
And hide beneath its shroud-plaits one dim rose, 
And murmur brokenly: “Had I but guessed 
The truth—who knows? who knows?” 
HOW SHE PAID HER DEBT, 
Oh, Charley, Charley, how could you do 
such a thing?” Lilias Wayland’sround cheek 
was blanched to an unwonted whiteness, as 
she stood before her brother in the close, 
cramped room which constituted her sole 
home. 
Charley Wayland, a handsome dissipated- 
looking vouth of two or three and twenty, 
with bold black eyes, and a merry mouth 
that seemed made only4o smile, stood oppo- 
site her, looking half repentant, half-defiant, 
as she spoke. “Lilly, T couldn’t help it. I 
tell you I was hard up. A fellow must have 
money. You women don’t know anything 
about the temptations and necessities of the 
world.” 
“But Charley,” she faltered, do you 
know how this same world, as you phrase it, 
looks at the deed you have just committed ? 
Oh, Charley,” and her voice grew low and 
tremulous, “it is forgery !” 
“Nonsense, Lill It’s only borrowing a 
part of the old Olencross’ unused riches to aid 
my needs. I wrote and asked him for cash, 
and he, the unmannerly lout, refused. Well 
what could he expect after this, hut that I 
should help myself?” Lilias wrung her 
slender hands. “How dared you, Charley? 
That a Wayland should come to this!” she 
wailed. 
“JJarca: lie ecuoea, reeKiessjy. “it was 
but a stroke of the pen, after all; and old 
Glencross would be a paltrier raiser than I 
take him to be, if he makes a fuss about a 
matter of a hundred pounds." 
“It is the right and the justice of the thing,” 
cried Lilias, almost frantically. “If we could 
pay him in any way ; but I have sold every- 
thing that remains of our former wealth. 
See,”—and she looked round the miserable 
apartment—“see how 1 live. Last night I 
sat up till midnight sewing, to have a little 
money to pay the rent. I have not a jewel 
left, nor a ticket.” 
“Oh, bother, Lill. If old Glencross cuts 
up rough, it is only taking a run across the 
water. I know lots of sea captains that 
would stow me away in their holds, almost 
any moonlight night.” 
Lilias looked desparinglv at him. Was it 
then, impossible to comprehend the moral 
obliquity of the deed he had just committed ? 
“But I ean’£ stay fooling here,” observed the 
young man, with a toss of his black curls. 
“I must be off about my business. Good-bye 
Lill. Give us a kiss, my girl. Except that 
you’re uncommon fond of lecturing a fellow, 
you're not a bad sister in the main.” 
After he had gone, Lilias sat down to try 
and realize the situation in which she and her 
brother were placed. All now depended 
upon the spirit in which 1‘aul Glencross 
should receive this new encroachment upon 
his purse and patience. 
Lilly had never seen this distant relation, 
yet she had formed an opinion of him in her 
mind, as we all are apt to do of unseen per- 
sons whom wo hear a great deal about; and 
whenever she thought of Mr. Glencross, the 
image of a hook-nosed old man, yellow skin- 
ned and cadaverous, engaged in sorting piles 
of mortgages or counting bags of gold, sug- 
gested itself to her mental eye. 
“But he must be human, at least,” thought 
Lilly, in the agony of her distress. “II I go 
to him myself, and tell him just what poor 
I Charley’s necessities are, and how good 
hearted he really is, in spite of all his faults I 
and thoughtlessness—if I say frankly to him 
that I have no money or jewels to reimburse 
him, but that I will stay and work for him, 
until I have discharged the horrible debt, 
surely, oh, surely he cannot have the heart to 
refuse. I can do a great many things. I can 
sew and embroider, anil I could make good 
bread and cake, and poor mamma always 
said I was a good housekeeper; and if Mr. 
Glencross is really so miserly as Charley 
thinks, he would look at the economy of the 
thing. At least it is worth trying.” 
So favorably did Lilias Wayland regard 
this idea, broached in her sore extremity, 
that in two days from the evening on which 
she had bidden good bye to her handsomo, 
reckless brother, she stepped from the train 
at the Victoria station, dressed in a sober 
brown suit, that made her look like a shrink- 
ing little mouse, with her carpet bag in her 
hand. 
A little inquiry sumcea to tiring ner to tne 
West End street where Mr. Glencross resid- 
ed—a street lined on either side with palaces, 
the like of which Lilly had never seen in the 
plainer country town where she had been 
born and bred. Her heart sank within her, 
as she stood on the broad steps leading up to 
the front door. 
Then coloring at her own cowardly tremu- 
lousness and utter lack of resolution and en- 
terprise, she rang tho bell, to settle the mat- 
ter at once and definitely. “Is Mr. Glencross 
at home ?” she asked of the maid-servant 
who answered the summons. 
Yes, Mr. Glencross was at homo; would 
the young lady enter ? And Lilias was 
shown into an apartment curtainei \ -ith 
heavy folds of purple satin, and carpeted 
with velvet of the same color—an apartment 
whose dusky splendor made her think of tho 
stories she had read of enchanted palaces in 
the realms of fairy-land. 
As Lilias sat on the silken sofa, waiting 
with a throbbing heart for the appearance of 
her unknown cousin, the thought stole into 
her mind that he was not so much of a “mi- 
ser,” after all; and then came a sick sort of 
misgiving that her mission was all in vain. 
“For surely,” she thought, glancing trem- 
ulously round tho elegant apartment, “he will 
not want any one to make bread, or look 
after the kitchen expenditures ! I wish—oh, 
I wish that I was safe at home again!” 
The thought had scarcely framed itself in 
her mind, when a door at the farther end of 
the room was opened, and a tall, handsome 
man, scarcely thirty years of age, entered. 
“I—I beg your pardon, sir,” faltered Lilias, 
all of a flutter, “but I wished to see Mr. 
Glencross.” 
“I am Mr. Glencross." 
“You!” Lilly rose up and sat down again, 
coloring vivid scarlet. This, then, was their 
“far-off” cousin, and how widely different 
from her dreams and fancies! 
Apparently tho gentleman saw and pitied 
her painful confusion, for he said, politely, 
“may I ask in what manner I can be useful 
to you?” “I am Lilias Wayland,” she 
answered, in a tone that was scarcely audible. 
“Wayland!” 
A shadow, faint, yet distinctly perceptible, 
overspread his face at that word, and Lilias 
saw it, with a failing heart. She forgot the 
labored speech of palliation and excuse that 
she had prepared. She forgot that ho was 
no silver-haired patriarch, but a handsome 
young man, surrounded with all the adjuncts 
of wealth and luxury. She remembered 
only poor Charley and her own sickening 
idea of debt, disgrace, and ruin; and sinking 
on her knees at his feet, she sobbed out her 
pitiful story. 
“He is so young,” she wailed, “so young; | 
surely you will not refuse to give him another i 
chance for name anil fame; I will work and | 
toil for you until the hundred pounds are1 
paid. I will be a servant, a seamstress— 
what you please, only promise me that you 
will not visit him with the penalties of the 
law!” 
Her voice died into a quivering silence, 
but her eyes still appealed. “Riso, Miss 
Way land,” said the young man, after a mo- 
ment’s grave consideration. “I promise that 
this otlence of your brother’s shall be over- 
looked, for the' sake of the excellent Sister 
who has pleaded so eloquently for him.” 
“And I—what can I do for you? What 
must I do ? For if I cannot repay the money 
in some shape or other, I shall die ot shame 
and mortification!” 
“I will take the matter into consideration,” 
said Mr. Glencross gravely, yet not without a 
certain gleam of amusement in the corners of 
his mouth at the idea of that pretty, slender 
creature rendering up to him the equivalent 
of the hundred pounds. “And now. Cousin 
Lilias—for I believe we may claim relation- 
ship, although it is somewhat distant.—I shall 
insist upon you as my guest for a while. Let 
me ring and send for my mother !” 
Mrs. Glencross, a stately old lady in black 
silk, and Valenciennes lace, welcomed Lilias 
Wayland with a smiling hospitality which be- 
longed to the ancient regime; and almost be- 
fore she knew it, the girl found herself chat- 
ting innocently away to her hostess, as if she 
had lived all her life in the sunshine of that 
pleasant smile; while Paul Glencross, busied 
among some papers at a table beyond, watch- 
ed the sweet changing countenance with a 
new interest. 
“I never saw such a lovely faco in my life,” 
he thought. “The profile is as purely 
Grecian as (lie face of Hero on my mother’s 
cameo, and the eves are full of shifting light s 
as a diamond. Upon my word, this little 
new cousin is an acquisition.” 
When Lilias wrote her happy letter home 
that night, Mr. Glencross added a pleasant 
postscript, and Charley Wayland knew that 
his season of poril was over. 
fully had been nearly a month the guest of 
the stately old lady in the black silk and 
Valenciennes lace, when one day Paul, com- 
ing suddenly into the purple twilight of the 
drawing-rooms, found her sitting all alone, 
with tear-drops glittering on her pearly 
cheek. “Why, Lilly, what is the matter?” 
“Nothing, Paul,”—-they had grown to be 
good friends by this time—“only I have been 
dreaming very pleasantly, and the time of 
waking has come at last.” 
“You mysterious iittle minx, what on 
earth do you mean ?” She colored and cast 
down her eyes. 
“The hundred pounds, Paul—they are yet 
to be paid. No—don't interrupt me. I can- 
not consent to indulge your generous impul- 
ses. I must pay you ; and there is no other 
way for me than to seek a situation as gov- 
erness. So, Paul, I have written an adver- 
tisement, and if you will bo so kind as to 
send it to the office of ono of the daily pa- 
pers.-’’ “Give it to me" he interrupted. 
She placed it confidingly in his hand; lie 
tore it deliberately in strips. “Paul!” she 
cried in amazement. “Lilly, this is all non- 
sense. It you want to pay me, you can.” 
“But, Paul, you know I have nothing in 
the world.” 
“You have yourself-—to me the most pre- 
cious gilt the aforesaid world contains." 
“I don’t understand you.” 
“Must I speak plainer? Well, then, Lilly, 
give me yourself. 1 love you, darling, and 
woni't *■“>'. make vou niy wife. Are you 
content to pay me in this coin?" 
“Oh, Paul!” she faltered. “1 never dream- 
ed of so much happiness." 
And so Lilias Wayland's indebtedness was 
settled most satisfactorily. 
WHAT HE WAS PROVING. 
The other day there was a case in court 
where our friend Pinto was to figure as a wit- 
ness. He put on his best clothes and brushed 
up his hair, in order to give him an external 
semblance of purity consonant with the in- 
ward integrity that filled his soul. His testi- 
mony was to fix the fact definitely whether 
defendant was at a certain point at twenty- 
live or thirty minutes before or alter a cer- 
tain hour. 
Those who knew Pinto’s disposition to ex- 
aggerate gave him advice enough to have 
guided any ordinary man. lie was a little 
out ot place, however, in a witness-box, but 
put an excellent face on it. 
“Pinto,” said one, as his name was called, 
“now be sure and tell the truth.” 
“Don’t do it, Pinto," echoed another, “if 
you do they will be sure not to believe you.” 
But he went on the stand, took the oath, 
and then looked down at the counsel await- 
ing qyestioning. “Do you understand this case, Mr. Pinto?" 
asked the counsel. 
“I think I do, sir,” replied Pinto; “I was 
present when it was opened, and can testi- 
fy-” 
“Not yet, sir; not yet,” said the counsel. 
“When the incident occurred on which it 
is based were you present.” 
“Of course I was; Jim asked in half a 
dozen ot us. There was Tim Grover, and 
Bill Jewett, and-” 
“That is not to the purpose, Mr. Pinto. 
Now tell the jury the exact time when this 
happened.” 
“As nearly as I can rememller, it was 11 
o'clock, because Tim Grover--” 
“No matter about Tim Grover. May it 
not have been twenty-live minutes past 
eleven ?” 
“Yes, perhaps it might; but bill Jew- 
ett-” 
“We will dispense with Jewett.” What 
wo wish to know is whether Muggs, the de- 
fendant, was present at Jones’s at twenty-live 
minutes past eleven or not ? Can you swear 
that he was there at that time ?" 
“Of course I can. Jim said-” 
“No matter what Jim said. You can now 
sit down." 
“Stay,” said the counsel for tho defendant, 
and he stayed, 
“Mr. Pinto," said the counsel, “was you 
at Jones’s on the 20th ol March, at twenty- 
five minutes before eleven o'clock ?” 
“Yes, sir.” 
“Now tell the jury what you know about 
this case.” 
“Jim said he had a <-ise of rare old gin, 
and he asked us in to try it, and so Tim 
Grover and Bill Jewett-" 
“And Muggs,” said the counsel for the plff. 
“No, Muggs, wasn’t there then.” 
“Well, when did he come asked the 
counsel. 
“He didn’t come in at all.” 
"But you were there at twenty-five minutes 
before eleven ?” 
“And twenty-five minutes past eleven ?” 
said one ol the jurymen, waking up. 
“Yes.” 
“Explain yourself," said the court, sternly. 
"Why, your honor, Jim Jones had a case 
of gin, and Tim Grover and .Bill Jewett and 
I went to his place about eleven o’clock ” 
“Twenty-five minutes before, your honor,” 
said the counsel for the defence. 
“Well, gentlemen,” said Pinto, “I was 
there from ten o’clock till twelve. ’Twould 
be impossible to open and dispose of a case 
of gin in half an hour-—” 
“But was Muggs there at all P” asked the 
counsel for the defence 
“Not that I saw." 
“Then what is the case that you aro trying 
to prove ?” asked the jndge severely. 
“Tho case of gin,” said Pinto. 
“You may sit down, sir,” said the judge. 
From All the Year Round. 
LIGHT-SHIPS. 
Hound the English coast alone there are between 
forty and fifty light-ships; great, ugly looking ves- 
sels, always painted red. with their names painted 
in large white letters on both sides. Day after day, 
month alter month, in fact for seven years each 
vessel has to ride at its appointed station. After 
those seven years it is taken in for a short time; 
the barnacles and weeds are cleared off the bottom 
of the vessel, she undergoes a thorough overhaul 
and repair, and is then sent out again to begin 
another seven years of pitching and tossing. Spare 
light-ships are’ always ready to take the place of 
any that are brought in for the regular septennial 
overhauling, or to repair damages. 
It is a matter for wonder that the vessels ride so 
long at their allotted stations without breaking 
loose, and herein lies the art of light-ship manage- 
ment. It tells of careful supervision and efficient 
service, that only about once in cvevy ten years is 
a light ship known to break away from her moor- 
ings. She, is usually moored with a single mush- 
room anchor, weighing between thirty and forty 
hundred weight, which sinks into the ooze or sand 
at the bottom of the sea, becoming completely em- 
bedded; the cable which holds it would scarcely do 
for a watch-chain, each link being made of one and 
a half inch iron, and being about seven inches in 
length. These cables have to undergo a very 
severe process of testing each link, before it is 
made use of for mooring purposes, having hr bear 
a strain equal to a weight of thirty tons. Each 
vessel is supplied with about two hundred and ten 
fathoms, a quarter of a mile or so, of this cable. 
Those which are moored in very deep water have 
as much more as the depth of water renders 
necessary. It is by the skillful management of the 
cable that a light-ship is enabled to ride out, the 
fiercest storm in safety. In smooth weather they 
have only a short cable out, but when it is rough 
and tbo billows run high, they let out sufficient 
chain to enable her to mount up to the very top of 
tlie great waves. She is never allowed to go to the 
extreme length of her tether; as she rises she takes 
as much chain as she wants, still leaving a quantity j 
on the ground, whereby she seldom jerks at the 
anchor, or has a tight strain on the cable. The 
constant rise and fall of the cable, and the swinging 
of the vessel round with the tide, often occasion 
strange combinations, and the great chains have 
been known to tie. themselves in knots, or to do 
themselves up in such tangled bunches, that it was 
with great difficulty they were disentangled, the 
latter operation having to be generally performed i 
bv means of sledge-hammers and anvils. 
Some readers perhaps wonder how the lights are 
maintained bright and clear on very stormy nights, 
and why the rolling and plunging of the vessel does 
not upset all the lighting arrangements. It is 
managed in this way. Tlie lantern is made to sur- 
round the mast so a> to show light all around; it is 
hoisted up at night, but is lowered oil to the deck 
in the day-time. Inside the lantern is a circular 
frame work, on to which are fitted a number of 
argand lamps with reflectors behind; each lamp 
and each reflector swings by means of gimbul work, 
so that however much the ship may lurch or roll, 
the lamps and reflectors are kept perpendicular by 
their own weight. This apparatus requires a good 
deal of attention to keep it always in easy working 
condition, more especially when the vessel has re- 
volving lights with clockwork machinery to turn 
them. 
It is the business ot the crew to keep good lights 
burning; to work (with a windlass) the cable in 
and out as occasion may require: to lire warning 
signals if they see a vessel standing into danger, 
and distress signals if assistance is wanted from 
shore; in fact to make themselves as serviceable 
as they can to passing ships. The whole crew is 
composed of eleven men; a master, a mate, three 
lamp-lighters, and six seamen: but of these, four 
are always on shore in turn, so that seven men 
only are on board at one time: the master and 
mate have alternate months afloat and ashore, the 
rest of the crew have two months afloat ami one 
month ashore. At the beginning of eaehmonth the 
Trinity steamers go out with numbers of unhappy- 
looking men who are going to be ieft at sea for two 
months and return with ntnch merrier crews who 
was about to have their month ashore. These lat- 
ter often come buck laden with toys, boots, &c., 
which they have made in their spare time on board 
the light-ship, which articles they sell on shore. 
It is no joke being on board a light-ship in rougli 
weather. Here is a melancholy incident which 
occurred a few years since. Two seaman of the 
light-vessel in Morecambe Bay had the watch one 
terrific night; one had gone below for a moment 
or two, aud while there he felt a tremendous sea 
strike the ship; he made his way up again, but 
his comrade was not to br. seen; lie lnel no iloulit 
I>eeii caught up by the furious sea mid carried over- 
board. Another huge wave presently broke over 
tlie ship, and this time seized and carried off the 
remaining seaman. The officer in charge, in pur- 
suance of the regulation requiring him to go up 
frequently on deck in rougli weather to see that 
all was "right, went on deck and missed the two 
men who had the watch. 
He saw the state of the weather and feared some- 
tiling dreadful had happened, and then he took the 
watch upon himself, bravely lashing himself with a 
rope to the mast. The great waves dashed over the 
vessel, hut still lie remained faithful to his duty. 
Meanwhile the light burned bright and clear, niui 
in spite of the fury of the storm flashed across the 
troubled waters, faithfully fulfilling its beneficent 
purpose. 
The crews oftlie light ships are occasionally hon- 
ored by visitors. The Trinity yacht, with some of 
the members of the Trinity Board sometimes un- 
expectedly appears, and an inspection is made of 
the condition of tlio vessel. Woe to the officer in 
charge if any sign of neglect shows itself; the se- 
vere displeasure of the Board will he visited on 
him. But, creditable alike to the vigilance of the 
of the members of the Board and to the esprit de 
corps of the men in the service there is seldom oc- 
casion to find fault. Sometimes the liglitsmen have 
to entertain shipwrecked crews, taking them in 
and giving them board and lodging until an oppor- 
tunity occurs for sending them ashore. There is 
among our voyaging sailors a kindly sympathy for 
the liglitsmen, and a just appreciation "of the value 
of the light-ships to navigation, and in consequence 
captains of passing vessels will often go close to the 
light-ship, the sailors will shout out a friendly salu- 
tation and fling out a bundle of newspapers or 
some other equally acceptable offering for the bene- 
fit of tlie liglitsmen. But the most remarkable vis- 
itors come on very dark and clouily nights. It is 
then that belated birds who have flown out to sea 
and are unable to find their way hack in the dark, 
are attracted by the ship’s lights, and settle in 
hundreds on the rigging and about the ship. 
Some of tlie more thoughtless and rash, in their 
eager haste to reach tlie light, fly towards it with 
all their strength, and before they knew where they 
arc, come with great force against tiio lantern glass 
and fall stunned and often killed on the deck. 
Many people would he astonished to hear of tlie 
woodcocks, partridges, blackbirds, thrushes, Ac., 
‘hat arc sometimes caught by the seamen of the 
light-vessels. 
It is somewhat surprising that men call bo readi- 
ly found to man these ships. To tie cooped up in a 
vessel of one hundred and lltly tons, which is chain- 
ed to one position in a dreary waste of waters; to 
be subjected to nil tUe perils of storms and tempests; 
to be continually pitched and Anna; about—all this 
would seem to make life a burden and a misery. 
Hut there are men who like to tumble through life, 
who delight in being tempest-tossed and storm- 
beaten, and who arc quite willing to undergo the 
perils and hardships of life in a light-ship, provided 
they can earn a livelihood by it. 
Life in the Iiocky Mountains is complicated 
by whirlwinds. There is a particular valley 
about half a mile from lleer Lodge City that 
has more experience of the sort than salut rity 
requires. Once a week has been the recent 
average. Following it track of not Over 300, 
or 400 yards in width, these infuriate zephyrs 
think nothing of lifting fences and boulders, 
or of twisting out a log or two from the sides 
of a finished habitation. The latest occur- 
rence of the sort is rather more surprising in 
the way of effort. A Mr. Elliott quite recent- 
ly purchased a residence in that valley ot the 
winds. On Saturday, a fortnight since, ho 
was seated on the roof of his newly-acquired 
property repairing it. His son was seated on 
a corner of the structure ; the hoad of tho 
house straddled the roof-tree. The whirl 
wind “dipped” into the valley—at least that 
is the phrase they use there about whirlwinds, 
and they ought to know. Tho roof, having 
an area of 17x40, containing 1200 feet of 
lumber and nailed to heavy log rafters, went 
up in air, dropping the boy oft'the corner, but 
carrying Mr. Elliott, astride this strangest of 
conveyances, 40 feet from the ground, to a 
distance of 189 feet. The distance has been 
measured since Mr. Elliott recovered his 
equanimity; for he was not injured, although 
the roof in landing turned a somersault over 
liim, and, breaking to pieces, was scattered 
to fragments through the valley. “Riches 
take to themselves wings,” even when bolted 
fast to the Rocky Mountains, 
Miss Carrie Jones, a pupil in Mr. Hart- 
well’s Oak Hill Seminary, about two miles 
from Unionville, N. Y., attempted suicide 
Monday evening, by taking a dose of corro- 
sive sublimate. Ciuel treatment of her stop- 
mother, and the refusal of her father to pay 
her expenses, are supposed to be the cause. 
DICK POOLE’S JUMP. 
Dick Poole’s father come of a stock, the Pooles of 
Poolgara, of har<l drinkers, and hard riders, who 
were never known to do a useful tiling or an unkind 
act, and who were consequently very popular with the tenants. It need scarce he said that Poolgarra 
was in Ireland, and that the system of management pursued by the owners was such as to reduce the 
dimensions ol the estate, until, when it came to the 
hero of this tale, there was little left of the ancestral 
acres. But Dick Poole cared naught for this. \s 
long as he had the privilege of fishing and shooting over the old place (and the new-comers never re- 
fused him) and conl«l procure enough of monev from his agent to get drunk us often as he liked, lie let the world wag, and saw the property slide from him with the equanimity of an impecunious philos- opher. lie had been weaned, so to speak, upon the bottle. When a hoy, his worthy sire used to en- 
courage him to sip stiff punch from a tumbler spec- ially reduced in dimensions to suit his tender years. A gun was made for him with a similar view to the 
fitness ol things. When lie grew up he was pre- sented with a larger tumbler and a bigger gun. On 
one occasion he rode a steeple-chase, and when lie 
came in a winner, his father delightedly exclaimed: “Dick, I’m prouder of you this moment than if you wrote the Bible !” His education was supposed to have been amply provided for when he could hold 
his own with the hounds and distinguish himself with a gun in the hogs or the stubble. 
The consequence of this hereditary course of training was, that Dick became a dead shot, and possessed of a wonderful head for whiskey. He disposed of farm after farm of his estate, until at 
length nothing was left him hut the old house, 
which he stuck to, and an old retainer, Dan. Doher- 
ty, who clung to Ids fortunes with a fidelity which 
might he described us molodramic. Boole, of course 
from his habits, was not a welcome guest among the country famili« >, (hough they universal! ad- 
mitted his ight, to consider himself of their caste. 
Ife kept up, however, a custom of visiting the offi- 
cers who were stationed at a small garrison town 
in the neighborhood; and it was at their mes \ to 
which lie was invited, that the circumstances arose, 
the sequel of which rendered his name a house!.old 
word throughout the province. 
During dinner, Poole conducted himself well 
enough. He was fortunately placed next a quiet, 
sucking ensign; hut when the claret was disposed 
of, when the Major left the room, and strong v. li- 
ters were called on, Poole laid himself out, as was 
usual with him, for a hard night. A few of the 
men, seeing tin* rate, at which lie went calculated 
on putting him under the table; hut before Dick 
had shown the slightest token of undue exhilara- 
tion, several of his entertainers were talking thick- 
ly and laughing loudly. Hunting and shooting stories were exchanged with a crescendo of men- 
dacity on the part of the narrators as the night ad- vanced. Dick had set them all in a roar by describ- 
ing liow he had shot down every bird in a covey 
save one; “and I left him,” shouted Dick, “to 
breed.” At length the conversation turned upon 
swimming. 
“Talking of swimming,” put in Poole, “do vim 
know the cliffs at the seaside of Poolgara? i’ll bet 
any man I ii jump off the highest' part of those 
cliffs, and carry another follow on my hack.” 
A universal hurst of laughter, and cries of “Take 
you up, old hoy ! How much can you hook for V” 
greeted this insane challenge. 
When the noise had somewhat subsided. Lieuten- 
ant Browne, the senior Lieutenant of the regiment, 
produced a betting-hook, and said to Dick : “If you 
are serious, Poole, for a hundred you don't do it.” 
“Done !” replied Dick at once; and it was lived 
there and then that the performance was to take 
place on the following Saturday. 
For a wonder Poole walked off steadier than 
many ot Ins hosts could on that night. Lieutenant 
Brown expressed himself well in to win; “for if 
the fool would he mad enough to attempt such a 
thing himself, there is no one living who would he 
idiot enough to go on his hack,” thought he. Next 
morning Poole told Pan Doherty how he had en- 
joyed himself at the barracks, and then quietly 
mentioned the bet, as if he made nothing of it. 
Dan for a few seconds could not speak a word for 
horror and surprise; at last he managed to stammer 
out, “<>, Master Diek, Master Dick, whatever d’ye 
mane he it ? Is ir out av ver siiises ve are, intire- 
ly ?” 
“No, you old g<> >se, I’m not out of my setiM 
replied Poole. “1 want to win a hundred pound ; 
and what’s more, Dan,” In* went on eoaxingly, 
“you must help me to win it.” 
“Regorra, thin, I won't !” hurst out Dan with re- 
bellious energy. “I've sarved you, man an’ hoy, 
this many a year; hut hand or part or fut, so help 
me-” 
“Look here, Dan. 1 don’t intend to do it at all, 
and still I intend to gain the wager. We want it, 
as you know, badly.* 
“God help us, 'tis tiirue for you, sir. we do.” 
said l>an, « mphatieally. 
“Well, here’s my plan. \\ c’ll he on the ground. 
You’ll get on my hack” {Dan made a forcible gest- 
ure of dissent), and just as wc seem about to start 
/lie police will In* on the -pot to stop us. Do vuu 
take ?) 
You mane that, we’re to put them up to it V Is 
that it, sir ?” 
“Yes, of course.” 
“But, thin, won’t the bet he a dliraw, sir 
“No, it won’t. Do you think IV make such a 
wager without taking < an that 1 slnuiid have an 
advantage over these English boobies? L cave it to 
me, Dan. Follow my direetions, and you’ll find 
everything will ho right. I'll go into' tie* town 
myself to-day and speak to the Head Constable.’’ 
The e.ventiul morning arrived, a cold grey morn- 
ing it was, in July. The otlieers were all on the 
ground looking over the -lilt, which was fully from 
ninety to a hundred feet above1 the sea. and wonder- 
ing whether Diek Poole would have, the courage to 
I carry out his wild enterprise. Diek exchanged 
! greetings with them cordially, and brought forward 
Dan as his cm aptly non </< myof/v. That individ- 
ual had already souk* misgivings iouching the order 
I of proceedings; and when Dick peremptorily or- 
dered him to take olf liis clothes, he showed deeid- 
| ed symptoms of his courage oozing, lik. that of 
Bob Acres, from his lingers’ ends. Poole, how- 
ever, whispered a few reassuring words in his car. 
“Besides,” reflected Dan, as his teeth chattered 
with the fright and cold, “I’ve tonld the poliss me- 
self, for fear iv any mistake. I wonder they’re not 
here already.*’ 
Dan prolonged his unrobing as much as possible; 
but at length he Mood trembling in currpo, and 
before he could distinctly realize the situation lie 
found himself on his master’s hack. (1 lancing over 
his shoulder in mortal terror, he saw the glazed 
caps of the police approaching. 
“Are tliev coming, Dan?” whimpered Dick soft- 
ly. 
“Yis, master dear, vis, only hotild on for a min- 
\tr 
“Are thev very near u>, Dan :” 
“Quite close, yer honor,” responded Dan, now 
becoming easy in his mind. 
At this moment a constable ran forward, break- 
ing from the officers who tried to intercept him. 
But what was Dan’s terror, when Dick clutched 
him firmly by the legs, and then with a shrill 
“Whaup!” like the war shout of an Indian brave, 
gave a header literally into space over tin* elitl ! 
I)an says he found himself going down under 
water almost as far as he had fallen from laud. 
The place was several fathoms deep ; and on their 
rising to the surface. Dick grabbed his comrade, 
and bore him safely to a boat which was lying un- 
der the precipice prepared for the event. So Dick 
Poole won the hundred pounds, and Dan Doherty 
was none the worse. 
Frenchmen of the old school did at times 
tremendously polite things; swell as break- 
ing their weeks to pick up a lady's law, or run- 
ning through the body any one who should 
dare to say that her foot was large or her 
nose red. In our days Frenchmen are not 
! quite such fools, and yet they sometimes do 
exceedingly foolish tilings in the polite line. 
This story for example, is related of a Count. 
One night a lady of his acquaintance had a 
lace dress of considerable value torn by a 
man treading on it. After an exclamation of 
impatience she turned to the Count and said, 
•‘Have you a pin?” “Madame,” said he, “I 
don't carry a pincushion, but here is one,” 
and he drew from his breast a valuable 
diamond. “Sir,” said the lady, nettled prob- 
ably by his retort about a pincushion, “1 can- 
not accept a diamond from you.” “Well 
then,” returned he, “here is a pin without a 
diamond.” And breaking oil' the jewel, he 
threw it out of the window, and presented the 
simple pin. 
In a little town out West, a lady teacher 
was exercising a class of juveniles in mental I arithmetic. She commenced the question, 
“If you buy a cow for ten dollars—" when up 
came a little hand. “What is it, Johnny?” 
“Why, you can’t buy a cow for ten dollars; 
father sold one for sixty dollars the other 
day, and she was a regular old scrub at 
that!” 
The first white child born in the territory 
now known as the state Ohio has just died at 
Kenton, O., in his eightieth year. 
Self-love is at once the most delicate and 
the most tenacious of our sentiments; a mere 
nothing will wound it, but nothing on earth 
will kill it 
OUR GUNNER’S SHOT. 
Our noble ship lay at anchor in the Bay of Tun- 
ort,*Jnt. 1 1,1 the extreme north-west point of Africa. Tho day had been extremely mild, with 
a gentle breeze sweeping in from the northward iiiitl westward, but toward the close of the after- 
noon the sea-breeze died awav, and one of tlioM* 
sultry, oven-like atmospheric breathings cam. in. from the great sunburnt .Sahara. Half an hour la- fore sundown, the captain gave the cheering order for the boatswain to “call all bands to j— — mmg,-’ and in less than live minutes the form- .,i 
our hardy tars were seen leaping from the gang wavs, the ports, the nettings, the bowsprit, air I some of the more venturesome took their piling from the arms ol the lower yards. One of'the studding-sails had been lowered into the water, with its corners suspended from the mam yard-arm and the swinging boom, and into tins most of the swimmers made their wav. Among those who seemed to be enjoying the sport nr -1 highly were two of the boys. Tim Wallace and 
bred Fairbanks, the latter of whom was the son ..r 
our old gunner, and in a laughing mood they start- ed out from the studding-sail on a race. There was 
a loud ringing shout of joy upon their lips as they 
put oil', and they started through tin- water lik. 
fishes. The surface of the sea was as smooth a- 
glass, through its bosom rose in long Iieayv swells 
that set in from the broad Atlantic. 
The ship was moored with a long sweep upon both cables, and the buoy of the starboard anrli.ir 
was far away on the starboard quarter, where it 
rose and foil with the lazy swells like a drunken 
man. Towards this buoy the two lads made their 
way, Fred Fairbanks taking the lead; hut when 
“'ey were within about a dozen fathoms of the 
Ituuy.Ttm shot ahead and promised to win tile race 1 he old gunner had watched the progress of his lii tic son with avast degree of pride, and when 1,. 
saw him dropping behind, he leape.ljupon the |.. and was jus* upon the point of urging him on I.. 
shout, win n a cry reached his ear- that mad. him 
start as though lie had been struck In a cannon- 
ball. 
“A shark.' a shark.’" came from tin- captain m the forecastle, and at the sound of these vis ible 
words, tiie men who were in tin: water leaped and and plunged toward the ship. 
Right abeam, at a distance of three or four cabli 
length, a sharp wake was seen in the water, win the hack fir. of the monster was visible, ilis mm-c 
was for the hoys! For a moment tin- poor guiuns stood like one helvf of sense, Imt oil the next In 
shouted at tile top of his voice for his hov to turn 
■’tit the little fellow heard him not—stonily the to,, swimmers strove for tin- goal, all unconscious ot the bloody death spirit that hovered >.» near tin an 
l heir merry laugh still rang nut over the wit.-i and at length they both touched tile buov t.wethei 
O, what drops of agony started from the lir..w 
our gunner! A boat had put of, but Fairlmnk- 
hnew that it could not reach his child in -, as..n. 
for the shark was too near it- intended \ letim- 
and every moment he expected to see tbe iinm-t,a 
sink from sight—then he knew that ail Imp. would be gone! At this moment a erv readied the -lib 
that went through every heart like .stream 
scorching fire—the bins had disc overed Hi, 
enemy I 
That ry started old Fairbanks to his -ens.-s, and 
quicker than thought he sprang to the quarter deck ’i’lie guns were and loaded shotted f.uv and at', and 
none knew their temper better than he. With a 
steady hand, made strong by a sudden hope, the old gunner seized a priming wire and pricked H,.- 
cartridge of one of the quarter guns; then lie took 
from iiis pocket a percussion wafer and set it in its 
place, and '.t hack the hammer of tile patent lock ith a giant's strength tin* old man swaved th. 
breech of the heavv gun to its hearing, and then seizing the string of the In k. Tie stood hack and 
Watched for tile next swell that should bring tin- shark within range. He had aimed the piece -nun distance ahead of his mark, but a single monn iii would settle his hopes or tea ■-. 
•'■'Very t*p’:iU\ \v:is lmsh<>il, nn»l ev* rv li- trt 
that old ship wits painfully still. Tlji' hunt w 
vel at some distance from the boys, while tin- hor- 
rible sea-monster wus frightfully near. Smt«li nl\ 
the sir wits iiwoke by the rear of the heuvv truii, 
ami its the oh] man knew that his shot was gimc’ lie sank bank upon the combings of the hateh ami 
buried his face in his hands, as if afraid to see He 
result of his own effort, for if lie tailed, he knew 
that bis boy was lost I 
Tor a moment after the report of the gun had died away upon the air, there was a dead silence 
hut as the impenetrable smoke arose from the -i. 
fare of the water, there was, at lirst, a low mur- 
mur breaking from the lips of the men—that mur- 
mur grew louder and stronger, until it swelled p 
joyous deafening shout. The old gunner sprang to 
hi' feet and gazed oil upon the water: and the first 
thing that met his t iew was the huge eareass .,| tie 
shark limiting with its white lo lls, uppermost—a 
mangled, lifeless mass. 
lit a few moments the boat had reaehed the dar- 
ing swimmers, and half dead from flight, they w. i. 
brought on board. The old man clasped his hov 
in his arms, and then overcome by the powerful 
excitement, he leaned hack upon the gun for sup- 
port. 
1 have seen men in all the phases of excitement 
and suspense : but never have 1 seen three Inmdia d 
human beings more overcome by thrilling emotion, 
than on that startling moment when lirst we knew 
the effect of our < runner's shot. 
LOST STARS. 
l.iki drooping, dying stars, our loved ones 
go away ft pm our sight. Tin- stars of our 
hopes, <mr ambition, our prayers, whose 
light ever shines before us, leading on and 
up. they suddenly fade from the firmament 
of our hearts, and their plaee is left empty 
gold and dark. A mother's steady, soli and 
earnest light tint beamed through til out 
wants and sorrows; a father’s strong, quick 
light that keep our feet trout stumbling in 
the dark and treacherous ways; a sister's 
light, to mild, so pure, so constant and * 
linn, shines upon us front gentle, lovin'” eve.... 
and persuading us to grace and goodness ; 
brother’s light, bright and bold and honest 
a lover’s light, torever sleeping in our soul-, 
and illuminating our goings and coming.-. 
friend's light, true and trusty —gone out 
forever! no! The light has not gone out. 
It. is shining beyond the stars, where there i- 
no night and no darkness forever, and for- 
ever. 
Never call a man lost until lie is buried in 
a hopeless grave. No man is lost upon 
whom any influence can lie exerted, no man 
is lost to whom the oiler of the gospel m:t\ 
be brought. It is but a few weeks since I 
sat by one of the purest and loveliest d fe- 
males, who was once degraded, but who i- 
now at the head of a family highly rc-p-'oted 
and beloved. We arc never to be disrottr 
aged. There is no man or woman so \ i 1.■ 
bill (bid may bring them washed and sav.-d 
to liis kingdom. 
He who rears up one child to (’hristian \ ir 
tue or recovers one fellow creature to (ind. 
builds :t temple more precious than Solomon’- 
or St. i’eter’s, more enduring than earth ot 
hett ven. 
It is not the painting, gilding, and carving 
that makes a good ship; but if she be a nim 
hie sailor, tight and strong to cu b: the 
seas, that is her excellence It is the edge 
and temper of the blade that make- a good 
sword, not the richness of the scabbard ; and 
so it is not motley or possc.-sions that make a 
man considerable, but his virtue. [Theodor, 
l’arkcr. 
A servant girl, who was sent a day or two 
ago to a druggist in New York, with a re 
quest, that he would give her some eastor-n,; 
“disguised as much as possible," was asked 
by the druggist it’ she liked soda water, and 
replied in the affirmative. The druggist 
thereupon gave her a glass strongh llavored 
with lemon, with mueli oil east upon the 
troubled waters. Noticing that she lingered 
after receiving this, the druggist inquired be- 
cause, and was told that she was waiting for 
the oil. “Oh," replied the man of drues 
complacently, “you have taken that." Pc 
startled woman gazed at him in dismay a in 
meat and then exclaimed, "Oh murder, 1 
wanted it for a man who is very sick." 
The first suit under the social equality law 
of Louisiana, brought against the proprietor 
of an ice-cream establishment who refused to 
receive colored applicants for relreshments, 
has resulted in a disagreement, of the jury. 
It is said that a variety of races were repre- 
sented among the jurymen, and that a color- 
ed juror was prominent in opposing the in- 
tentions of the framers of the law, alleging 
that he himself did not want white men as 
visitors at colored people's balls, “to come 
there and take my colored ladies away.” 
This is the way they do things up in Buch- 
arest. A brigand of Herculean strength w as 
about to be hanged for tnuder. He burst the 
straps which bound him like tlax, seized the 
executioner and throttled him before assis- 
tance could arrive. He was thereupon ap- 
apointed to his victim’s office. 
Men’s lives should be like the day, more 
beautiful in the evening; or, like the summer, 
aglow with promise; and the autumn, rich 
with the golden sheaves, where good work 
and deeds have ripened on the field. 
WASHINGTON MATTERS. 
TflE CUBAN LOBBY. 
Washington June 10. The investigation into 
Hu conduct of the American Commissioner who 
negotiated the San Domingo treaty, and the alleged 
velations tending to the implication of members 
•f Congress in the so-called Cuban lobby, have fur- 
ui-bed matter for considerable of a sensation in 
both Houses of Congress. In the House, especially. 
Hut- was ,|iiite a scene to-day over the fulfilment 
of an order dii ci-ting the Scrgeant-at-Arms to bring 
t!n bar of he House the correspondent of the 
V ,• A.nk lbening Post, to show cause why he 
bould not Im' expelled from the reporters' gallery 
r-itcrating. in a dispatch published yesterday, 
on' published on Monday, which has been denied 
in ib, House, and in which it was stated that an 
a. in the Cuban lobby, named Taylor, saw ltep- 
seutamos tiolbnlay of Kentucky, Dcwces of 
N orth Carolina, Fitch of Nevada and McCormick 
"i Mi-souri. but that ii was not positively known 
u bo accepted bribes and who did not, but that it 
wa- conclusive that bribes were tendered. The 
irrespondent. amid a scene of keen interest in the 
House, returned written answers to questions sub- 
mitted bv members through the Speaker, which 
wi r. to the effect that he based his dispatch on an 
lb ial document which had been before the Grand 
l,m of this district, and which, it is understood. 
n the form of an affidavit from oneN. B. Taylor, 
w b. in In alleges that he approached the members 
; mgress named, but with what result is not 
ated. Additional interest was given the corre- 
tent's statement by the virtual admission of 
in t.cral Butler that such an affidavit was before 
»•- investigating committee, but that it did not, in 
opinion, implicate the members named. The 
n qial inquiry which was made—namely, as to 
i.o luniislied tin- correspondent this affidavit—the 
.iter declined to answer, whereupon tiie whole 
r.11 r was referred to a select committee of five for 
-tig itinli. Just alter the proceedings ended 
Mi Fiii Ii received a telegram dated at Montrealto- 
■ It in N. It. Taylor, denying that lie had ever 
|,|.io.ii tied Messrs. Fitch, McCormick, Golladay, 
1 i. of Tennessee, in the manner stated. 
■ i.iu lei '- committee has been endeavoring for 
i. m to get hold of this man Taylor, who is 
im in Washington as an cx-avmy contractor 
■ ci.i ■ ii uni Chicago, but be remains in Montreal, 
r_ lbsummons of the House, fine of the 
ising incidents of the whole affair is that 
oinmittee was raised to investigate the 
ii. :i which official news leaked into the news- 
et... and yet the main points of the testi- 
in- ha-taken on this inquiry have nearly all 
.k : .nit. l b, friends of Cuba very generally al- 
ibat tin state Department, or the Spanish 
Mm -o r, ba\, furnished these recent publications 
oo,a- to throw discredit on the Cuban cause, 
i •••.cet oinmiltce will be able to show the 
H n f.-w da>- whether there is any truth in 
mi \ m u vi 1/viioN laws. 
i t H<*u-c h'i‘ effectually put an end to any 
i. !'• »r ha iging our naturalization laws and 
k tie jiiri-.lift ion from state Courts and giving! 
ly t. Cubed States Courts. The bill of 
! a i* v\ridiculed and riddled to pieces in ! 
ie H ni ii^ friends, the Republicans being 
divided for and against it. The Democrats 
l with the Republican opponents of the bill 
.a 1 .. i: upon the table. There were but GO votes 
of the liu asure. The sentiment of the op- 
-iii'ti \v:i> decidedly averse to complicating the 
i!./ation law*, or surrounding the process of 
i' i’i .ii with <1irti«ulties greater than now 
III Ml!I*m'ILI>IN<! INTEREST. 
Mi. two c.innnittees of Commerce are jointly 
■H'ldt-ring a bill for the revival of shipbuilding 
r- -t*. A dt legation of shipbuilders oppose the 
M tini of the Senate bill, which authorizes 
to Treasury Department to issue American regis- 
r- 1.* foreign built vessel*. No bill ha* yet been 
iglved oil. 
v 1*111 1 I V si M IN IiKFICIEXCY lilLI.S. 
Ii < am mit in debate in the House to-day, despite 
ito pivtr'i>i(»n- of reform and retrenchment made 
v He Republicans in passing the Appropriation 
lhat there had been delieieney bills already 
'«'d amounting to the enormous sum of $10,000,- 
'M‘ 1 ing >T.o<nlooo more than a Republican mem- 
?»• ■:i-1«-• I there would be in January last. Mr. 
t h- ntuekx reiterated bis statement of two 
ig » that Itioo clerks were employed in the 
I" ("Urv Dej.artment that speeitie salaries were 
*!•*■«•% ided fur by law. 
i:i:ki»mi ,\*> wheal* affairs. 
1 in U ood-Howard Freedincn’s Bureau investi- 
‘I "ii. Im f..re the Committee on Education and 
1 (b.u makes slow progress. Every now and then 
ie 'tart ling testimony is brought out by 
l n oi lo Wood’.* witnesses. There is evidence 
it is >aid, to show that Howard paid out of 
bun an funds some $240,000 to the American 
d "'"iiai\ Society; about $140,000 in rations sold 
"*d the proceeds pocketed by the agents of the 
!,,i“ ao. ih* Ciiiti d States Marshal for South 
iuia uni one of tlie Cnited States Senators 
•1 that State Were brought in to prove thatabout -I au.iMo ,,| tli«* educational fund of the bureau were 
'• 1 the purchase of ration*, the majority of 
'do- o e void to ilie negroes of South Carolina, 
" too. Hit purpose of securing the elect ion of | 
» \ lit >eolI. I 
DlAfH OF CHARLES DICKENS. 
London', June 10. 
baric- I »iekens ilieJ twenty minutes past 
o clock last evening of paralysis. 
Mi Dickens was entertaining a dinner 
parly at lie house at (lad's Hill. Miss llo- 
trili, who was seated near him observed 
idem signs ot distressupon his countenance, 
site made the remark to him that he must be 
ill. 
To tins Mi Pickens replied, “Oh, no, 1 
I.aw-only got a headache. 1 shall be better 
laesently." lie then asked that the open 
window be shut Almost immediately he be- 
■ aine unconscious and fell back into his chair 
insensible. 
lb was immediately conveyed to his room, 
onl medical attendance summoned, but Mr. 
Pickens still remained unconscious and never 
eeovered animation, llis son and daughter 
remained steadfastly at his bedside until liis 
decease, 
I poii the arrival of the physician, lie was 
imemneed to be under the influence of a 
iroki of apoplexy, ltemedies were imme- 
diately prescribed and everything done to al- 
lotdate his sufferings, but all was useless, as 
the great novelist still remained in a comatose 
-tate, from which it was impossible to rouse 
him. A consultation of physicians failed to 
dovelope any remedy. 
Mi Dickens still lay in that dangerous 
late of insensibility, and from the time he 
vas attacked till 0 o’elo. k last evening he 
lay motionless, betraying no signs of life. 
l’he physicians, alarmed at his condition, 
at t; o’clock examined him to detect signs of 
■ loathing, but the last flickering spark of 
life had expired, and shortly after (j o'clock 
the great novelist was pronounced dead, hav- 
ing given no signs ol life, and remaining 
ilmus! utterly insensible until the hour of his 
death. 
It stated that Mr. Dickens has several times 
of late complained that he experienced con- 
siderable diflieulty in working because his 
jiowers of application were becoming impo- 
tent. He also said that his thoughts no lon- 
ger come to him spontaneously, as in former 
times. 
While at Preston he had need of medical 
aid, and called upon a physician, who warn- 
ed him not to continue reading, because he 
was doing so at the peril of his life. 
The sad news of the decease of Charles 
Dickens has the warmest expressions of uni- 
versal sorrow and regret and the columns of 
the morning press abound with mournful ar- 
ticles upon the event. 
11A VINO Maciiinerv. A correspondent 
who claims to understand the value of Mow- 
ers and Ilorse Rakes in securing the hay crop, 
sends us the following— 
"It is conceded very generally that a Mowing 
Machine and Horse Hake are lindispensablc im- 
plements on tlic farm. It is important, however, 
that Farmers should select such machines as have 
lieeu tried, and proved of suflicient strength to with- 
stand the hard usage they are liable to receive on 
our Maine farms. The attention of Farmers is 
• ailed to the Improved Union Mower, and Whit- 
combs’ Horse Italic. The Mowers are highly 
recommended by farmers in this county. Pur- chasers of last year speak of them in the highest 
terms. The Whitccomb Rake is so universally 
used that no recommendation of them is needed, 
t red. Atwood, Wintcrport, is general agent for l-.astern Maine. (Jail and examine them.” 
A day or two since, while the freight was 
being discharged at the wharf in this city, •rom one ot the schooners loaded with coal 
for the Insane Hospital, several of the in- 
mates ol that institution were assisting in the work. While thus engaged one of them ad- 
vanced to the edge of the wharf and jumpod into the river, apparently with the intention 
oi committing suicide, as he made no effort 
to save himself. He was rescued just in time to save his life. On being questioned 
in regard to the rash act, lie said that lie 
wanted to drown himself, as lie preferred 
that kind of death to being burned up. [Au- 
gusta Journal. 
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WHAT SHOULD COMMERCIAL MEN DO? 
Wc sympathize most heartily with the unemploy- 
ed shipmaster, who writes the sorrowfully humor- 
ous letter whirl) we publish to-day. and we sympa- 
thize with tlie class for which he speaks. Their 
case is one of peculiar hardship. The American 
shipmasters as a class have conferred honor upon 
the country abroad by their intelligence,enterprise 
and gentlemanly demeanor, as the ships they com- 
manded did upon the mechanics who built and the 
shipping merchants who owned them. Wherever 
the American ilag floated from a masthead, there 
were certain to be found the most faultless models, 
the staunchest workmanship, and the most ex- 
cellent qualities in the commander. It was the 
pride and the boast of travelled Americans that no 
country was so faithfully and creditably represent- 
ed abroad by its mercantile marine, as the United 
States. Nor were appearances and qualities by 
any means the chief merit. What was of more 
importance to the country, there was profit in 
building and sailing American ships. They poured 
a constant stream of wealth into the country, that 
flowing through till the arteries and veins of trade, 
invigorated, encouraged and enriched every calling. 
Let our shipwrights and mechanics of all kinds, as 
well as captains and seamen, think of the flourish- 
ing and flush times previous to 1 sfiO, when employ- 
ment sought them, rather than that they asked for 
employment, and money came rapidly into their 
hands—when they could buy comforts and luxu- 
ries for their families, and cull here and there a 
holiday for rest and recreation. 
How is all this changed! The stars and stripes 
are almost unknown in foreign ports; the hand- 
some American ships arc no more; the shipyards 
are silent and deserted; the seaboard towns are 
eating into the capital gained in other years; the 
golden stream of money from freights earned now 
swell the purses of our Provincial neighbors. 
These are ugly facts, but they ore facts, and must 
be looked in the face. The cause is not mysteri- 
ous or hidden. It plainly lies in vicious and stupid 
legislation by Congress. We say vicious and 
stupid, because the terms are appropriate, and 
accurately describe the thing. Tt is not for lack of 
light on the subject, that the unwise course is per- 
sisted in. Facts and figures have been laid before 
that body, showing whither we arc tending—-bow- 
ing that the sceptre of the seas, which our brave, 
seamen and adventurous merchants wrested from 
England, is returning to her grasp, lint it has fallen 
upon cold and indifferent ears. With the failure 
of the Lynch bill, went out the hist hope of Ameri- 
can commerc* from this Congress. 
Our correspondent asks what we would advise 
as an employment for men of his class. We feel 
more like counselling a course for all whose inter- 
ests are connected with commerce. It is a fact that 
they have not as a class been true to themselves— 
they haw not insisted, as other interests have in- 
sisted, upon their rights, and emphasized their de- 
mand at the polls. For instance, here are the peo- 
ple of the Fifth Congressional District of Maine, 
embracing a greater extent of sea-coast and more 
maritime towns than any other, stretching as it 
does along more than two hundred miles of coast 
line, from Thomaston lo the British provinces. It 
is represented in Congress by a gentleman, who. 
however amiable and accomplished he may be, has 
had no experience in the main business of his dis- 
trict, and but little observation of it. lie is bound, 
in addition, by the usages, caucuses and discipline 
of his party, which party is adverse to relieving or 
encouraging the shipping interest. The very fact 
that such a man represents the district, is a most 
potent reply to the petitions we send for relief. 
We commit suicide, and ask to have our life pre- 
served, at one and the same time. The iron fetters 
of party usage and discipline will bring Mr. Ilale 
again More the people of this district, to ask for a 
re-election. He will come burthened with the 
damning record of Congress on the shipping ques- 
tion, and his friends will ask that the ship owners, 
ship builders and sailors again give him their votes. 
Now the short and direct way for the commercial 
men of this district to make their numbers and in- 
fluence felt, is to refuse lo have themselves and 
their interests bought and sold in the arrangements 
and bargaining of the radical party. There are 
gentlemen of intelligence, honor and weight, who 
are or have been engaged in the shipping business, 
and understand its needs, and who would well 
represent the Fifth District, in that and all other 
particulars. We have such an one. in Knox Coun- 
ty, in our mind at this moment. If such a man 
should be brought before the people, could the 
numerous populations of the great sea-coast towns 
so well protect their business and interests, ashy 
supporting him for Congress '< The fetters that 
hind us must be broken, and where can a blow be 
so effectively struck as here? Let a conservative 
and liberal man lie sent to Congress from the Fifth 
District ot Maine, and the party that controls Con- 
gress will see that the shipping interest and the 
support of commercial men must be conciliated 
and sought. So long as wc bow our necks meekly 
and unresistingly, so long wc shall have burdens 
laid upou us. 
Oregon. The first news from this Pacific 
State was to the effect that the election was 
very close anil doubtful. We predicted. 
Iron) the language of that announcement, a 
decided Democratic triumph, which proves 
to be the case. The Democrats have elected 
the Governor by a handsome majority. They 
have also a majority of 10 on joint ballot, in 
the Legislature. This will oust U. S. Senator 
Williams, and ensure a Democrat in his 
place for six years to come. A Democratic 
Representative to Congress is also chosen. 
The way things are going on, the radicals 
will have to work pretty lively to prevent 
Congress from becoming a Democratic body. 
Connecticut, New York and Oregon show a 
strong tendency in that direction. 
On Saturday eight barrels and four kegs of 
ale and liquor were seized on board steamer 
Alliance, at Bangor, by the City Marshal. 
The officers and agents ordered the officers 
ashore; but Gen. Hersey, who is one of the 
owners of the boat as well as Candidate for 
Governor, being in a ticklish position, sent 
word to let them have the goods. The Gen- 
eral is now claimed as “loyal” on rum trans- 
portation. 
CONGRESS AND TAXATIONS. 
It is evident from tlie action in Congress 
upon the tax measures, that no relief is to be 
expected by the people into whose resources 
the hand of impost, excise and direct tax 
! goes so deeply. However much pleasant 
j cajoling and delusive talk may be made, in 
the halls of Congress and out of them, the 
people feel, with the heart sickness of hope 
deferred, that they have but to groan anew 
under their burdens. 
The House has, says the Rochester Union, 
against the pledges of Congress and against 
the demands of the people and the press of 
the country, voted to continue the most de- 
moralizing of all federal exactions— the in- 
come tax. The test vote on the square pro- 
position to strike out the tax obtained only 58 
years. The nays were more than two to 
one—120. The tax was finally fixed at three 
per cent, on all sums over $2,000, with a 
proviso that but $5000 shall be allowed for 
house rent. The three per cent, was carried 
by 115 to 78 and the $2,000 exemption by 188 
to 52. The New York Sun, edited by Mr. 
Dana, the former managing editor of the 
Tribune and Assistant Secretary of War un- 
der Stanton, although extremely Radical, is 
very independent and outspoken, and on this 
proceeding of the House it says: “This un- 
constitutional enactment expires by limita- 
tion this year, and Congress solemnly pledg- 
ed itself that it should not be renewed. Un- 
der that pledge the people assented to the 
continuance of what was solely a war meas- 
ure, notwithstanding its unconstitutionality, 
for five years after the close of the war. The 
patient, overtaxed and impoverished people 
now demand the fulfillment ot that pledge : 
but the Republicans in Congress seem resolv- 
ed lo repudiate the compact, and to force the 
tax again upon the country. In so doing 
they are hut. digging wide and deep the grave 
of their party. There is no necessity for the 
tax now. The revenue is abundantly suffi- 
cient for all legitimate needs of the govern- 
ment. As surely as the income taxis contin- 
ued, just so surely will the Democracy go in- 
to the Presidential fight of 1872 with the war- 
cry ol Faith witli the people, and put the Re- 
publican repudiators to utter rout.” 
The same House of Representatives, on the 
same day, rejected by a vole of 110 to 78 an 
amendment to tax the income from govern- 
ment bonds—not the principal of, but simply 
the interest gathered from. United States se- 
curities—five percent, and to ensure the col- 
lection of the tax by deducting it from the 
coupons. This proposition, moved hv Mr. 
Reck (Dom.) of Kentucky, was ably second- 
ed and supported by Cion. Butler of Massa- 
chusetts, who, whatever his shortcomings in 
other respects, is sound upon the subject of 
taxation. We give a taste of the debate.: 
Mr. Beck (Deni, of Ky.) said those bonds were 
already taxed in the hands of American citizens, 
and his proposition was only intended to extend 
that tax to bonds in the hands of foreign holders. 
The English government, as shown in a speech of 
the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. Butler), 
had charged ten per cent., seven per cent.. live per 
cent, and three per cent, on its bonds, as the neces- 
sities of the government required, and no one had 
thought of impeaching the integrity of the govern- 
ment for that. 
Mr. Butler, of Mass., supported Mr. Beck’s 
amendment, and proposed also that the interest on 
town, city, county and State bonds should be taxed 
in the same manner. They were not taxed now. 
It was only the conscience of men holding those 
bonds that were taxed, and he was sorry to say 
that conscience bad not been a very prolific source 
of profit. Every honest man now paid tax on tiis 
income from these bonds, and the object was to 
make the rogues nay also. The Committee on 
Ways ami Means had provided by the bill to tax 
the savings banks, thus taxing the pittance of the 
serving girls, widow's and orphans, but had excus- 
ed from taxation the $2,000,000,000 of United States 
bonds. Were members to go to the people with 
that proposition f Not he, for one. Might his right 
hand forget, its cunning if he did. Had the United 
States pledged their faith that these bonds should 
not be taxed ? They had not; no man. not even a 
broker who sold any of these bonds, had done so. 
If the United States Had agreed not to tax these 
bond- he would sit down. 
Mr. Benton, (Rep.) of N. II.—Did we not agree 
to pay the amount specified on the bond and inter- 
est ? 
Mr. Butler—Yes, sir; and we are going to do it, 
and then we are going to collect tax on it, so that 
the rascals who hold those bonds and do not pav 
tax on the interest shall not cheat us. 
Mr. Benton—Is a man a rascal because lie holds 
United States bonds? 
Mr. Butler—Only when he swears that he lias 
not drawn the interest. Why should not the tax 
be deducted at the Treasury ? This very bill requir- 
ed that to be done In the case of railroads and bank- 
ing corporations, and to-day railroad bonds were 
going abroad bearing seven per cent, interest, in 
order to compete with United Stales bonds that 
were untaxed. 
Mr. Kellogg (ltcp.) of Conn., asked Mr. Butler 
whether, he did not know that foreign holders of 
these railroad bonds did not get the lull amount of 
the interest without deduction for taxation? 
Mr. Butler replied in the negative. The railroad 
companies were bound to deduct the tax. 
Mr. Scheuck remarked that the tax thus improp- 
erly withheld from foreign bondholders was being 
paid back to them. 
Mr. Butler asked why, if that were so, there wras 
a provision in the bill to perpetuate ii? He did not 
know any reason why the tax should be refunded. 
Great Britain now taxed her national debt in this 
way, and always had done it. 
Mr. Benton—Will the gentleman state the name 
of any one who holds United States bonds and 
swears that he does not ? 
Mr. Butlei—He who can count the stars in the 
sky may try to do that. (Laughter.) * * There 
j was no repudiation in the proposition. All that 
was in it was to provide for an honest collection of 
the tax. As to the gentleman's (Mr. Schenek’s) 
statement that there was no right to tax foreigners 
on their property here, he asked whether the foreign- 
ers who owned lands in the West were not taxed 
tor roads which they never used, and for schools to 
which their children never went? Blit just as it 
was advantageous to their property to be near good 
roads and good schools, so it Was advantageous for 
the foreign bondholders that the government should 
have revenue to pay them their interest and give 
value to their bonds. As to this affecting the life 
of the nation, lie denied the assertion. The nation 
had conducted a great war when not a dollar could 
be got from the Jews of Amsterdam, and when no 
Englishman would do anything but plunder Amer- 
ican commerce. 
The advocates of equal and just taxation, 
however, contended in vain. In a House of 
Representatives with an overwhelming Radi- 
cal majority, a large majority of which major- 
ity is composed of Presidents, Directors and 
the paid Attorneys of National Ranks and in- 
dividual bondholders, it was a foregone con- 
clusion that continued exemption ot the priv- 
ileged moneyed class would he voted. And 
it was—110 to 78 as stated. Of the 110 men 
who misrepresented and arrayed themselves 
against the interests of the people, we regret 
to say that two, but only two, call themselves 
Democrats. They are Henry IV. Slocum 
and John (i. Schumaker, both from the mon- 
eyed east. Of the 78 who voted to impose 
the tax, 29 were Republicans, and of these 
only two, llutler of Massachusetts and Ela of 
New Hampshire, are from the east. All the 
rest are western and southern members. 
The House of Representatives of the Forty- 
Second Congress is to be chosen at the state 
elections this year. At these elections it will 
be for the people who now support the great 
burden of taxation to say whether they will 
continue the Republican party in power that 
their*burden may bo continued, or will elect 
men who are free from allegiance to that par- 
ty, which is now controlled by the bondhold- 
ing and banking interests, and who stand 
pledged to reduce taxation on those who now 
pay for it and equalize it by extension to 
those now exempt. 
DEATH OF CHARLES DICKENS. 
The reading portion of the people have 
been stricken with sorrow at the announce- 
ment of the death of this great master of 
fiction in modern times. All who can admire 
the creations of genius, so truthful portraying 
the events of life as to convulse with laugh- 
ter at the comic eccentricities of humanity, or 
call the sudden tear to the eye with touches 
of pathos, or charm with cunning and truth- 
ful description—must sorrow at the death of 
Dickens. Ilis work is done. The vivid im- 
agination is no more, the fertile pen is laid 
aside, the busy brain is still forever. 
The work of the distinguished author are 
very numerous, and have been given to the 
public during a period of thirty-five years. 
His earliest work was Sketches of English 
life and character, followed by Pickwick Pa- 
pers, Oliver Twist, Master Humphrey’s Clock, 
The Old Curiosity Shop, Barnaby Kudge, 
American Notes, Pictures of Italy, Christmas 
Carols, The Chimes, David Copperfield, 
Bleak House, Little Dorrit, &e., and many 
others of recent publication, the names of 
which are familiar to the public. To our 
mind, no work of Dickens, in all essential 
qualities, surpasses one of his very earliest, 
the Pickwick Papers. 
The anger excited by his American Notes 
has long since subsided, and Mr. Dickens 
has made explanation and ample apology for 
his unintentional wounding of the feelings 
of t he public in this country, where his 
friends and mourners are counted by hosts 
His latest work, The Mystery of Edwin 
Drood, was unfinished at the the time of his 
death, and will remain an incomplete work. 
Mr. Dickens leaves two sons and five 
daughters. He has long lived separate from 
his wife, between whom and himself there 
has existed incompatability of temper. 
Whittemnre, the South Carolina carpet bag- 
ger, goes back to Congress with the endorse- 
ment of his constituents, lie, told the planta- 
tion negroes, who are in the majority in the 
district, that ho was their persecuted friend, 
and that, if returned, he could send them 
heaps of bureau rations. So he is sent back 
on the beef and bacon issue—the most potent 
argument that could be presented to the 
fifteenth amendment voters of the locality. 
The Radicals in Congress find that they are 
in the situation of the man whose lottery tick- 
et drew an elephant. Whittemore has re- 
turned to plague them, claiming to be just as 
honest as the average Congressman. No 
doubt he is. And “what to do with Whitte- 
more ?” is the question of the hour in radical 
councils at Washington 
The re-election of the carpet bagger Whit- 
temore is likely to make a lively time in the 
House of Representatives, and there is a 
chance that he may not get his seat. The 
virtuous spasm may not yet be over, so far 
as he is concerned. Logan, who assumed to 
be a sort of Chevalier Bayard among the 
radical irreproachables, declares that Whit- 
temore’s return is an insult to the highly 
honorably body from which he was so recent- 
ly expelled, and that he must not be admitted. 
Perhaps they will send him back, with the 
request that he be exchanged for a plantation 
nigger. 
By a new treaty, concluded at London. 
May l.'ilh, the hitherto vexed question of 
naturalization between the Cuited States and 
Great Britain, is set at rest. The old English 
assumption that “once a subject always a 
subject,” which formed part of the assumed 
right ot search, and led to so much ill blood, 
is renounced by the mother country, and the 
right of her subjects to take new nationalities 
is acknowledged. 
WHAT AN EX-SHIPMASTER THINKS. 
Stockton, June 11. into. 
Dk.vh JocttN.u.: 1 notice in your columns the 
evidence Riven by Brunswick shipmasters regard- 
ing their present occupation. Being called as wit- 
nesses, they were compelled to say, one that he 
“was a gentleman loafer,” another that he “fed 
chickens and tended I tables,” ,fcc. We here in 
Stockton arc not better oil' than our Brunswick 
brethren. Some of us are pulling roekweed, some 
selling ti'li in the streets. One lias moved west, 
turned doctor,and is effecting wonderful cures in all 
the ills that flesh is heir to, from prolapsus uteri to 
corns and bunions. Some are Irving to run porgie 
presses, and many are gentlemen loafers. Such is 
the condition of our shipmasters, myself among the 
number. Like Othello, “my occupation is gone," 
and I am casting ahoul to sec how t can support 
myself and family. 
For years we have faced storms, and been de- 
prived of the society of our families and friends. 
As a class we have done much to enrich the coun- 
try. for we have been in pursuit of wealth to bring 
into it. All through the late war we labored under 
the disadvantage of a heavy war insurance on mu- 
property, beset by pirates at sea, taxed heavily 
troth at home and abroad, and our country afford- 
ing us not the least protection. Vet we toiled on, 
hoping for rebel. Now Unit “the cruel war is over 
what relief have wefuiuul ? Why, poverty, starva- 
tion, ami heavy taxes that sweep away what little 
we have saved. In addition our hands are so tied 
by taxes and prohibitions that we can earn no 
more. Many of us are on the shady side of life, 
where the learning of new trades or professions is 
impossible. We are totally unlit for the sharp 
practices of trade and traffic. All of the sailors 
who have tried it, with few exceptions, have 
failed. 
We have all looked to Mr. Lvneh's bill for some 
relief and employment, by a revival of our com- 
merce; but that lias been sent to the tomb of all t lie 
Oapulets. We have now but little hope from so 
sellish, vile and thoroughly corrupt government, 
where British gold can purchase the votes ol our 
lawmakers, and consign us to idleness and poverty. 
We have been asked to vote for protection, and 
Maine has lent her aid to the protection of Penn- 
sylvania, and yet to-day that State refuses to give 
us protection of any kind. 
We have lieen led, like asses, to vote for our own 
destruction. Many an honest sailor has been tired 
with enthusiasm, at the cry of rebellion and treason, 
to taking what he supposed to be his country’s 
side—but alas! it was for the country’s ruin. By 
ignorance of political intrigue, he lias been stabbing 
the country when he sup|«>sed he was protecting 
it—helping to enrich the rich, and making the poor 
poorer. But we are now opening our eyes to see 
the hideousness of these corrupt and vile partisans. 
Like the maiden in the Midsummer Nights Dream, 
we wonder how we could have been in loyc with 
an ass. 
Our townsman, lion. N. Ci. llichborn, has 
labored hard at Washington to carry this hill 
through, for which we thank him. But he was 
largely instrumental, with others, in bringing 
about this same state of things. And his vision, 
too, is clearer, I think, than formerly. 
And now, my dear Journal, can you suggest to 
us an employment whereby we can employ our- 
selvesf We could pick oakum, but there tire no 
ships to caulk, and consequently no oakum wanted. 
A Former Shipmaster. 
(<ov. Chamberlain has been invited to deliver an 
oration at the Fourth of July celebration in Port- 
land. 
LETTER FROM BOSTON. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Weather—Ancient and Honorable*— Annual 
Festival of the School Children—Rehearsals 
ofthe Handel and Haydn Society—-Exhibition 
at the Rice School—Boston Excursionists 
—Fashion—-Amusements. 
Boston, June 11, 1870. 
Through the dreariness ot' fog we have 
drifted for a week, with not a glimmer of sun- 
shine, or a rift of blue sky to gladden our 
eyes. However, Bostonians are naturally a 
cheerful people, and have managed to pass 
away the time very pleasantly notwithstand- 
ing the drip and drizzle of the clouds, the 
mud.mistand mildew, and generally unhappy 
condition of things outwardly. 
On Monday the veterans of the city, known 
as the Ancient and Honorables, paraded the 
streets with tull ranks, flying colors and in- 
spiring music, listened to an unusually elo- 
quent and interesting sermon from the Ilev. 
W. II. H. Murray at the Old Smith Church, 
marched bravely and fearlessly through the 
mud and rain to the State House, to escort 
thither the Governor and his aids, and after- 
wards dined sumptuously at Fanned Hall. 
The Hall itself was reported as being pro- 
fusely and elegantly decorated, the dinner 
all that could be desired, and the speeches 
and toasts, humorous and entertaining. Mr. 
Murray and several other distinguished in 
dividuals aro credited with doing the sinok- J 
ing of the occasion. And this reminds me 
that not long since I saw the llev. Mr. Hep- 
worth anil llev. Mr. Sohermerhorn, two well 
known clergymen, descend from the platform 
of Music Hall with lighted cigars in their 
mouths. When three, at least, of our most 
popular ministers openly smoke in public, 
who shall dare say that smoking is not a 
fashionable vice? 
On Tuesday evening1, as announced, took 
place the large musical concur t at Music 
Ilall, which is described as a minatnre Jubilee 
and is spoken of in enthusiastic terms by all 
who were present to hear. And on Wednes- 
day occurred at the same place the annual 
Festival of the school children. Music Hall 
i never looked better than when decorated for 
this occasion. Around both balcony and 
gallery draped long heavy strips of evergreen, 
and from the spaces where they were looped 
were suspended ornate baskets of rare 
(lowers, and long drooping plants; from the 
chandeliers over the stage hung two immense 
boquets, and near the front of the same were 
arranged a double row of plants and flowers. 
Thi> scats for the pupils, some two thousand 
in number, ascended with a gradual rise 
from the cent -e of tint stage to the upper 
balcony, and into these they march. 1 by 
sections, at a given signal, winding gradually 
and gracefully up ovei the steps to their 
places. When all were seated, they formed 
indeed a charming and pleasing spectacle. 
The plants uul flowers iiad converted the 
stage into r. minatnre forest—on the right 
and the left rose high up a dense mass of 
snowy dresses and gay floating ribbons—be- 
hind them the dark coats and pants of the 
boys, making a most suitable and pleasing 
background—in the centre rose the grand 
and stately organ, and near the trout the 
conductors stand surrounded by the orchestra. 
Certainly it must have been a cold audience 
that would not have applauded. And then 
the singing was something delightful, and 
would have charmed even the cold heart of 
a critic. The selections were from Beethoven, 
Mendlesson, Bach, Donizeii and Rossini; 
and were all effectively and pleasingly ren- 
j dered, much to the satisfaction and delight 
of the large audience. The vocal and physi- 
cal exercises, as arranged and conducted by 
Prof. M inroe, were really wonderful. One 
knew notin which position most to admire 
them—when clapping, twirling and bonding, 
reclining backward as if in each others 
arms; orbending forward in the attitude of 
prayer. All were executed rapidly and 
accurately, and called forth the warmest of 
applause. Truly, if Boston has one thing 
more than another of which to be proud it is 
her schools and her school-children. After 
witnessing the perfect musical training as 
displayed by these children, it is not a matter 
of astonishment that Boston can, at a week’s 
notice, send to a neighboring city one of the 
largest and best trained musical societies in 
the country. 
The Handel and Haydn Society had a full 
rehearsal of Elijah on Wednesday evening 
at Music Hall, and really they never sung 
better or more spiritedly. The chorus “He 
Watching Over Israel,” called forth applause 
from even Zerrahn, who everyone knows is 
hard to please. Part rehearsals of the 
Messiah, St. Paul, and the Creation, occupy 
the remaining evenings previous to their de- 
parture. 
1-.utters IVoia the Boston excursionists an- 
nounce their departure from San Francisco 
for the Yo-Semite Vallejo One lady writes 
to her friend that at Salt Lake City she had 
the honor of shaking hands witli Brigham 
Young. Think of a staid, respectable mar- 
ried ladv, who would turn her back upon a 
Boston man with two wives, having the hon- 
or to shake hands with a man in Utah be- 
cause he has sixty ! It is much like that little 
boy, who stole three newspapers, being im- 
prisoned tor years, whilst the man who rob- 
bed Boylston Bank, lives openly with his 
plunder, and is considered a smart fellow. 
Truly this is a remarkable age, when the 
perfection of vice has become a virtue. 
Some of the Boston musicians refuse to 
toot their horns on the Fourth of July, for less 
than twenty dollars for the day; and as a 
consequence are, like many of the ladies of 
this city—not engaged. 
Suits made front butt', Spanish linen, with 
short sailor jackets, loose flowing sleeves, 
and ruffled over and under skirts, are to be 
much worn by fashionable ladies for summer 
travelling. 
A company from Lester IVal lack's theatre 
in New York, appear next Monday evening 
at Selwyn’s, in the Lancers. At the Museum 
the Octoroon will be revived for the next 
three weeks, when the season closes. 
Prrcik. 
A correspondent of the Portland Adver- 
tiser complains that a Custom House official 
came from the natural seaport to run the 
local caucus in the interest of Horsey. The 
Head Centre idea is the one that runs the 
party now. 
Calvin Andrews, of Chelsea, Vt., lias been ar- 
rested for tying a runaway boy beside the thills of 
bis wagon, and making him keep up with bis horse 
for four miles, by use of the whip. Andrews is a 
church member. 
CURE FOR GENERAL DEBILITY. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Bridgeton, June II. 
Jilt. Editor: I urn not a physician, “retired" 
or in active practice. Vet I have a receipt: that 
might, I have no doubt, benefit suffering thousands. 
Its timely use would prevent many ills that flesh is 
heir to, and restore many an invalid to sound health. 
It is customary for those who are in possession of 
so valuable a secret to advertise the fact through 
the newspapers, and inform the public that on 
receipt of one dollar the priceless recipe will bo 
forwarded to the address of any person who may 
wish for the same. Some of this craft are so gen- 
erous that they are willing on receipt of a stamp to 
prepay return postage to impart the knowledge of 
which they happen to possess the monopoly; bm l 
have noticed that nlmost invariably the patient 
must send to these benefactors of the race for soim 
article of the prescription that can not be obtained 
elsewhere, and must pay handsomely for it. Now 
my other engagements are so pressing that I have 
no time to go into anything of this sort, whatever 
the pecuniary return might be. Still I am unwilling 
that the great public which has always used me 
well, should be ignorant of a remedy so cheap and 
sure. Here then it is. Dismiss all business and 
care for a few days, and strike out somewhere 
away from home, where you can look on new 
scenes, and breathe a different air, and revel in the 
magnificence of nature in this most lovely of 
months, life-quickening June. My word for it, you 
will return better both in mind and body. You 
will get a new lease of life, save an untold amount 
for patent medicines that will not cure, and double 
your efficiency for months to come. 1 have tried 
this method often, and it has never failed. I am 
trying it again this week with the usual suc- 
liv date of this communicat ion you sec that I am 
in one of the western towns of the State, in sight of 
the grandest of the mountains of New England, 
the White Mountains, and with countless charming 
lakes and lakelets on every side. 1 want to tell 
you, Mr. Editor, and your friends, how l got here, 
for 1 never had a pleasanter trip in my life. I left 
our beautiful Penobscot valley Monday morning, 
taking that model of river boats, the City of Uich- 
moud, for Portland. And by the way 1 ought, in 
the name of the traveling public, to commend the 
excellent management of this boat. It is difficult 
to conceive how anything could be more nearly 
perfect. Capt. Dennison, the Clerk Mr. Cushing, 
ami the Stew an 1 Mr. Coombs, form a triad of 
gentlemen whose kindly manners make every 
passenger feel perfectly at home. You almost feel 
as if you owned the boat yourself, and that it was 
run for your special benefit. At any rate you 
could not be better treated and cared for it you 
really owned and directed the whole concern. 
If you go to Boston by this route, buy a through 
ticket, and you will save two dollar'. The cars I 
are waiting on the wharf when you reach Portland. 
I took this route a fortnight ago, ami spent Anni- 
versary Week at the Huh. 
This week, on reaching Portland, I took lodgings 
at the Preble House, and waited for the morning 
train to Gorham. Thence 1 found -i pleasant ride 
by stage to Ktandish, where the little steam-boat 
Oriental was in waiting to carry u- across Sebago 
lake and up the meandering river, through the 
most charming scenery that painter ever dreamed 
of, till we steamed into Long Pond and up to tie- 
Bridgeton wharf. Everything on this route is madi- 
as agreeable as one could ask, and yon drink in 
health with every mile. 
Bridgeton Center is a wide awake, enterprising 
village. Manufactures have given a new impetus 
to business here within a few years, and the village 
is growing rapidly. We must start more cotton 
and woollen mills in the Penobscot valley, and when 
the shipping interests are down, find sources ..l 
prosperity in tidal brunch of industry. Some of our 
towns languish because they have depended almost 
wholly on commerce. 
There is also a great can factory here, where 
nearly a million cans of green corn arc annually 
prepared for the market, and which gives employ 
ment to three or four hundred ..pie in the work- 
ing season. The religion-- societies appear io 
thriving condition. flic t ougregationait-t 
putting up a twelve thousand dollar church. Tie 
•Methodists have got the vestry of their new lions,, 
ready for oeeupani v. Tile Cniversalists are liui-h- 
ing off the spire of their house. The Baptists also 
have a church. 
A line rain this week lias encouraged farmers, 
and the crops are promising finely in this section. 
It also appears like a good fruit year. 
Ye who are weary with toil, ye who arc worn 
down with unvarying labor, take rest, amt go 
smmwherc,. Ye who are in failing health, try my 
recipe. Breathe the blaring salt sea breezes till 
you feel the vigor of an auoient Viking. < *r go 
hack among the everlasting hills, when like him of 
the elassie fable, wbo caught new strength when 
his feet touched mother earth, so you also may tin.I 
coming upon von a power akin to that of their 
granite foundations. s 
UocKl'tuti I t kms. Monday afternoon t ipt. t 
<'. Stinson, who was engaged in putting his schooner 
in order for a lishing cruise, missed Ills -on, a 
smart tittle fellow live years old, and looking over- 
lioard saw him in the water. For the father to 
plunge in and rescue him was but the work ol a 
moment, when tie carried him to the nearest house 
only a few steps, where every effort n- made to 
restore life, without success. 
Vmong the crew who came from on Bangor Mon- 
day to join tlie sell. 1 icxter Washbtirne, was one bit r- 
ley fellow llgiy drunk. The vessel wras all lvadv to 
drop into the stream, when Jack concluded he 
would go ashore: but the mate took a different 
viewr of the matter, and ordered him to his work, 
■lack squared off at the mate with his knife. < apt. 
Harkness saw' the affray and interfered. Jack now- 
expressed a willingness to go to work, but while 
the vessel was being hauled, he dropped hi- I in, 
and sprang at Cupt IT. with his sheath knife < 'apt 
II. seized a handspike and liefore the man got n ady 
to strike, he found himself overboard. If* was 
taken aboard thoroughly wet and quite sober, lie 
lias since behaved himself in a creditable manner 
LETTER FROM BUCKSPORT. 
Correspondence <>t the Journul. 
Hi < ksp- uc i, June II, Is:**. 
The Congregational Coulereuce ol Hancock County 
meets here to-day, and will be in session two days. This 
evening the subject ol '1 emperance is to bo considered 
and a line ol policy decided upon to be followed by tin* 
church uuder present circumstances. Religion and poli- 
tics are, I suppose, to be yoked into the same team. 
Our National Hank got a hitch iu the lock la**t week, 
causing fora couple of days, some little trouble to all 
concerned. The telegraph summoned a safe builder from 
Boston ou Saturday, and before Monday morning Un- 
safe doors had been taken apart and lock repaired. \V< 
money borrowers now breath easier. 
The Soldiers Monument erected by the Sewing < ircle 
—not by the citizens of the town--is to be dedicated 
next Thursday. I will try to give you an account ol the 
allair and a description of the thing itself next week. 
I notice in my walks about town, that the croquet 
lawns are being put iu order. A very pretty as well us 
picturesque form, is the oval. Mtany of your readers are 
not aware how easily that form is laid out, with exact- 
ness. 1 will inform them in a tew words—and the prin- 
ciple holds good on a large or small scale. 
Stick two pins iuto a sheet of paper, four inches apart. 
Take a string that will not stretch, ten inches long, and 
tie the ends together at the knot, hold a pencil with the 
poiut ou the paper. Move the string around the pins 
—keeping the string taut against them. The peucil 
marks on the paper will be a true oval. If you want 
the oval Hatter shorten the string, if more in the form 
of a oirclo lengthen it. This rule Is very convenient to 
be used when framing pictures and hair or fancy wreaths, 
or for decorations on public occasions, II a sou u 
An ancient bomb shell was picked up at Imv wa- 
ter mark above the dam. on the west side of the 
river, one day last week. From its appearance, ii 
had evidently been iu the water for years. I pon 
breaking it in pieces it was found to )»•* tilled with 
gun powder and about a pint of common musket 
bails. Undoubtedly it is a relic of the famous ex- 
pedition of Arnold, who passed up the river with 
iiis troops, en route for (Quebec, the then wilderness 
of Maine, in the fall of ITTf#, nearly ninety-live ! 
years ago. [Augusta Standard. 
Mrs. Gonzales of New \ork recovered tfdono 
from the Harlem Railroad ( o for killing her hus- 
band in 
LETTER FROM ROCKLAND. 
Correspondence of the .Journal. 
Rockland, June 13,1*570. 
The Republicans of this city held their caucus 
Thursday evening of last week, and a full delega 
lion of llcrscy men wa- chosen, though quit*' 
nuinher of them were Jinn supporters of Pcrlcmi. 
ami worked hard for him at the Republican cam u 
last year. What new light they have seen, 1 an, 
unable to tell. It is said that some have cluing'.; 
their calling since last year, and have engaged in 
the apothecary business, and occasionally dispen>. 
a little ot the **ardent” to favorite customer- 
trie tly for medicinal and mechanical pur|»osr- 
And as it is understood that Horsey is more in lo\. 
with such a trallic than Peril Am, it may account t«>i 
certain men falling from grace in the Good Tempi.u 
lodge. Nathan, who lias been on the shelf during 
the < hamberlain administration, was present, and 
! was one of th< chief fuglers in getting up a Hersi> 
delegation. A** usual, he made a speech, it being 
a quotation from the last editorial in the Boston 
.Journal. A* there i- very little original in Nathan, 
he hints ;r very convenient to steal his thunder 
from that sin < t. i in Perhain folks here made m> 
show' at the uncus, it being understood about tin 
streets that lleiM y would be largely in the a* 
ceinlatn y it 'land uptight was had; so they withe: 
kept away or mil in with the I Jersey men—and 
that company bv actual count, was just twent. 
three men and two boy-. On the whole, it win 
rather a slim atfair. Much time was consume t 
and sticks whittled while waiting for Spear i.* 
come in from tin* < lub room with a list, of delegate* 
w hich, w hen reported, was unanimously accepted 
and the caucus adjourned. 
The dry weather, of which I complained last 
w.-'O- mis <i inv.iy, -.in,| iieen superceded by 
week of contimioiis rain, w Inch lias cleared the ah 
of dust, and restored our street> to their wonted 
appearance. that of mud from two to four incite* 
deep. 
Business -tin continues dull here, though ull tin 
lime kilns are on tire, and those engaged in tin- 
manufaeiuiv of lime seem to be pursuing the bu 
ness as industriously as it tin* article was bringin 
a much larger pri e. I’he only place iuourdu 
where business i* lively, i* in our Police ( ourt, it 
being engaged most of the time in tin* enforcement 
ol the prohibitory liquor law and in disposing 
persons eommitted lbr drunkenness. Though 1 
Liquor is openly sold her**, vet persons who are in 
dined “to taste the barrel" liml enough to *ei.d 
them reding in tin* hands of the Marshal i.> u,, 
lockup, where they iiml a night’s lodging, amt 
tin* follow ing morning are required to fork ovci 
tivc spot, <»r pay a \ isit to the jail in y our city 
Many of our citizens are availing themselves .• 
this quid season, to tix up, and improve tln*ii 
dwellings, gardens, tree.*, fences Ac., which bav- 
in many instance* been sadly neglected, on Mid- 
dle .'street, there i> a decided improvement being 
made, among \v111*'it arc tlit* dwellings of tin* Mes-is. 
Siinoutoii, < i|»t. Albert Ames, II.m. I. K. Kimball, 
uu«l *>tin i'. I'll* line residence belonging to thees- 
t:it« of til. late Alfred Kimball, situated on the ear- 
ner of Main t!i«( Middle streets. has recently been 
sold to lb /« ki:ib Wright l>n.t ol the linn ot'Aobb. 
Wright W Norton, of this city. for iU** sum of six 
thousand six hundred dollars. 
Tin* prospect of :i railroad, to eonueet u> with tin 
outci world, i" not -o encouraging as ii is in van 
city, ami 1 believe tli.it it i not expected to lino 
tin* road built any farther than Daiuuriscotta this 
till. Some considerable dissatisfaction is felt 
among out •iti/cii'. that no effort has been made 
by the dit.tors on ibis ml >*l tin* route, to hal- 
tin' work of instruction doin* here instead of at 
Hath, uid that no un»r. eifort has been made to 
complete the load to lilts place this fall. \Yhello 
theix* i' any ground for < omplaint,I am unable tosay 
lion. N. A. Karvw-ll, who has been one of the di 
rectors lias recently resigned, and t» W Kimlmi- 
Jr. list,, of lids eity has been chosen ilk his stead 
Mr. Kimball is an energetic man and no doubt wil; 
make an etlicient director. NdMKn 
GENERALI I I E S. 
1 In in o I 'ti 11 mi an • neliu a lii t on lln* roll h mm 
at tin x \ A h iny ■ .re 1. 1 >y ei 
M dm 
\nna ldckin ni s:i\ she is not a lnaiihater. but 
s||r declines to be “regarded a-. .. plaything that 
sim-lls xveet like a ilow'er, or -ound- sweetly like 
liule.** Anna mimt properly be likened to a ilute 
because, although sin* a wind m-tl uun-nl, sj,. 
has m* stops 
III lMil the K< publiralls UTird NY\V ^ ol*k Y 
loo.ooo majority. V*\v th. Heiitoeiat have th« 
•’Male by nearly tin* urn uinim'dx it •lime boo 
things an* working. 
A \ irgiuia negro corked un amt blew dow n 
tin* muz/lf* to set* d jt w load* d. H didn’t stale 
bis conclusion. but tin bv-tander- who -aw bis 
head tly off, think it was. 
I In* Portland \rgu.s know priuter who drink 
tilleeu nr twenty glass,-. ,t h.-, r beer of an after- 
noon, and thrive' mi it. 
V Wisconsin box trn-.i to ri»le <m a farm roller, a 
lew da\ s ago, but iiMr.id 111• ; olho ode on him 
He was s,, spivad out ilia! iln*v had t g bury him in 
a ugai pan 
J >hu I* Hal*- late mini -1• t• * ^paiu, has got holm 
A panx •!’ Michigan j o u i want li hing in a 
swamp lately. and caught alive b,«y baby, wlm h 
had evidently been let! there to die, unless he w a- 
playing Moss in Un* bulrush'*-. 
I In■ < nn ud strain, I !i. while allemptiug ! 
make P.ospni harb.ii m id</, struck on ('ohas-nd 
rocks, and knocked a hole in In iron plating. P*. 
ing ’mill ill rompai *mein In came safely into 
port. 
One of the negro cadets at West Point has been 
rejected for physical defects, amt I he other for d 
fective cdm ati *ii 
Tin* I democratof W est y n ■ ■ i111.• ha *• mnninai. d 
John I.. Jacob-, of HempsJiii nnlx. hn<io\ti 
nor. 
V m* W topogi a phi. a I map of 1 ’oil land j || -1 com 
plcled. i> c\ *itin: 11i*■ i. ni in that city. It w.is 
mad. by olli r- ol Hi t Wist ii x .-x Me ssr- 
Whiling. Sullivan. Ibmn, llosmer and Horace \i. 
dersoti. It lo-i lo.ooii. tin <• it\ paying tin \ 
pens, -. 
\ Western paper declares that what got m toy p 
elder in to Irouhle old tberc w as "helping a gi i- 
W‘*1"W to br.-ak tin* seventh oinmandmeid.” 
A ill I gii I w .»iii i i' i\ sin- lii. I ,i fun. I.iu hi j 
forgotten I hr name, she described it as ;i “thin 
i<» brush t In w unit oil' you w ilh.*’ 
A party of prominent citizen-. oi Lewiston hum 
Auhm’n made a railroad and carriage excursion lo 
tin* upper Kennebec la-f week 
The young Mark gentleman who i- tin- most n 
• .ait addition lo our corps of embryo w arriors r 
\\ •■•'I I'oint will, it is m.dei dood, on tin* tii- 
vacant y. !».• promoted to | he post of eolor-sergea .1 
[ Worhl. 
A Pittsburg painter, at work «>u tin-third stoi > 
ot a building, broke several round* out of a hidd 
in his lull, hut at length he struck a strong on 
\\ hi»h shot him through a second-story wind." 
sprawling on the floor unhurt. 
-New York parties have arrived at Win-low i 
the purpose of working the tin mine reeentlv di- 
covered there. 
A icport eoiiics from t tall that a iihterrimeuii 
outlet to Salt Lake hi- hern discovered, which 
makes an immense w hii I j *« • •• 
The jioliee court of M. loseph. Mo., has derided 
it no otfem e to a-snuli • man Idr f»layintr “Sho > 
Fly’* on an aerordeou 
A 'onneclient lawyer reeentlv -cut tie followin'' 
legal summons to a tre-pass.-i 
*‘Ihar sir;—Mi.-claims you hav» hr» u 
cutting w hoop-pole- on his land without leave. \ 
will please settle immediately.” 
\ 1 hdawala farmer curbed the (riskiness of hi- 
oven’s tails b\ t\ iug a hriek to each. He considci 
ed tlie plan a lailure when one of tie* brutes swung 
the hriek at maddening tlv and brained tin- to 
mer’s oldest bov. 
In Deerfield, N. 1L, during the absence ot Hu u 
parents, two lads, aged ten and live yours, named 
Letter and Lean, found an old musket, which tin 
eldest discharged, blowing the youngest'* head off l 
The reported ma -aci < of .lew s in Turkov win 
a hoax. 
Norwich, ( onn., last week elected a full l>cmo- 
cratic ticket, for the lb-t time within the memory 
of man. 
New York undertaker-' drive -i brisk trade in 
dead bodii s with the dot tors. 
I lie New York tintimi put a\cn large ilea ill 
tight ;it o! Kadi .dMn, and row Oregon has 
d it* left auricular in a similar -ulti\«* 
>n. \. Y. < i»m A In. 
I cm. uii Thiir-i 1:.> N* Nm» Kiel) ard-.»u. while 
n> siippel table, drew :* } i-!.-i and shot himself 
migli the breast. 
\ w Whk.dmie lu. (da>]-gr Harrow (colored I 
.! i''• -led this morning at da mail-a. |.. |.. for at- 
•mil* l" av i'll and murdei ,1 me a ndor- 
in -I Or. <11 II ink'. Sh \v:h found in- 
■!■>« with her skull fractured. 
.""ini' dulia. < apt Ou\ai, fnmi Ihill imore, 
" it I"!' Augusta. M> w.■ 111 ashore on the 
a I mig llrain h. and w a~ -.in t" pieces, 
■aptain. his wild, and tin < m< n < all hands) 
n in-d. 
shaker- at AI In d. in this Si air. have derided 
migrate wrxf. 
\ N. w A ork paper lalr|\ amnnuir. (1 that olive 
.•an had “married her mn ii What the editor 
t«- w i" “sprained her ankle.“ 
\ New ark rhuivli i- to have private boxes, hy 
..I keeping ip * mgregaiion out of the pit. 
\ urs ey of a rail read from (.ardiuer to the mili- 
,-vhim at TogiP, \ugiMa. ha* been made. 
h"dv ot Mr. \\ illiam <iniild. vvlio disa]»pear- 
i»i Ih'eklaml eight week ag". Wa- found last 
k on tile beach ill that city 
a ai-e of Mi t *"Herron. at Winterport, was 
; <i\ ed I-. tin- (m> night last w e« k. 
s11 « i• ■! :.■ U addieO..*: i \ V nd | e W d a. k-ulr 
H' n-x < la\ and t W < ■ I inn l\ l’"!k- I e-lde 
He pi •• *e111 iii | h< I mi 'iaiia Pen il. ii! iar\ 
M iarland, w h<* appears tu h. idol, i-\\.d|;isa 
It r. ha •/.me Indi m n. :■,• t n \ r-al "I 
fee | ee »l d i ■ ■ 11 !l Ul 11 lid W ih 
’ll I!-.. I ! I (tail'll; O'. 'i’lUVll- 
u.' it *i» I 1 'i '!i U.Is. ior 
ann.tmn- \\ In n 
>n ? r-s I" u « ii *.’n I't'ki-l I i in* f\- 
I W .I > f Illl'lll MlUlll- 
N\ (i! v ■ ioiliji Him \v i- :ii in 
.. mi: M W| 1 .ill' • t r III k III 11:' -tlVOl>. 
I Si- I- N.ii *m ii r. oik P.l<» i\. >ii I. s\ i-lt*n, \va> 
.ii So ini .t in ••rniii:'. Ill' I .i‘\v i "11*11 .Imir- 
fli h'.iii. ’ml W :i- i' I. 111! 11 h :t Hi »l llt'l* 
mini- ; *r. w ».uIi\ «i:11»i:i:• •«I. .Many loi.-i- 
It.rks ■ III I I Will..' lll.ru il-'- Mil.I 
iiiniiiui lln \\ Ii*• i>>-- i' ooi). 
dal .a .mi lit. !i t:i I'll lo r- ill :v. I 1 il i 1 :ii 11 Ml j 
>nl i 1111! ** I -!r> w.-alhn 11111 «• .mu.mil- to ;i 
I ( ii. privatorl 11 nl'ii' \ li.i' 1 H ll iv i-ed 
m '' Mi.i iii' il. \i im 'ii. 'lid wlii-u 
"I all; IV lilt! 'ill) li-t Mini "ill! 'l l. 
i I l ■ I! ! V •' 11 11:.: ,.ii o\ « lilt* 
'll- ij'l I'll ! -.'0.000 will Ii fl It ii'a! 
n .Id il ! v ,1 !:.• !' \\ a too 
-i \\ li> .ii'ln'r In ?mIv m.r mi .. 1..N id- ii;ni>l 
t- in: 
'A i!; no (. ilium hi in -. md ii < o olina 
■ ii-1, d.-ad. 
1 In .M I.i tv > I !.: 11 ..trim.!■' ,1. 01 oil liiclil rllctl 
ui.niiiui-an i\oit ;.i \\ t(« \ ill< w-i w <■< k. running 
in iniiilary -• r i. •• af lionii- P. wliu-li tln-v wviv 
II. .I liy the Foiiian im a-i'-n. 
i-l Friday m- m !il!!» -mi oi l*'rum-i- Avfry.ol' 
;;ii' ilv w a- ijun-liv w aikin;: down .Main >1 r<*«i. la 
.1- til ;nkod I \ a I >u 11 do**- ln-loiiy i lyr to mi.-i hallos 
•. li 1 ak<*, and \ on sevoivh liilii n in In abd<- 
.n il [liiddoldrd I loin. 
l ln ''on ito h |*a--od liili ; i' inline ondouniod 
do:.noo lor a -nl«li« r lmoiimn til in 15il.'k-pmt. 
U. ! hi id Ik -d. kill- a ii lo n :m\ ..I' mir oldor 
1* tiii proprietor ut' tlw < io t a ii. 111 ■ u i i r. 
it iast Wirk. 
I « « 'alIit o!,a leading radiral polit ioiaii nl Nd-w 
■. inis sorvoti out hi- lorn in prison, and i- in.w 
I t/.' I loiiii" ratio inaini ili- ir;j*• i' i»y mio 
ill it Would Im.. hern had ho :mt out a t'o\V Vneks 
i: li'-r. 
lln oditm- ! til' 111 Mill \\ I li'li'M I'Mpll think- 
hoi id l* -'dd !•> wiyht. and in- i- on --:irt i> 
|oht. 
\ O' w i.n "iii in'- -phoiv i- n i. is 
:■ iitt‘d in tin I .no ii im « m- to. i, \vhi< h is- a■ 
:. > iiil.it 1 !*■: I'm Mow ill:- M Mi'll "l 11 i il 
t .tiUin mi tii ft ill I.. 111 111 a o<{ h\ s\ moan 
fin- Str oll 11a- ii! On -.I .'oiid i|i in i,. 
to kiinih "I I ln koii- Hid tin- llldi. in 'h! nl .mi- 
-o p.-mlol loi-im**.* im Iho .l it a- m mark 
p i. 
I' .o "o' h i- had a Iliad 
lln la-1 -t raiTfi lo r «*i ann\ In-not mono. 
II.* rotroao d to M.'\ioo it tin -imviidi r. 
S|\ llll lid I'd ami lort V !j i,l 01 'I 'll lOlil \\ -1. 
opt iod lull, t ho lit'i 0 I m.- In "lln. da\ 
lull'.-li Inllori. il pi..11 d !. -.nil -I ! O' 
siik- and mhoi namiilin !• tint i. Indian i. 
< it ium a. (* rant Im ro. oh 11> hid tin- I *« 11 v In 
ri I v 
'A a •hill.” I'01 0.0 I O-poll 1 Hi MV ill Ippl'opi iat i.Ol 
0 7.10,000 i a-ko.t l> lln n ■ t. 1 iiiii.m I ( oi;,i<-- 
dot'ru\ tho o\ pon 1 0 ip d t i- •" I .ml in I'dlow 
or-n.i.i-t 
l ocal i r r M s, a e 
News of the County jnd ( ity 
i .O< A I. I.\ Kh N... ! '. 
A muling rush along tin- iron 11.o k 
A smith u shriek upon tin- umin«-r !»n*i 
i h« -lieei el many si- Imin;- lock 
Faith hO|>e, labor \ -u!i ,;,- 11».■ 
1 In type \ profil. Iie:t> [ u-luss 
I railing its .-mok s 1 uiiii- :n the ■ ',* 
iu dusty .-umim r’.i to ;u or winu * -u, ,\ 
Kort vii mure the i.iilro.ol n tin i- then 
\YY who lime Clvpt Ihroueh all th. I.ug. dull years, 
\ newer lile, a higi -r ,-»> -I, kimss 
I ,»!«-- we be ut tin* u lm-e (*os\ Hlii I. II 
hi e hut U down grade t> till j,|;uv he!,;\S 
Kill*i I livixoN (III Ksn i:*»\i> »n Saturday 
'•**’» i'*eomoti\-• o', i... oi-tiu ii-.n lilt his 
in ■ been tired up. and vome piatform ,i >11 e >u*d, 
till tell lev alld ears \\ l*- hen i. Ill; \\ i; li ;t \ dmileiT 
III ight of’ liltlll.tuily, mill!. ;! o| twoiipthe 
= ‘.el Mr. Kngilh* V < .r till. u !i. li. ; ,.f the 
machine, is experienced in tin .n-m. m,| 
'lulled the elle me eareflllh a i- m .-ss.u s mi 
new traek. It was interesting to tin e- 
brighten, a** bejl, whistle, and lie lei 111;11 j.uil of 
Hi" engine were heard, and the .speed gradually in- 
reused. At the end -»t the traek, alx»ve the l pper 
Fuidge, a salute of tin- whistle was gi\* n, the nia- 
him reversed, and let- ked down to the place of 
-! art in -■. Thus ended !h lirst ride on the road. 
Atiiti* i.i I’Kai. I i’KMs. The orchards blossom- 
'd wry lull, an 1 fruit prospects are s r\ good in- 
rtee.t • aterpillars almost unknown tin- veai. 
l.e -i potatoes ale to he .-ulliv riled this year, ill this 
< *unt\and more grain erops. Attention is being 
turned to wheal culture, whieh is an em-ouraeing 
sign of progress and prosperity. W e eannot eon, 
pete with the west in the produetion of potatoes for 
western markets, consequently wv must turn our 
attention to some other branch of agricultural in- 
dustry. Farmers begin to see this. Stock-raising 
will -ml, I.e our strong point. Sheep farming is re- 
*> ing W \i.i*o ( i:vi ni->. 
While the steamer < itv o| Itii hmoud was fun- 
ning op tie river last Thursday, a man who had 
ju-t pul oil m a kill from a hoomi at anchor, at- 
tempted to cro» the l.ow of the steamer. lie made 
so close a s|ia\v ,e- lo iiimp from lus boat to avoid 
the steamer's wheel, l ie ollo-er- were surprised 
to tind, oil looking astern, that lie- boat had not 
been touched, and that the solitary boatman, though 
encumbered with oil clothing, had clambered im,, 
her again, and was heading lor the shore, shaking 
his list wrathtully at the steamer. 
Letters received on Tuesday, announccthe death, 
at sea, of ( apt. Wilkinson Fierce, of this city. lie 
took passage from l tilla Honduras, for New 
Vork. died on the 1st inst., of chronic diarrhu a, and 
was buried at sea. ( apt. Fierce left this city last, 
winter, on sch. L. iM. Warren, ami has been abroad 
engaged in the Iruit trad.-, lie leaves a wife and 
tour children—a son. aged 11, was with him at the 
time of his death. There w as an insurant e ol 
$2000 on hi> life. 
The Bangor Whi- of tin- nil,. aj that tin- mills, 
mill i,rivilej?c nml adjomintr |,ro|M il v, lati-lv invit- 
ed by Geo. A. Bierce, K-,,.. i» I',aid, furl. Imve 
been so|,| to Benedict l,:i|,bmo. of Khodc |,|;in,| for 
tile sum of 87,0011; also four acres on eai-li siile of 
the Marsh Stream, in Hie vn initj of ••Fiat i;,,,.)- -> 
so called. Mr. L. is now ivbtiildiuo t|,L. „,,n ,,,jn 
which was injured by tlie fn-licl I i-t ^|o inc it i 
all said to mean < otton K tetnric 
[{('publican State Convention. 
PERHAM NOMINATED. 
A despatch received on Wednesday even- 
ing. announces the nomination of Sidney 
lVrham hv :>0 majority over S. F. llersey. 
Dingh y, of Lewiston, presided in the Con- 
vention. 
This is a triumph of the ramrod and State 
l’oliee portion of the party, and will intensify 
llie feeling that lias divided the party for the 
past few years, lliehborn and his friends 
are satisfied—it] is the turn of the other 
wing to dissent. 
The pupils of the city school kept in the brick acade- 
my on Church street, need attention from the au- 
thorities. Their noisy shoutings of blasphemous and 
indecent language are a daily offence to the neigh- 
borhood. f ights are of frequent occurrence, and 
on Wednesday of last week a boy had his shoulder 
broken by being knocked down by another one. 
The wife of Joshua B. Trussed, was last week 
operated upon for ovarian tumor, by Dr. Mcliuer, 
i'si-tcd by several surgeons of this city. Twentv- 
ven pounds of fluid were drawn off, but tin* at 
ta. bments of the tumor itself were found to be so 
extensive that it could not be removed. 
\n extensive religious revival is in progress in 
M<*nl\ille. Last >abbuth twenty-five persons were 
baptized by lb\. Mr. Kuovviton, in presence of a 
er«»wd of persons numbering 150o. 
I lie English ship and bark that.receut)>.discharg- 
ed tlu ir cargoes «»f iron and salt at this port receiv- 
ed .>'00oo in gold as freight money, finder TVino- 
ratie rule this money used to be paid t<* our 
own shipowners and sailors. Under radical rule 
it goes to the British Provinces. That’s the differ- 
A heck of 000, drawn by W. T. Colburn at 
the Belfast National Bank, to pay lor a cargo of 
railroad iron on Monday, was the largest ever 
drawn on that institution. 
»iii «-ity i- looking its best just now, with its fine 
shade trees in lull leaf, and washed b> the recent 
rains. 
A big haul of salmon was made on Saturday at 
the weir of Richard Abbot, in Verona, consisting 
of twenty-seven splendid fish. One of them weigh- 
ed 27 1-2 pounds, and four weighed P2 pounds. 
I«ewi> A < rosby had them all spread out on their 
tables on Momlay. 
Some niusieiaiis oi the hand-organ genus were 
around town late on Monday evening, vexing the 
drew sy ear of night. 
Steamers Katahdin and Cambridge will com- 
mence making three trips weekly between Bangor 
ami Boston on the 20th. 
stone A Murray’s Circus, the best show of the 
kind that travels in the United States, will exhibit 
m Belfast on Thursday, June 30th. See advertise- 
ment next week. 
There would he some glorious moonlight nights 
about this time, but for the fog that nightly drifts in 
li\»m the sea. The planet struggles bravely to get 
through, but succeeds only in putting on an appear- 
ance like a boiled turnip. 
Tlu> I’erhum lolks came out of the caucus here 
wiili II vin." colors badlv routing tin- adherents of 
Ileiscy. 
Anotiikh Cos sc ik.nck Cask. Last Monday 
morning a mail came to Cajit. Dennison, of the 
steamer City of Itichmond, during her landing 
here, and refunded to him sUO that lie re" 
eeived early in the Spring, as pay for a lost trunk. 
Ili- said the money had been paid wrongfully, and 
In desired to refund it. (in inquiry, it was aseer- 
tained, that the man had recently experienced reli- 
gion. and was baptized last Sunday. That oonver- 
-inn has borne rapid fruits. 
U k on the outside of the Baptist church has 
ri-oi,minrnrod, and the steeple is aspiring heaven- 
ward. 
Lev. Mr. Thomas says lie is not so successful in 
converts as some of his brethren in other plaees, lie- 
cause there is a peculiarly tough kind of a devil to 
contend within Belfast' 
1 hiring the late heavy rains, the railroad dump 
acfo-s Kider 1 ove. in Ihis city, slid oil lo a consid- 
erable extent, it was found to hare resulted lnosi- 
fv from tin- frost in tie- tilling that was put in last 
winter. Transverse ditches have been dug, and 
are being tilled with logs, which will obviate future 
trouble. It is expected the track will lie laid across 
Hie embankment on Thursday. 
Several men from New Turk, friends of the Limo- 
I'ock I tank robbers, arrived in this city on Tuesday, 
wilh a view to hailing out one or more of them. If 
doin it w ill be by depositing eash or sec 11 it iI -, 
steamer < ambridge, on Wednesday morning 
while ill the fog off iMunbegun, ran down and sunk 
a srhoonci belonging to Itrooklin, Maine. The 
crew were taken oil'. 
The eater'pillars that devastated apple trees for 
nine years past, have entirely disa ppeared. 
I hc umbrella trade lias been excellent for the 
past w eek. 
The President lias scut to Congress a special 
message on Cuban allairs, reciting the precedents 
"till which the government of the United States 
has had to deal iii cases of attempted revolutions, 
lie states while Strain lias not lieen able to suppress 
the revolt, yet it has not yet attained the propor- 
bit's which entitle il to belligerent rights, and inti- 
mates that ;t probably never will. There seems to 
have been little call for the document at this time, 
''x,'cpi in furtherance of a determined purpose to 
crush out the Cubans. It is so regarded by Cuban 
v mpathizers. 
f tu luesd iy. in the House, tlen. Banks gave the 
message a terrible overhauling, showing 11(1 it- 
errors and fallacies. The General obtained a vic- 
lory in the passage ol his resolutions, reported 
sometime since, recognizing the existence of war 
in ( uba, declaring neutrality, and remonstrating 
against the barbarous manner of conducting the 
war. 
CONFLAGRATION OF CONSTANTINOPLE. 
Constantinople, June ;t, 
"i csterday afternoon, about one o’clock, a lire broke out, which spread with alarmiii”- 
rapidity through the richest quarter of the 
oily. The llames were discovered in an old 
building in Pera, on the north side of tin; 
Holden Horn. A strong wind was blowing 
at the time, and the fire quickly communi- cated to the adjoining buildings. The efforts of the firemen and citizens to j 
stop the llames were futile; and in a few i 
hours the residences of the English, Anieri- 
ran and Portuguese ambassadors, the consu- 
lates, the Naval theatre, many churches and 
mosques, thousands of houses, and the rich- 
est stores and shops in the city were reduced to ashes. 
1 he loss ol file by falling walls has been leanul, and it is calculated that at least thirty people have been killed or injured by this eause alone. The loss is incalculable. The bre at this hour-noon—is still burning fiercely, and the excitement of the people beggars description. 
Constantinople, June 9. 
1 lie fire in the Pera district has been fully subdued, and order reigns again, lty care- ful count, over seven thousand buildinas of 
all sorts have been destroyed. Many were the best in the city. The loss of life greatly exceeded the estimate previously made. The 
remains of 1.50 persons have been discovered 
and it is supposed this is about one-lialf the 
actual number. The total loss by the fire is 
computed at twenty-five million pounds ster- 
liny—[one hundred million dollars.] The archives of the British embassy were saved. 
The American Church ot the Immaculate 
Conception was on fire several times, and 
considerably damaged ; but the Gobelin tapes- 
try, gift of the Empress Eugenie, with which 
the church was decorated, was saved un- 
harmed. 
OREGON DEMOCRATIC! 
A Governor and Legislating. o 
I A Democratic. (J. S Senator Probable 
Despatch from Kadical sources. 
San Francisco, Juno, 7 
Returns of the Oregon election indicate 
that the legislative control is very close. 
Grover, the Democratic candidate for'Govcrn- 
or, is probably elected by 400 majoritv 
A Portland (Oregon) telegram s'avs the 
election passed off quietly. The Republicans 
claim a majority in that city and county, and 
gains in other countries, anil believe the vote 
in the State will be very close. 
NKCuNI) DISPATCH. 
San Fkancisco June \1 
The Republicans in Oregon concede the 
State to the Democrats by about 400 majoritv 
The Legislature will be Democratic on a 
joint ballot, ensuring the defeat of Williams 
1 el nited States Senator. the negroes voted 
unmolested 
The Growth m Ni.iv York sent nits. 
The New Vork correspondent of the Boston 
Post notices the way in which new towns arc 
started around the commercial metropolis— 
The owner of a well-located farm anywhere with- 
in fifteen miles of New York may count himself a 
lucky fellow. Kverv moot! almost, a new city is 
laid out somewhere in the .- ilmrlis, and the ow ner 
of the land puts a snug fortune in his pocket. The 
Hempstead property purchased by A. T. Stewart 
is a forcible illustration of the latter point. Anoth- 
er illustration is furnished by Rutherford Park, a 
beautiful tovvn on tile Krie Railroad, about ten miles from New N ork, which was laid out about 
two years ago. When the land was used for funn- 
ing, the whole site of the present tow n was offered 
for #10.000. It was laid out in city lots soon after 
and sold by the same ow ner for sr'_'00,<KNi. About 
two weeks ago a few acres of land on Staten island 
for which the owner eouht scarcely have got s111,- (KS) for farming purposes were "laid out" in the 
same way and sold for $(i0,000. Another new eitv, 
called Breslau, was “inaugurated” last week. Ii ‘is 
located on Long Island, not far from Mr Stewart’s 
purelui.se, and it promises to grow faster than any other of its young neighbors. In a few days there 
Will be a great side of lots at Grand Park, AVeteiies- 
ter county, where an enterprising young specula- tor has laid out a “city” from which lie expects to realize enough to make him comfortable for life. 
The growth of villages, towns and cities all around 
• he metropolis is almost marvellous, and if it con- 
tinues at the present rate, New York ( itv and its 
suburbs will soon have a population oftwo'millions 
at least. 
The Aroostook Times of Friday last, com- 
plains of a protracted drouth in that vicinity, ami says that all the drives on the upper St. •John and l’enobseot waters arc hung tip— 
22,IKK),000 feet of logs are on the east and 
west branches of the I’enobseot and 28,000,- 
000 on the Mattawamkcag, which cannot 
now be got to market. [Argus. 
If Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is half as valua- 
ble as people says it is, no family should be without ! 
d- ertainlv no person, lx; lie Lawyer, Doctor, Minister, or of any other profession, should start on j 
a journey without it. No Sailor, Fisherman, or \\ oodstnan, should be without it. In fact it is need- 
ed wherever there is an Ache, Sprain, Cut.Bruise, 
Cough, or ('old, 
far in el'- and “Horse Men," are continually rn- quiring. what we know ot the utility of'Sheridau’s j t avalry t oudition Powder's," and in reply we 1 would say, through the columns of the Journal that I 
we have heard from hundreds who have used them 
with gratifying results; that is also our experience, i 
I lie Blood owes its red color to minute globules which lloat in that lluid, and contain, in a healthv j 
person, a large amount of Iron, whiehgives vital il\ I 
10 the Mood. Tin i*. 1‘uvii.u SJerup ,u|>t !!•■.■ 11,t. I 
bloody with this vital element, atul gives strength I and vigor to the whole system. 
A Sensation in the Fooi> Market, No such 
sensation has been created in the food market dur- 
ing the present century, as that occasioned by the 
introduction of the new stall'of life (for so it may be justly called), known as Sea Moss Farine. It is 
difficult to tell tlie truth about this extraordinary article of diet; without being suspected of exaggera- tion. Prepared from a marine plant which grows 
spontaneously on the Irish coast, it is by all odds 
the cheapest species of sustenance ever ottered to ! 
the masses; while the dishes prepared from it can 
not he excelled, neither by nutritious properties : 
epicurean flavor or variety. The Sea Moss Farine 
Co., f»;i Park Place, who' own the patent under 
which it is manufactured, are doing a business in this new edible equal to that of the most extensive 
nourishing establishments in the country and are 
now erecting new mills to supply the over-mcreas- 
ing demand. From a tine, package you can produce sixteen quarts of unsurpassable (Mane Mange, Cus- 
tard, Farina Cream, Jelly, or light Puddings, In- valids and convalescents linil the dishes made from 
it more delicious, digestible and restorative than 
any dainties of the same class derivable from ordin- 
ary sources. 
BKST THING FOR COSTINVNKSS. Dlt. ll.ut- 
uison’s Peristaltic Lozenoes are warranted m 
all eases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum, Dys- 
pepsia, sueit as Oppressions alter eating, Sour 
Stomach, Spitting of Food, also Headache, Dizzi- 
ness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Sick Headache, 
Coated Tongue, and Billiousness. For sale at No 
1 Tremout Temple, Boston, hv 1C. A. Harrison A 
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed fur 
1:0 cents. Jint! 
HELFAftT *=!MOB* (OBBEIIT, 
CORRECTED WEKKI.V FOB TliE .’OtMINO 
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N O T ICE. 
rnilK DEMOCRATS OE STOCKTON, are requested -A to meet in Caucus on Saturday, Juno *^5, at 7 o’clcok l*. M., at tho Town Hall, to choose delegates to attend the State, Congressional and County Conventions. 
l*er Order Town Committee. 
Stockton, June 11, le;o. ^w40sp 
N OTIC E 
riMlE DEMOCRATS OE SEAKSMONT, are requeat- X ed r.i meet at Gilmore’a Hall on Saturday, 25th Inst 
at six o’clock I*. Al., to choose delegates to attend the 
Democratic Convention to lie held in 1’ortland, June 28 lsro. l’er Order Town Committee. 
Searsmont, June 12, 1870. 2w*10sp 
The Confessions of an Invalid. 
PUBLISHED FOR THE BBNEEIT OE YOUNG MEN, and others who suffer from Nervous Debility etc., supplying the means ot self-cure. Written by oue 
who cured himself, and sent Iree on receiving post-paid directed envelope. Address, 
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn. N. Y. 
Cure for Female Weakness. 
THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE, made from an In- 
dian Leceipe, is entirely vegetable. aud is a certain cure. 
By inclosing a three cent postage stamp, 1 will send you 
my Circular, which will give testimonials. Manufactur- 
ed and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass. Sold by S. C. Goodwin & Co., Hauover Street, Boston, and by all Druggists. 
PRICK—One Dollar per bottle. 
Randolph, Mass., October 10, 18GJ. 
Mrs. Belcher I had been a sufferer for seven years before 1 knew about your Medicine. 1 had no faith, lor I had tried various kinds ol Medicines and several Phy- sicians, and was only relieved for a short time. I will cheerfully say to you and the public, I have tried this valuable fcemstle Medicine, and experienced a cure, with- out the aid of Supporters, from three bottles. 
Very respectfully, Mrs. G. H. Winnktt. 
B*CLClli’;K: ^pending last summer with my mother-in-law, Mrs. J. M. Barker, who lives at Island 
i8’ Iat* a c*lftn®t‘ ,t0 Ipst your medicine and find it all it is recommended, and I wish to try it again. 1 send you live dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mrs S 
A. Barker, Union House, Thornton, N. it. *p jm40 
H. A. CULLNAN, 
HOUSE PAINTER. 
! RAPEE-HANGING, GRAINING,GLAZING, WHITE 
WASHING, ENAMELLING AND VARNISHING. 
Papering and Painting Front Entrys, Parlors ami Sit 
[ ting Rooms made a specialty. 
GRAINING WITH “ MACHINE"’ IN OIL. 
ilo Ail work done in the best manner. Orders lett on 
j Shit(i promptly attended to. Shop in next building North of New England House. 
itmoeruip HIGH St., Belfait. Maine. 
ASK Fill! UK. CLARKE'S SHfcM WINK BITTERS, 
j Ami take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke is upon the label ol each bottle. No other is genuine, They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp 
HV\||OOI», 1.11 tli Edition. 
A MEDICAL ESS A V on the Cause and Cure of Pre- 
mature Decline, showing how health is lost, and how re- gained. It gives a clear Synopsis of the Impediments to MARKiACK, the treatment of Nkrvous and 1'hysi- 
J'AI- Dluii.itv, Stkicilitv, &c., and the remedies there- for,—the results ol twenty years’ successful practice. 
There is no member of society by whom this book •vill not be found useful, whether such person holds the relation of Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman.” [London Medical Times and Gazette. 
‘Manhood.’ The experience and reputation of Dr. Curtis in the treatment ot the diseases set lorth in this 
lit.'le pamphlet is the patient’s guarantee, and well de- 
serves tor the work its immense circulation.'‘—Daily 
Sent by mail on receipt ot 50 cents. Address the Author, Du. (VktivH Chapman street, Boston, Maes, 
mo 58s p 
KVKIII lOIIG nAM 
should procure a copy ot the new medical work entitled 
“IDE SCIENCE OF LIEF, or SELF PKKSERY A- 
HON," by Dr. A. II. Hayes, of Boston, author of 
“SKM .M. I'ilYsioLOUY or WOMKS AND HlSR JJis- 
Kasks,” and Editor ot the Pkabodv Jopknal of 
ilKAi.ni. this book will teach the young how to avoid dangerous diseases, and from it also the middle aged and those mure advanced in life may find the way to a re- storation ot a prostrated system to active health. It is 
the result ol deep study aud extensive practice, and may tie relied upon. See tuU-ortisenu nt of lVubody Medical Institute in another column. splinIG 
L)IEI). 
[ Obituary i>.otice3, beyond the date, name and aye,jnust paid for. 
In this city, June 11. of dropsy, Cupt. John Flowers, aged til years. 
In Ellsworth, June 5, Mr, Elisha Cousins, aged 04 
years. 
In Cranberry Isles, June 1, Mrs Eliza, wife ofCapt. >V liliam Moore, aged 02 years. 
In Surry, June 8, Miss Lois Treworgy, aged 22 years. In Camden, May Jl.at the residence ot his sister, David Townsend, aged 0? years. Mass, papers please 
copy. In this cits, May 21, lluth W. Small, aged 52 years 8 months. 
In Searsport, Elmira Mosman, wife of James Mosman, aged 55 years. 
SHIP NEWS. 
POBT Of BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
.him; 1-;. Solis Canary, (Ur. Grover, St. Stephens; Jack Downing, Patterson, Rooklaml, Wm. G. Kudin, 
Ryder, do. 
U. -Sell Ida Morion, Cottrell, Boston. 
SAILED. 
«luue lvf. Sell Gen. Meade, Cunningham, Boston. 15. Sells Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston; D. iv. Arey Ryan, do. 
A U C T I O N ! 
WILL BE SOLD ON 
Saturday, June 18, 1870, 
JV'.V .°'c!,ock A- al1 the wreck stuff from “Srhr LE I A consisting of Standing Rigging,Stays,RifniiiAg K ggmg, 1 locks, Windlass and Gear, Wheel, Chains an3 Anchors Gaits, Booms, 7wo Compasses, one Spirit iwo fcuits Sails, one new, Cabin Furniture, &c. Sehr. Leila was two years old, i:„* Tons O, M. All the above was saved In good condition. 
Belfast, June 7, 1870. 
S‘ M FULLEfli’ Agent. 
MEN WANTED FOB THE RAILROAD. 
1(1(1 W-AarTEB. to work on the Belfast -A and Moosehead Lake Railroad. One Ool- 
lar uutl c«ut« per day paid. Ap- ply immediately to  
WILLSON, TENNANT & CO., Contractors. Belfast, June 15, 1370. tj p, 
Auction Sale of 
REAL ESTATE. 
ONE STORE, SEVEN DWELLING HOUSES. 
HK h.U1U A! I'fMI.IC AL CXI ON, on 
» * lhur.Miay, the seventh day of July, ls~o, at eleven o clock, in the forenoon, at the otlice ot Peter Thacher Esipure, in Rockland, the following described real estate situated in Rockland, to wit 
1. The house and lot on Grove Street, occupied by Robert Jackson. 1 1 
•A The double house and the lot therewith connected, 
Philips*™ Streel’ ocout,ie‘i hY 11 !>• Flye, und O. II, 
1 ,l,e l1,011,8'* ,ot 011 Union street, occupied by G. >V. Kimball, Jr. Esq. 
**,1e *‘9U8e a,id lot on Lindsey street, occupied bv O. LI. Blackington. 
>. J he property fronting on Main street, at the Brook, formerly owned by Doct. Sears, and extending back about six rods, including the two story building on 
,fJ}“ street, used as a store and dwelling, the small building in the rear thereof, and the brick house stand- 
ing thereon. 
ti. The two story house and L and the lot on which the same stands, on North Main street, udjoining the homestead ot the late Doct. Z. Coibv. 
1 he two-story house and L and the lot there to up pertaining, on Rockland street, occupied by John Stev- ens and adjoining the homestead lot of Benjamin ivnowl- 
Terms made Known at the Sale. 
By order of the Proprietors. 
< llAI!LEs It. MALLA/H), Auctioneer. 
Rockland, June 15, l«7u. 
and claim no wages nor pay no debu o. lifs con“Sg, alter this date. 
Nobleboro, June r*. is70. 
k;hi* t L... .. 
I .o r UO DU KINS. 
CMmnco ic»r Busin o 
sjm •* V* v uort* facilities for a profitable* business Apply te ». u. ;ryMAN. 'iW4‘> lalPCQlnviJIr Me. 
NEW HOTEL 
undersigned takes pleasure in informing the public that he has leased for a term of years the NEW PUBLIC HOUSE at the corner of Main 
Pleasant streets, in this city a 
same under the name of 
u it  nd will conduct the 
THE SANBORN HOUSE.’ 
Said house is located near the foot of Main street, in the businoss portion of the city, and but a lew step.-. from the depot of the B, & M. L. it. it. 
it is a new and commodious house, with good rooms— 
I all liuished and iurnished in modern style, and ravell- I era and guests will receive every attention and iccom- 
modations to be found at other first class hotels. 
A good Livery Stable is connected with the house 
where teams will receive the best of care at all times. 
Belfast, dune 1, l»7o. 
J. SANBORN, Jr. 
iiruosi? 
Belfast and Moosebead Lake Rail Road. 
NOTICE is hereby given to the Stockholders in the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Hail Hoad Company that the annual meeting will be held at the Court House 
in Belfast, on Wednesday July 6, 1870, at 10 o’clock In 
the forenoon, to act upon the following matters, viz First. To hear the Heports of the Treasurer and Di- 
rectors of said corporation. 
•Second. To elect (0) nine Directors for the ensuing 
Third. To transact any other business that may prop- erly come before said meeting. 
l’er order of Directors. 
JOHN 11. QUIMBY', Clerk. B. & M. L. It. K. Co. 
Belfast, June 1, 1870. uw47 
AMERICAN HOUSE 
BELFAST. 
J. C. ROBBINS mforms bis friends and 
the public that he has leased the above well known establishment, where he oilers enter- 
tainment to the travelling public. 
■ He will thorough renovate the house make 
Improvements and every way conform to modern needs lhe table will be supplied with all the delicacies that 
cun be procured, and special attention given to order and neatness in the sleeping apartments. 
All the staples leaving the city take tileir departure from this house. Coaches run regularly to the boats and guests conveyed to any part of the city or countrv’ Belfast, May 10, 1870. tf44 




Capt. T. It. 8HUTK. 
WH1 commence tier regular trips between Bangor and 
Boston, leaving Battery whart Boston, THUKSDAV APltl 1,7,1870, touching at Belfast, bandy Point, Bucks- 
port, Winterport and Bangor. Freight and passengers taken at reasonable rates. 
S. S. LEWIS & SON, Agents. 
Belfast, April 0,1870. ti,jg 
Clipper Mowers! 
GET THE BEST AND THE CHEAPEST. 
FARMERS OF WALDO COUNTY 
We wish to say to you that it you intend to buy a Mowing Machine this season, we can give you a better trade than any otlier agent in the county. 
The Clipper Mowers 
Are acknowledged to be equal in all and superior ii 
some respects to any other Machine before the public. 
Call and See Them. 
We would call special attention to the 
ONE HORSE CLIPPER, 
As being ahead of anything of the kind in the market’ 
and not equalled in the world. 
J'he flipper Ufo. 1 cuts a swath three and a halt (eet wide, has 30-inch driving wheels, weighs 500 pounds, and has been designed expressly to be worked w itli one 
horse. 
tireat pains have been taken to make it as perfect as 
possible in every respect, and to demonstrate that a 
mower can be made that will work as successiuily with 
one horse as a two-horse machine with two horses. 
A he horse walks by the side of the standing grass, in the track made by the swath -board, and for this reason 
is as easily guided as the horses are on a two-horse ma- 
chine. It is capable of cutting from one half to three 
quarters of an acre an hour with ease, without fretting the horse, even in the hottest weather. 
'Ibis machine was im.t brought into the market in 
1«M. For the harvest of that year, fifty were built and sold. The Preuiium itleiiai at tlie 
great trial held at Auburn, N. Y., in duly of that year, 
was awarded to it as the lle«t Hffachiut* of it» 
Clan. 
The Ono-Horao Clipper uun tlio ligliteat* 
draught Marliin* at the great trial of mowers held 
at Amherst, June, 18G0, by the New England Agricultur al Society 
The Clipper I¥o. cuts a swath four feet wide, lias 30-inch driving wheels, and weighs 535 pounds. 
This is a small, compact, and strong machine, and cor 
responds in si/.e to the Wood, and that class of mowers 
known as the Junior machines. It works equally well in the heaviest tfrass and over the roughest ground! 
Though light, it will be found very strong and durable. Weighing only 535 pounds, it. is very easily handled, and 
will do more work, with greater ease to the team, than 
any other machine having the same length of bar. This machine lias been carefully improved and strength- ened for the harvest of 1870, and we now confidently ’re 
commend it to those who desire a small two-horse mow 
er, as unequalled by any in the market. 
The Clipper Bfo. 3 cuts a swath four and a quarter feet wide, has 32 Inch driving-wheels and weighs or/, pounds. 
It was the pioneer ot the Clipper Jfaclil»e« and 
embodies the principles from which the other sizes are 
constructed. Though it has been considerably moditied 
in detail, the principles lirst adopted remain unchanged. 
The universal testimony in their favor is proot that they are adapted to the wants of the farmers every- 
where. 
The Clipper STo. 4 cuts a swath four and a half or 
live feet wide, has ;w inch driving-wheels, and weighs 
~20 pounds. No harvester ever before offered to the pub lie has met such perfect success as this machine. Aside 
from the general excellence of the C'lipper«, one rea- 
son ior the great success of this machine may be found 
m the fact that we have been able to construct a large 
machine with high wheels, which at the same time, is 
light in weight and of very easy draught 
Farmers who have used machines with both small and 
large wheels, appreciate the important advantages ot 
large wheels, when combined with light weight and con- 
sequently light draught. 
The large wheels cause it to run more steadily, especi- ally over rough and boggy ground, and make it the 
easiest machine for the driver as well as for the team. 
It has been demonstrated by a number of dynamometer 
tests, that the Clipper Hro. 4 cutting a four and a 
half or even a five foot swath, is ot lighter draught than 
the small machines of other builders which cut only 
tour feet. 
An ordinary pair of light horses will work this ma- 
chine through the day, cutting a tour and a half or a live 
foot swath with the greatest ease. 
This, as No. ;i, is made also a combined machine by 
attaching to it a dropper, to cut a swath five or six teet 
in width. 
These Clippers besides possessing the points of excel- 
lence tound in some other two-wheeled machines, have, 
in addition, many valuable and Important features dis- tinctly and peculiarly their own, among which arc the 
following 
A Patent Kunner-shapcd Cait-Steel Finger-Bar; a 
Patented Finger, forged irorn cast-steel, with point and 
cutting ed"o tempered; an improved Outside Shoe, with 
an Adjustible Track Board; an inside as well as Outside 
Shoe ot malleable iron, light, strong and everv way su- I 
perior to the cast-iron shoe; a Knife-Head, with broad bearings and 11 ball and socket-joint; a Wooden Connect 
ing Bod, light, elastic anil strong, not liable to break the 
knife or knife-head ; a Cutting Apparatus, so connected to 
the frame that it may be brought distantly to the verv 
roots of the grass, or elevated so ns to cut high or pass 
over boggy and stony ground; a strong Iron Frame, which eneupoa tho wearing and »l»afting. Draft so 
applied as to make the LI PPFK the light., t running 
mower in the world. The materials and workmanship 
are of a character that make it the most durable, and 
consequently the cheapest machine to bu\ 
TUECLIPPElt H A ( II HE * 4 II E 
M.41IE OF lOI lt FFFltCCVT NIZEM 
Al l. ON UK SA.MK I'NIKOH.M PKIMlfl.l. AND 1>F! 
SU.NAIKH 111 N I'M it KKS ANOSol.l- \s I’.:1 l.nWS; 
No. 1—‘t 1-2 ft. cut, One-horse, *li-.'»,00 
No. 2—1 Two horse, n;,,00 
No. 4—4 1-2 Large, 
No, 4 r» *• 14o,oo 
U ilU (7Mnircr 
will be furnished neck-yoke, whitile-trees, two complete 
knives, two connecting rods, two extra knife sections, 
one extra guard or huger, screw-wrench, punch, cold- 
chisel, oil can and rivets. 
HVl IlliA.XTV. 
The d.u*im u us h Mowkk and Rearer i- warranted 
to be of light draught, and to cut grass or grain in a 
workmanlike manner—equal to the best work with 
scythe or cradle. 
Every purchaser will be allowed to work the machine 
in grain or grass one half day, on trial. and in case any- 
thing proves defective, due notice must be given us, or 
the agent from whom it was bought, and time allowed to 
send u person to put it in order. It then the machine 
cannot he made to work, from fault in itself, it may be 
returned and the money will be refunded. Ik IMMEDI- 
ATE NOTICK IS NOT OIVKN Al'TKK 1’KIAL, TllK MA- 
CHINE W1I.I. UK CONSIDERED ACCEPTED, 
si'xi) i\ yorn orders early. 
WOODS, MATHEWS & BAKER. 
47 A CENTS, BELFAST, MAINE 
FOURTH OF JULY 
CELEBRATION! 
ON THE 
Waldo Co. Trolling Park. 
PROukAMME. 
Forenoon, (iame of Itase Hull between tJlC 
gassawaukeags and another club. 10 1-2 A. M. Foot- 
races for purses of and $2. 11 A. M. Sack-race of 
2<)0 feet, for purses of $.'{ and $2. 
Afternoon. Trotting—1st Race, F. W. Berry of 
Belfast, enters b. g. VICTOR” (formerly Cross Horse, 
and challenges any horse raised and owned in the county. 
Mile heats best 2 in :i. 2nd Race, D. L. l'itcher ot Bel 
fast enters br. m. “AMERICAN LADY” and challenges 
any five year old in the county. Mile heats 2 in i. 
id Race, open to all horses in the county. Entry fee $ l. 
Purses $10, $5 and $5; to be made larger if necessary. 
Three or more to start; m.'le heats 2 in :t. 
Challenges must be accepted on or before June 25th. If not the races will be maae up and trotted. 
Committees—W. C. Marshall, Prescott Ha/eltine, 
Joseph Park. 
Several noted stock horses are expected to be present 
and show off their points on the track. 
The exercises throughout the day will be interspersed 
with music. 
Other exercises will be added it there is time. 
Seats over the Hall, reserved tor Ladies, FREE. 
Hall anc. Music furnished for those who wish* to en- 
gage In dancing, free. 
Admission—*>o cts for the day with privilege of pass- 
ing in and out at all hours. Half-price for those under 
H years of age. Carriages free. 
If the 4th proves stormy, exercises next air day. 
N. B. The citizens ot the county are reminded that 
this celebration bus been gotten up’for the purpose of 
raising lunds to assist in paying the debts of Agricultu- ral Society, and it is hoped they will make up ttie largest 
atendance ever seen here. 
For any further particulars address 
G. E 
PER ORDER, 
Belfast, June, 1870. 
BRACKETT, Secretary, Belfast, Maine. 
4w48 
< A R I) I X O 
CLOTH DRESSING 
AT SEARSMONT. 
The subscriber is now prepared to 
CARD WOOL AM) DRESS CLOTH 
at his Mill in Searsraont. 
Having good machinery and new Cards, with tin* 
perience of filty-one years, I am courident that 1 can do 
work satisfactory to all who may favor me with their 
patronage. H WING, 
bearsinont, May 18,0. 
Woods & Conant, L. A. Knowlton, Fred A. Knowlton, 
Ageuts for Belfust. Ow47*eow 
CITY OF BELFAST. 
June Qtli, 1870. 
VOTED THAT THE CITY MARSHAL be directed to uotiiy all peruana within this city selling dis- tilled Liquors, contrary to law, to stop sale of the same within ten days or expect prosecution. 
A true copy. Attest—Joux U. QuiMBY. City Clerk. 
In accordance to the above vote I hereby notify all 
persons within this city that the above instructions will be strictly enforced. A. D. BEAN, City Marshal. 
Belfast, June 7,1870. Uwts 
Money Cannot Buy It! 
FOR SIOITT IS PRICELESS! ! 
I 
THE DIAMOND CLASSES, 
MAM I'AOTl'Kl'iU liY 
J E. SPENCER & CO., N. Y., 
\\ hicii arc now ottered to the public, arc pronounced by all the celebrated Opticians of the World to be the 
MOST PERFECT, 
Natural, Artitlcial help to the human eye ever known, 
1 hey are ground under their own supervision, from unnutc Crystal 1‘ebbles, melted together, and derive their 
F'VVfP’ diamond, on account of their hardness and brilliancy. 
Tho Scientific Principle 
Oil \\ hieh they are constructed brings the core or centre ol the lens directly in trout id the tye, producing a clear and distinct vision, as in the natural, healthy sight, and preventing all unpleasant sensations, such as glimmer 
i'lfs ‘did wavering ot >ight, dizziness, See., peculiar to ail others in use. 
They are Mounted in the Finest Manner, 
Iii framed ot the best juality, of all materials used lor 
that purpose. 
THEIR FINISH AND DURABILITY 
CANNOT HE blit PASSED. 
CAT riON’.—None genuine unless bearing their trade mark <> st amped on every frame. 
ISAAC ALLAlilJ, 
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for 
HELFANT. Maine. 
From whom lie y can only he obtained t hese good; 
are not supplied lo IVdlers, at any price. lyric 
Great Medical Discovery!! 
A SURE CURE FOR CORNS. 
riltir. .SUBSCRIBER having discovered a -*1111* and X speedy remedy lor those troublesome pests, 
C ORNS. 
Will disclose the secret ul the remedv, uu rt-cei:; .>f 
50 Cents. Address 
WM. CLAYTON, 
VINAL. HAVEN. Maine, 
A Card to the Ladies. 
1)1 l’0\( o s 
i^8S5^ GOLDEN PILL. 
Infallible in correcting irrogularitie.-., and removing ob- structions ol the monthly periods. it is over forty 
years since these now so well known pill-, were first roiijilit «. |,y l>r 1 >Mju me., of I r i during \vhi< h ».me they hav e been extensively and sueeessiu 11 y 
used by some of the leading physicians, with unparallel ed success. Ladies in poor health, either married or 
single, sullering Irom any of the ( oinplaints peculiar to !• email’s, will liud the Puponco Holden Pills invaluable, 
vi/,, <.emral Pelolity, Headache, Faintness, la- >• 
Aji[»eftie, Mental Pepiv--ion, Pain in the Bark and 
l.nnr l’ain in tin Loins. Hearing-down Pains, Paipita Mou >t the Heart, Retained, Lxcessive. Irregular or P.dnlul Menstrua;:.»-i, Rush ot Hlood to Head, lti/ziue-s Dimness of Sight, Fatigue on nn> slight xertion, ai d particularly that most annoying, weakening ailment 
common among Females, both tnarrieil and single, the i .enciii r lei a oi Whites. Females in every ppriuil of lift will find Duponeo’s Pills remedy to aid nature in the 
discharge o: ;is functions. They invigorate the debilitut 
ed and delicate, ami by regulating and strengthening the system, prepares tin youthful constitution tor the Hut it- 
M liie,aud when taken by those n middle lit,* or old | 
age they prove a p, t Me,sing. There is nothing In; tie* pills that can no injury to lit.- or health. >ale in 
their operation, perj etna! in their hippy influences upon the .Nerves, the Mind and the entire organization. 
*%. II. HOWE, l*ro|»rivt«»v, t 1 
A L\ All 1.1 I TLKFI F.I.l >, liosion, Agent, N. F. states. 
1,mlies by unclosing st by mail will have the Pills sen: 
confidentially to anv address, niu '-t 





NATURE S REMEDY. 
A v;i !u;ihit* I ndian < h»in- 
pound for restoring the 
health, ami fur the perma- 
nent cure of all diseases 
arising from impurities of 
the Idood, such as 
Mcrui'ulrt, JrrofoloiN Humor. ( au«ei ( au> 
cerous 1fuuii»r, K rv«i|»clu», t inker, sun 
IIli«*uni. Pimple* and lluuaoii ou ilie 
Face; l iter*, ( oujrlu ttml ( olili 
lli'ontliiti*, .\eural<(iu It lieu 
iiiatiNiu, Point in Hie 
('ONtiveneu. I* i I «* * ; 
lleudaclif. llliz/i* 
ties*. ITervoii** 
lie**, l'o in t- 
neu nf (lie 
Mtomuclr Poiu* in Kite Buck, Kidney 
iduhUJt, I'enmle H eakneu.Miid 
General llehiliu. 
I his preparation is scientifically and chemically com- bined, and so strongly concentrated from roots, herbs, and barks, that its good effects are realized immediately 
alter commencing to take it. There is no disease of the 
human system tor which the VELKTINE cannot be used 
with t'EKi Kcr s.U'Ki v, as it does not contain any metal- 
ic compound. For eradicating all impurities of the 
blood from the system, it has no eijual. It has never 
failed to ©fleet a cure, giving tone and strength to the 
system debilitated by disease. 
Its wonderful effect upon these complaints is surpris- 
ing to all. Mauy have been cured by the VKOKTINE 
who base tried mauy other remedies. It can well be 
called. 
THE GREAT 
BLOOD PUItIFl ER. 
iMtKPAKGD nr 
H. K. STEVENS, 
BoMtwu, 
Tru e $1,25. Sold by all Druggists. 
Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year lh?o 
by li. K. Stevens, in the Clerk’s Office of the District 
Court of tin* District of Massachusetts. {mil 
A FIRST CLASS INVESTMENT. 
Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R, 
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS. 
-; o :- 
rpilR attention of persons making investment of X mouey is called to the above very desirable security. 
The Bonds run for twenty years, at six per cent, inter- 
est in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed of the 
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand 
dollars. The whole amount ot these bonds to he Issued 
is limited to one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, 
each bond bearing a certificate of one of the trustees 
that it is a portion of the said limited amount. 
The money markets of the world do not present a 
better or safer security. 
These bonds are now offered for sub* on liberal terms, 
Apply to W. 1- COLBURN, Treasurer. 
Belfast. June 1, 1870. iDt 
! the standard mower. 
THE SUCCESS OF THE 
IMPROVED UNION MOWER 
the past season, is conclusive evidence that the‘UNION 
all points considered, CANNOT be SI KPASSE1). 
To substuuiiale this TACT, we refer to purchasers oi 
the “UNION” last summer. 
The IMPROVED UNION has the recommendations 
ot many of the m ist Prominent Farmers In the County. 
Do not be misled by representations of parties In the 
interest of other mowers. Give the matter your careful 
attention uy thoroughly examining the Union, its Sim- 
plicity and Workmanship. See if these important 
points do not justify the statement. That it costs much less to keep the I'nion Motorr in repair than any other 
machine in the Market. 
W INTER PORT, Dec. IS, 1 Still. 
AIk. Fkki> Aiwoiti)—Dear Sir lour years ago, i bought of Air. Rich, who was then nn agent lor it- *ul> 
a two horse L iiion Alowet, and have sine*' done all my work with it with ease and satisfaction. I have paid 
out, in the lour years, not over one dollar and twenty five cents ;$1.2.») per year lor repair-. 1 am onlhii nt that tor strength ami durability the Union is nut -ur 
passed by any mower in the market. 
Truly Yours, .1. M. SNOW. 
Deputy Sheriff, Waldo Co. 
Paris, Mi ., dan. l-i.o. 
lH'-s ti. bohiiu— Sir 1 purchased oi Col. Wiu 
Sweet a 4 It. Union Mower last season expectiug to u-> 
two horses on it. but being unable to get a horse \ > work with mine, 1 lookout the pole and put m thill-. 
AI> horse weighs about luOO lbs. 1 cut. an auv hi l. 
tlian an liour—one ton per acre—and iny horse Uni m 
sweat, nor was it hard work for him*. I cut about 
twenty tons of grass with my machine, and nn peri.v* 
ly satisfied with it, and would recommend tie I'i.ion 
a durable, light draft, easily managed machine. I vvouiu 
say to brother farmers that are in want *t n uiachiu. 
buy tin Union and mv word lor it, you will not i. **:. 
your « hoice. Truly Yours. ASAPH BIRD 
North Anson, dau. do, isi.» 
A F Hoi.t~ Sir The Union Mower ! nuivhast u 
you lu-t season gavi entire smi-faction, lout with r 
Hhout 120 acres, with no breakage except that oi t 
polf, which was caused by an accident. I have used th. 
Wood and Cayuga Chiet Alowers fait prefer the I >u. 
WAI. it. H.1M 
Mr. itointou Graves, Rowiioinuum, Ale., .-ay.-, ••Tor 
Strength, Durability and Lightness of Dralt it excel* >. 
others. The Praaliu; (>eai i« tb«* «, t 
any Hower in Ylaiue. 
Air. S. K. Aludgett, Newburgh d. \s F.v. u- 
Winterport; T. Al. 4 ampbell, Wiuteipnrt harle.- on 
ant, Winterport; 11. U Svvcetsiw interport; N. » 
Littlefield, Winterport; Jerome Severance Wiuterpor' 
G. I. Danlbrth, Atkinson, ai i. Fm*<-umi. hi I \imi 
ki> Union. Farther particulars cm be ibimneii ot th 
following agents, who arc also ag-nt- tor tin WET \ 
KNOWN 
Whitcomb Horse Rake 
so fully recommended by farmer- in Maine that ad ditional testimony is uncall d for. 
Alessrs. Mudgett N. Libby Prospect; Mr. A. Bur 
gess, Belfast, lion. Asa Thurlow, Alonroi Mr. George 
d. s.oper, Newport; W. D. Eaton, Dexter. Messrs, i- 
Rogers & Co., Oldtowu Mr. W. F. Alavo, Foxcrolt, 
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport. General Agent loi 
Eastern Maine—Office at Hunger at Win. P. Hu-key A 
Co., Wo t Market Square. THOMAS H. Holb.l |v 
I prietor. Worcester, Maes. »;w4n 
School Notice. 
!rnil). SLBSl’RIBKK IIKRKBY NOlIri 1 that he will visit Schools as follows, during \ 
month of dune and. duly 
Frankfort June, 0,7,a; Waldo, July,!.'. 
Prospect, U, 10, 11, fslesboro, •• 
Burnham, Id, 11; Northport, II, *, 
Troy, 10, 17, is; Lincolnville, 14, la, b 
Palermo, 20,21,22; Monroe, is, pj, 
Liberty, 2d, 24, 2‘, Jackson, ** 21. 2: 
Heliuont, 27,2.x; Thorndike, •• 2:’». 2*>, 
Morrill, 2M, ;i0; Knox. 2«, 2‘J, 
l’ublic meetings ol teachers, parents and all inten-.-t ! 
will be held in each of these towns, where >. s. < m 
mitt; 1.- will make necessary arrangements 
dwfs N. A. LI CE, Co. supervisor. 
Farm For Sale 
A Farm, situate in Northport, on th< 
shore road, six miles livm heltast, and 
our from Saturday < ovi containing 
about titty acres 01 land. cut* about 1 
tons ol hay .1 pasture u il fenced, plenty (d water; an orchard and cr.itd Try bog,and a 
pleasant location. A house, hare and out-building 
Hie ubove will be sold at a bargain, Apply to tin* 
senberon the premises. ! A. IMt Kl- v 
Northport, April 4. l.s.'U. t; 
MAINE 
INSUKAXCK IJOHI’ANV 
Office, No. 3 Exchange block, 
Ku«l KimI k « iidiukea^ Itritl^r 
BANGOR, Mt. 
1 h.5 Company, bartered by the 1.>t la ^islaturo d 
Maine with a guarantee land ol 
Fifty Thousand Oollnes, 
in accordance with tbe provisions ol its charter, now 
ready t<» transact 
m aki n i: insi i; a \ < ■ i 
on the mutual plan, and will write in >n 
Hulls, Freights tmet Cargoes, 
upon the most ia\ »rahh t rm- 
This beluga Mill A I ( 11 j in tie pno.M 
cruing irom tin- business will be returned lunuui’x : 
the assured. 
1 >1 UKt 
(IKOKI.K W. 1 VIM'. 
Khen Hu si. 
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S.VMIKI U l» \ I 
EVSANIiKK S I e|. 
GEORGE W LADD President 
EBEN BLUNT. Vico Pre.iueiu. 
0 M. HOWARD, Secretary. 
Hmigor, Ap.-II 1870. .|ui|4 
r A A II i: It * o \. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 
WASHINGTON, D. C 
Olhce ( or. 1 1-j mid 1) So. 
Opposite City Hall. v tmod'Jis 
CARRIAGES! 
C. P. KIMBALL & LARK I !N, 
\\ AHK-HCK).\iS, 
Congress Si punier of PivMc House. 
IM» IITL.I \ l» W I I % K. 
ELEGANT CAEEIAGES 
-AND- 
ROAI) \V A <i ONS! 
We are now completing our stock tor the Spring ami 
Summer ol 1870, and otter, in the N K\VKS T DF.SHiNS 
ami ol the most thorough construction, a variety of cle 
gant C’abrioleti, Vktoria*. CoiipeM, 1Miu«<- 
loim, Top ami Op«*n Hugglea, Jump Mourn. 
C'urr.vullM, Muualiatle*. A**., exclusively tin 
production of our well-known Preble St. Factories. \S 
have made great reductions in price*, and will sell lower 
than any concern in the United States that sell* first 
class carriage*.—Price* unitorin to all. Every carriage 
we make is equal in every respect to those built to the 
order ot our most valued customers. 
We also keep a larjfo u«*»rtm«‘iit ot 
LOW-PRICED CARRIAGES, 
built expressly for us iu Philadelphia, New Haven, and 
Maas., lor sale at the very lowest rates. 
Exprouu, Clroceri, anil Huninea* Watroiu 
constantly ou hand. 
Kemkmhrk,—all persons dealing with us will get pre 
cisely wluit they bargain for. 
We make a specialty ot 
Children’s Carnages! 
Keep a great variety lor sale Wholesale and Ketail—\ t-ry 
low. Correspondence solicited. ;imii 
THE TRENCHES. 
A sluggish mist tilings o'er the swamp; 
The woods are black along the hill: 
Now fainter grows the firefly's lamp: 
The midnight air is chill. 
Tin- moon dips in von fawny cloud; 
Th ghostly leaves wave to and fro; 
And falls the order, stern ami loud: 
"Up from the trenches, ho!” 
A- when thov heard the rattling drum 
Which roused them at the dawn of day, 
l it,in lid,| an 1 fen. look where they come— 
Tim ranks of Blue and Gray! 
\ h ! not in anger do they meet; 
\gain they give the kindly hand: 
In brotherhood, each other greet— 
Friends of the Shadow land. 
Among his men the loader rides; 
aim peace that death can never mar, 
>n Ids glory-lighted brow abides, 
Fair as j on holy star. 
He. bv whose band a comrade fell. 
Has' singled out that comrade now : 
The legend ol the light they tell 
|i\ dripping leaf and bough. 
V, s, mry's challenge cleaves the air; 
No c linking sabres wake the gloom: 
No amp-tire's dull and lurid glare 
Presages fearful doom. 
Pm » In ii the heavy night i- o'er. 
And eastern skies are golden red, 
fin- spectre- fade: and lo! once more 
The trenches keep their dead. 
FIGS OF THISTLES. 
'mull is my iranirn plot 
Ami sparse my sowing: 
1.ali'ir while the sun i- lierec and high: 
V lie evening at my humble cot. 
VV hen haughty folk go by, 
1 ihier the modest eaves, secluded, shy. 
M> piodigal blossoms are blowing. 
1 ne e. in a somber hour. 
Then- stood a barren, 
and budless, and unfruitful tree; 
i lati eaine a pure md perfec t flower— 
A blossom fair to see: 
\ n .1 birr to I lowed, in great jubilee, 
Tin- numberless roses of Sharon. 
Whereat 1 wondered much 
And with good reason. 
Why did my labor yield me this increase, 
I oh the l.ord had touehed with marvelous toneh. 
The land, laid given new lease? 
l a ! w here I looked, lone for sad surcease, 
1 harvest iy fruit out of season. 
iirapes grow not upon thorns. 
Say wise epistles; 
sum, miracle must 'piiekeu this dull sod, 
1'hal. meager in il- own self yet adorn?— 
l’.leas, •; be mighty (iod!— 
VI may > 1 wonder, roughly shod, 
\nd rather my tigs of the thistles. 
THE DENHAM MURDER. 
l.uie English papers contain full accounts 
1 the tearful tragedy perpetrated at the vil- 
lage of Denham, a mile and half from I’x- 
ridge, on the 21st of .May. Within a short 
distain-e of the beautiful country seat known 
as Denham Court there stands an isolated 
cottage, which was occupied by a smith and 
engineer named Emanuel Marshall, who had 
a wife and three daughters, aged respective- 
ly four, seven, and nine. Marshall’s mother 
and his wife's sister-in-law also lived with 
them in the enttage. Marshall was known 
a an industrious, and steady man, which fair 
n-pi rl would seem to lie borne out by the 
i'd of his keeping his mother and sister-in- 
law. All appeared to have gone well with 
the o- -upants of the cottage, and nothing 
more than usual was observed until the end 
ult. It was then observed that the shutters 
laid not been seen open nor any ot the family 
about. The next day also the shutters re- 
mained closed, but it was concluded that 
Marshall and his family were out on a holi- 
day. and no further notice was taken of the 
matter by the neighbors at that time. About 
ten o’clock at night, however, a young wo- 
man from a neighboring town went to the 
enttage with a new dress and some lining for 
Mr- Marshall’s sister, whose wedding was 
arranged for the next day. Receiving no 
answer to her summons, the young woman 
Hindi inquiries, and on it becoming known 
what was her errand, a policeman came and 
loiei-d the door of Marshall's cottage, and 
thi-ii a most horrible discovery was made, 
l iie cottage it-eif presented the apjiearanee 
“i a slaughter-house. Marshall, with his 
luitb'- div-s on, but without his shoes, was 
hi ml with his head battered to pieces. His 
a ii'- charlotte and her sister-in-law were 
lying in the front room, partly on each other, 
with their heads beaten in. Marshall’s 
mother and his three young children were 
lying in their night-clothes in a pool of blood, 
all their heads being battered in. A more 
ghastly spectacle ha- never been beheld. 
The whole family were murdered, and, 
from all that can lie divined, were murdered 
by one man Two watches were missing. 
Mi' ini- ir. n true-pit ami touml pawned at a 
pawnbroker in Uxbridge, for a few shillings, 
of file other there is yet no trace. The de- 
'ription of the man who pawned tins watch 
is somewhat vague, for little notice was tak- 
en of him: even the identity of the watch it- 
self is almost doubtful; but the brother of the 
murdered man is positive as to the watch 
having bis brother's watehguard. With this 
-light elite and slight description of the man 
who pawned, other trace- were soon found 
o lie poke They ascertained that a man 
answering somewhat to the description of a 
r three days previously, and had slept at a ki id of common tramp was in Uxbridge two 
lodging housi m the same room with another 
man to whom lie was unknown. This man 
at Oiler came torward and gave the police 
every aid in the way of description which he 
could about his temporary but unknown 
ompanion. The most damning fact of all which he states is that the supposed murder- 
■ v, as absent all Saturday night, so late that 
did not know the time that lie returned, 
"iii g usi'ip: I nit on the Sunday he noticed 
tin: he had new and ditlercnt clothes to those 
he "'ore the day previous. In the house 
where the murdered family were found was 
disciivernl a loose heap of things, consisting ol m old worn coat, a waistcoat and 
■ ian stained with tdood. A coat, waist-1 
cn.it, hat, trousers, and other articles of men’s 
w caring apparel are missing from the cottage. 
Wuoever did the murder took tlie clothes and 
left his own behind. 
file cottage stands a little back from the | 
read, and is almost seventy yards distant from 
any otlu-r house. Adjoining it is a little 
t"i gc where Marshall worked as an engineer 
and smith in a small way. The man wascom- 
tnrtably otf, sober, and industrious, working 
early and late, ifesidc the forge his mutil- 
ated body was found, and near it was a bar 
<d iron or poker, bent, broken, and stained 
with blood end hair. Here we get some clue 
to the time of the murder. Marshall was a 
very carl' riser and very early to bed. At 
this time of the year he used, it is said, to 
get up between :! and 1 in the morning to let 
his horse out to graze. The body when 
found in the forge, had a clean shirt and 
stockings mi it, evidently the beginning of 
tin- Sunday dress of a small mechanic. 
Mrs. Marshall's body was found at tiio 
bottom of tlie stairs in the cottage. Her 
gown was partly off her, just as she most 
probably had hurriedly thrown it on to know 
the moanin'? 01 ones amt struggling in the 
1'irgo. JSy her side, and partially across her, 
lay in her night dress the body of the sister- 
in-law, who was to have been married two 
days after. Doth had their skulls completely 
shattered by the blows of a sledge hammer. 
From this it would seem that Mrs. Marshall 
lirst heard the noise of the butchery in the 
hu ge and, throwing her dress around her, called to her sister-in-law and woke her, and 
then rushed down stairs and met the mur- 
derer at the loot, who slew them at once, 
and apparently without trouble, for there 
was no sign of any struggle or disorder. 
'1 he heads were beaten in with several blows, 
and they lay at the loot of the stairs in a pool 
ot blood. 1 he three children, little girls 
aged three, six, and nine, were evidently murdered as they rushed down stairs on 
hearing the cries. The bodies of two were 
it is stated, found almost under the fire-place 
in the kitchen. 
Wednesday the supposed murderer was ar- 
rested and the next day was examined. He 
is apparently a man of 12 or 411 years of age, 
and was dressed in clothes which had been 
supplied by the police. In appearance he is 
short, thick-set with black, bushy beard and 
moustaches, closely cut round. His face was 
ghastly pale, and ho like a man who had not 
slept for several (lays. He leaned over the 
dock and listened, apparently without emo- 
tion to the circumstantial relation of the posi- 
tion in which the several victims were dis- 
covered, with the marks each bore. 
A fresh horror is added to this shocking 
massaeie by the clues which are coming in 
every dav, and which at present appear to 
point to the conclusion that the supposed 
murderer is no one else than Marshall's own 
brother, returned from Australia. Every 
clue seems to point to this dreadful fact. The 
man now in custody has passed under many 
names, sometimes merely as the tramp 
Jack, sometimes as Jones, as Jenkins, and 
as Owen. When first arrested lie gave the 
name of Mackenzie, but said he did not 
want it known, as he had respectable friends 
in the country. A brother of Marshall, be- 
lieved to be the man in custody, was sent to 
Australia 18 years ago with the consent of 
the murdered man, as a reprobate of whom 
there was little chance in England. The man 
in custody only came out of Reading jail on 
the Saturday week previous to the murders. 
He had been committed for two months for 
stealing stockings at l'xbridgc; yet the first 
thing he did when lie came out was to return 
to Uxbridge. While in the tramps’lodging 
house bespoke freely about his going to see 
a brother whom he had not seen for many 
years, and who was a smith living at Cheap- 
side, Denham. This is significant, as Cheap- 
side happens t.o lie the little local name of the 
very spot where the murdered family lived 
and have lived for the last twenty years. 
The man in custody always said ho was go- 
ing to see his brother the Smith, though he 
never mentioned his name, but there was but 
one smith at Denham, and he lived at the lit- 
tle part of the road known to a few as Cheap- 
side. If ho turns out to be Marshall's broth- 
er, he will have attained a pinnacle of infa- 
my which few even of the most desperate 
murderers ever reach, for he will have slain 
not only his nieces and sister-in-law, but his 
own mother, brother, and sister. 
On: Angels. It will bo very pleasant 
amt good that every man in this church suc- 
ceed in his calling. It is' indispensable that 
the very hardiness and hindrance that rise up 
to appal him shall, by his right determina- 
tion, turn to ministering angels. And I can 
hardly trust myself to say what angels come 
in the saddest places of our life—in the sick- 
room. by the death-bed, in the shadows of a 
sore disappointment, in the hope deferred 
that maketh tin1 heart sick, in the very dun- 
geons of despair. Wo shrink and shudder 
and say, “1 shall go down to the grave 
mourning.” Hut some morning, all at once, 
we bethink us of a little key called promise ; 
ami it opens the dungeon door, and wo creep 
out, blinking sadly, into the sun. Iiut there 
is the sun, sure enough, and we had thought 
he would never shine again and hero are 
the green pastures, and there the shining riv 
er. And men and women look at us with a 
new tenderness, because our lot lias been so 
sad. Then the song sings itself somehow 
again; and, while we would shrink and 
shudder just as much next time, we cannot 
but discover how, in our very griefs, there 
were hidden angels reaching up to hide, 
within the dark experience, some treasures 
of patience or trust we could never have pos- 
sessed, had the angels only descended on us, 
and our life been one long joy. 
And I know, when 1 say all this, that I 
speak to common experience through the 
whole range of this angelhood. I think we 
do not begin to realize as we ought,what min- 
istries cluster round our life, to aid us in be- 
ing what we may be—angels, every one, 
thick about us every day, bearing us in their 
hands, and lifting us up when we are fallen. 
Their faces gladden us when we do well, 
and grow very sad at us when we sin. Aye, 
and in some way those that we speak of and 
think of as in heaven,love ns still with all the 
new love of heaven forever. So, because 
they love us still, we are still one. our souls 
are in theirs, and they in ours. We touch 
hands in the spirit, and the light that is not 
the light of the sun covers and enfolds us all. 
[Robert Collyer. 
A dispatch from Liverpool, says, "the tide 
of emigration to America is increasing. No 
less than twenty-one thousand emigrants, 
mainly Irish, left this city for various parts 
during the month of May. Nine-tenths of 
them went to New York.” This is the result 
of the “force bill" recently passed by Parlia- 
ment for the arrest and imprisonment of 
persons charged with l’enianism. 
The Manchester Mirror tells of a cow in 
that city which climbed up stairs into the hay- 
loft, and her owner hunted all over town af- 
ter her, but finally found her chewing the 
end of contented fancy on the lgiv. She had 
to be lowered down and installed in her pro- 
per place. We knew of a large black cow in 
Newburyport, a few years since, that used to 
walk up a hard flight of stairs after hay and 
walked down too. [Portsmouth (N. 11.) 
Chronicle. 
Quickest awl Easiest Route to Boston! 
Through by Stoamor and Railroad, 
-STEAMER- 
City ofRichmond 
Cap*. Wtt. E. 
The steamer city of Richmond, having I been put in complete order the past winter, is now 
making her regular thrice weekly trips between Port- 
land and landings on the Penobscot River and Bay, I leaving Portland every Monday, ^ Wednesday and Friday at 10 o'clock, P. M., or on the arrival of the Kxr>r s Train from Boston. Leaving Belfast Monday, •SC'l v morningis at o o’clock. 
Passengers will be ticketed through to Boston and all 
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening. 
The Richmond is one of the strongest and safest boats 
ever built, of remarkable speed, clean and comfortable. 
Passengers are assured that every pains will be taken to 
insure their comfort and safety. 
Bellast, April 27, 1n70. tf42 
For Mt. Desert & Machias. 
8{ MMKR AURA N< KM ENT. 
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK 
HTE4.1IKH 
LEWISTON, 
CHAS. DKKUING, Master. 
WILL leave Railroad Wharf, 
loot 01 state street, Portland, every Tuesday and Friday evenings at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of Express train from Boston, for Machiasport; touching at Kockland, 
Justine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mt. Desert, Millbridge and Conesport. 
Ueturuing will leave Machiasport every Monday and Thursday Morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named landings; arriving In Portland same night, ror lurther information inquire of 
BOSS & STUDIVANT, 170 Commercial St. 
°r’ CYUUS »TUI>IVANT, Cicn’l Agent. 
BAIdOK & BOSTON. 
PROPELLOR LINE. 
ITEAMSUIl* 
A L L I A 1ST C E 
Capt. T. K. SIIUTK, 
Will commence her regular trips between Bangor and 
Boston, THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1870, touching at Bel- 
fast, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor. 
Freight and passengers taken at raasonable rates. 
S. S. LEWIS & SOX, Agents. 




BOSTON & LOWELL. 
Spring Arrangements for 1870. 
On and after Monday, April 4th, 
KTEAMEll 
KATAHDIN, 
Will malie Tan rrliia 
W«ek,—Leaving Belfast every MONDAY and 
THURSDAY, nt 2 o’clock P. M. 
Returning:—leaves Boston every TUESDAY and FRl- 
qA V, at C, o’clock 1*. M,, until further notice. 







This (.'orsot is constructed on an entirely new princi- 
ple, being open, and thereby allowing the freest circula- 
tion possible, besides giving perfect ease and comfort to 
the wearer, and at the same time possessing all the ad- 
vantages cf the common Corsets in giving support to 
the body 
For Health. (*raee an«l Comfort, they arc 
un rivalled in Tin-: market. They arc particularly 
recommended lor summer wear, and warm climates, al- 
though equally well adapted to all seasons ot the year. 
They arc highly recommended by medical and scientific 
men. For sale by all first-class dealers. For circulars, 
prices, etc., address the WOH<lE*TEll SklllT 
CO., Worcester. Hass. 
TirAHTED! Agent* to Nell the "LIFE 
>Y OF OKOHfd: PEA BOIIY illustrated, 
and published at a price suited to the times. Now is 
your time to make money. 15. B. RUSSELL, Publish- 
er, Boston, Mass. 
PATENTS. 
Inventors who wish to take out Letters Patent arc ad- 
vised to counsel with MUNN & CO., editors of the 
Scientific American, who have prosecuted claims before 
the Patent Office for over Twenty Years. Their Ameri- 
can and European Patent Agency is the most extensive 
in the world. Charges less than any other reliable 
agency. A pamphlet containing full instructions to in- 
ventors is sent gratis. 
MUNN k CO., 3r Park Row, New York. 
(EMT1ULIIIIED 1*10.) 
WELCH & GRIFFITHS, 
Saws! Axes! Saws! 
SAWS of all descriptions. AXES, BELTING and 
MILL FURNISHINGS. CIRCULAR SAWS with 
Solid Teeth, or with Patent Adjustaiu.k Points, 
superior to all Inserted Teeth Saws. 
^PriceM lleiluceil.^A 
A^*Seud for Price List and Circulurs.Jt* 
WELCH A CilK 1 FFIT11&. 
ItoMton, IftiiNN.. or Detroit, Midi. 
Aromatic Vegetable Soap- 
For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children. 
$OL» BY ALL Dill ttOISTS. 
HOWE SEWING MACHINES 
AND 
Butterick’s IPat/terns. 
PLUMMER & WILDER, 
lit Tremont Street, Boston. 
HOME MADE BEER. 
Delicious, Strengthening, Blood-Cleansing, Invigorat 
ing. One bottle of FLUID EXTRACT ot DANDE- 
LION, Yellow Dock, Sarsaparilla, Hops. Butternut, &e.- 
will make (» gallons or :>u bottles of healthful lloot Seer. 
Farmers at home or in the field, Clergymen, Mechanics, 
Lawyers, every body will praise it on trial. Prepared 
only by 11. & .]. BREWER, Springfield, Mass. Sold by Druggists and Grocers everywhere. 
YES! IT IS TRUE! 
That- the /lest Mowers—the Best Droppers—{ho /lest 
Self-/takers to be found in the world arc the Original 
and Reliable Double-Motion .Ftira Machine*. made 
by the .ETNA MANUFACTURING CO., of Salem. 
Ohio. Send for Pamphlet containing particulars. 
The Season 
Of Peril. 
In the Summer and Autumn the system is in a less 
nervous condition than when under the bracing influence 
of a colder temperature. Keep the bowels unobstructed, 
the digestion active and the blood cool in warm weather. 
To effect this object, take occasionally a dose of Tar* 
rant'* Elf«*rv<*nt-eut M«*ll/rr Aperient. It is 
a gentle cathartic, a wholesome tonic, an antidote to 
biliousness, a blood depuront, and n imw d.-li^titfui fob- 
rituge, uiiito.i in one sparkling, foaming elixir, prepared 
in a moment and without the slightest trouble. 
SOLD BY ALL DltKiGISTS. 
lintiPT I All CO forced to grow in six weeks. 
IVIUUO • AufltO Receipt sent for ;»0 ct*. Ad- 
dress II. RICHARDS, Box 308<», New York 1*. O. 
An UNFAILING REMEDY tor Neuralgia F.\e: 
a us, often effecting a perfect cure in a single day. Ne> 
form of Nervous Disease fails to yield to its wonderful 
power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neural- 
gia, affecting the entire system, its use for a few days af- fords the most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to 
produce a complete and permanent cure. It contains no 
materials in the slightest degree injurious. It has the 
unqualified approval of the best physicians. Thousands, 
in every part of the country, gratefully acknowledge its 
power to soothe the tortured nerves, and restore the 
tailing strength. 
Sent by mail n receipt ot price and postage. 
One package $1.00 Uostage o cents. 
Six packages 5.00 y? 
It is sold bv all dealers in drugs and medicines. 
A CO., Proprietor*. 
liO Tremont, Street, Howtoii, Jla**. 
“Buy Me, and I’ll Do You Good.” 
Du. Langi.ky's lloot ami llerl> Hitter* area 
sure remedy tor Liver Complaint in all its forms, Hu- 
mors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspep®;;^ Uos- 
tiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, H;auaciie and Billions 
Diseases, General Debility■ They cleanse the sys- »regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify .trliC uiood, strengthen the body. and thoroughly prepare 
it to resist diseases of all kinds. GKO. C. GOOD-WIN 
& CO., Boston. Sold by all Druggists. 
CAUTION. 
Slum hi occasion require yon to purchase 
II. A. Fahnestock's Vermifuge, be purlieu 
larly careful to see that the initials are Ji, 
A. This is the article that has been so 
Favorably Known Since 1829, 
Ami purchasers must insist on having it 
it they do not wish to have an imitation 
forced upon them. 
C Al froucy IVaiitwl in ft paying business. 8 OHLLOmtn Kknnkdy, u;i Chestnut st., Pliila. 
THE urnajv ma(uiir.-i«h u«»ok. Free for Stump, TARRANT & CO., N. V. 
rpiIE MOST AMI SIXii Tlin<; on. Will make tun for old or young --j-n. Sent by mail lor 
25c. Address WILSON & CO., 
102 Nassau street, New York. 
MANHOOD and W»munitood. Essays for Young Men, tree, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD 
ASSOCIATION, Rox l\ Philadelphia, Pa. 
DECATUR, STEVENS & CO. 
WHOLESALE AND COMMISSION DEALERS IN 
Blitter, Cheese, Eggs, 
LAUD, DEANS, DRIED ADDLES, 
Poultry, Maple Sugar, Honey, &c., &c., 
II & 12 Black9tone, & 14 John Sts. 
(Opposite the New England House,) 
BOSTON. 
HENRY HEIMS, 
MO. lOO NiDBUHY STltEET, BOSTON. 
Manufacturer of 
Billiard. Tables 
WITH THE COMBINATION STRING CUSHION 
New anal Neconalllanil Tallied ulwarw on 
laanil and for nale at tha% luneal |iric*a*M. 
l-ilvr me a rail. R. K WILMARTIf, Agent. 
This well-known remedy doe* not dry tin a Couch, and 
leave the cause behind, as is the case witn most prepar- ations ; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, anu allays 
irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint, 
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, Proprietors, Boston. Sold ! by druggists juid dealers in medicines generally. 
U *LL 15E FORFEITED BY Dr. L. DIX j V./VJ if failing to cure in less time than any 
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with 
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all 
weather, with safe pleasant medicines. 
SELF-ABUSE JND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their effects and consequences ; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS, ) 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies* 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the ! 
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on 
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitu- 
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad- 
vanced, at all ages, ot 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED. 
■III. JL. DIX'S 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE. 
21 Enilirott Street, Boston. Maim. 
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other 
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is IVo. 21, hav 
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no 
family interruption, so that on no account can any person 
hesitate applying at his office. 
1>R. DIX 
boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by 
quaoks, Who will say or do anything, even perjure them 
selves, to impose upon patients,) 4hat lie 
IS THK ONLY UEGULAK GKAni/ATft PHYSICIAN 
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON. 
TWENTY YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Disease*, a tact so ever j 
known to many Citizens, 1‘ublishers, Merchants, llote* 
Proprietors, &o., that he is much recommended, and par- 
ticularly to 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native 
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large 
cities, 
DR. D1X 
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians— 
many of whom consult him In critical cases, because of 
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through 
so long experience, practice,and observation. 
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE, 
be not robbed and add to your sutferings in being deceived 
by the lyin^ boasts, misrepresentations, false promisis, 
and pretentions of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know' little ot the nature and character of Speckil 
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit torged 
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed 
in any part ol the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot the 
Dead, how obtained, unknow'ii ; not only assuming and advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas, 
but to lurther their imposition assume nanus of other cel- 
byratod physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived 
QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKKRS, 
through false certificates and references, and recommend- 
ations ot their medicines by the. dead, who cannot expose 
or contradict them ; or who, besides, to further their im- 
positions, copy from medical books, much that is writtcu 
of the qualities and effects of different herbs and plants 
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics 
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because 
of the ancient belief of its curing everything,” but now known to kill more than is cured,’’ and those not 
killed, constitutionally injured for life. 
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND 
NOSTRUM-MAKERS. 
Through the ignorance ol the Quack Doctor, knowing 
no other remedy, he relies upon Mkkcury and gives it 
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrum- 
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts, 
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in 
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various 
ways throughout the land but, alas t nothing Is said of 
the balance, some of whom die, others grow w'orse and 
are lett to linger and sutler for months or years, until re- 
lieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians. 
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to 
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless 
of the life and health of others, there are those among 
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving 
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their 
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for 
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or “fraction of it,” 
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many 
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experf- 
ments with quackery. 
DR. DIX’S 
Charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly 
Confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest 
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, con- 
dition or situation of any one, married or single. 
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of t ie 
United States, 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to 
insure nn sinswer. 
Address Du. L. Dix, No. lil Endicott St. Boston, Mass. 
Boston Jan. 1 1870—1 yr 
rpo T1IE LADIES. —The celebrated DR. L, DIX X particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or 
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, Jl Endicott St., 
Boston, Mass., which they will find arranged tor their 
special accommodation. 
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this 
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar 
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this coun- 
try and Europe,) that, he excels all other known practic- 
ioners in the sate, speedy and effectual treatment of all 
female complaints. 
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose 
of removing ail diseases, such as debility, weakness, un- 
natural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all 
| discharges which tlow from a morbid state of the blood. 
; The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar 
style both medically and surgically, all diseases of the 
j female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at. 
IVo. 21 Euilicotf Street, Bouton 
All letters requiring advice must contain onedolbr te 
insure an answer. 
Boston. Jan. 1 1871'— lyr 
MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD. 
miMSlIED BY TIIE 
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 
No. I BULFINCH STREET, BOSTON, 
(Opposite Revere House,) 
1000 Copies Sold the Last Year. 
THE S CIENUE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA- 
TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cureot 
Exhausted Vitai ii v, Premature Decline in 
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility, Hyboch- 
ondkia, and all other diseases arising trom the Ebkobs 
oe Youth, or the Indiscretions or Excesses of ma- 
ture years. This is indeed a book for every man. Price 
only One Dollar, J&o pages, bound In eld*». n 
HAYES, Author. 
A iBook for Every Woman, 
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND 
HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Phys- 
iologically an') Pathologically, from Infancy 
to Old Age, with elegant Illustrative Engrav- 
ings. 
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordi- 
nary works of Physiology ever published. There is 
nothing whatever that the Married or Single ol 
Either Sex can either require or wish to know, but 
what is fully explained, and many matters of the most 
important and interesting character arc Introduced, to 
which no (illusion even can be found in any other works 
; in our language. All the New Discoveries of the au- 
thor, whose experience is such as probably never before 
tell to the lot ot any man—are given in full. No person 
should be without these valuable books. 
Valuable Books.—We have received tin valuable 
medical works ol Dr. Albert 11. Hayes. These books 
are ot actual merit, and should iind a place in every in- 
telligent family. They are not the cheap order of abomin- 
able trash, published by irresponsible parties, and pur- 
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a re- 
sponsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a 
source of instruction on vRal matters,concerning which 
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects 
presented are treated with delicacy, ability and care, and, 
as an appendix, many useful prescriptions tor prevailing 
complaints arc added.—-[Coos Republican, Lancaster, X. 
II., Sept. 7, lsou. 
Du. Hayes ia one oi' tli* most learned and popular 
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude of 
our race for those invaluable productions. It seems to 
be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the cause 
ot those diseases to which they are subject, and lie tells 
them just how and when to do it. — -[ Farmington ('/i< oni- 
cle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 15, ISfVJ. 
The extraordinay success of Dr. Hayea has aroused 
the envy ot a set of pretenders to medical skill, who 
purloin the matter, and even chapter titles, from his 
works, and advertise themselves falsely and absurdly as 
members of medical societies in London, Edinburgh 
and Paris, which they never saw. But such transparent 
tricks can uever alienate from him the intelligent por- 
tion of the community, who soon learn to distinguish 
between the scientific practitioner and the soulless and 
brainless quack. 
Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY 
OF WOMAN AND IIKit DISEASES, $2.00. In Tur- 
key morocco, lull gilt, $5.00. Postage paid. 
Either book sent by mail on receipt ot price. 
Address “The Peabody Medical Institute,” or 
Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston. 
N. B.—Dr. II, may be consulted in strictest confidence 
on all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience j 
Inviolable Secresy and Certain Belief, lyri 
notice. 
WILLIAM It. SWAN & CO., having purchased the Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of II. J, AN- 
DERSON, Jb., are now opening an entire new stock, consisting In part of the following articles. 
COHN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE 
FLOUR, COFEEE RIO ■■ 
FORK, HAVANA JAPAN TEA 
BEEF, ST. JAGO OOLONG 
LARD, MUSCOVADO RAISINS 
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, &<-. A lull and complete assortment ot Groceries, which we invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will 
make prices satisfactory. 
WM. IS. SWAN, 
A. CUTTER Slltl.KY. 
llellaat. May 1, ISi'.n. m3 
UNITED 
-•'*0 Feet Front—Iron and Glass. 
WORKS OF THE 
STATES WATCH COMPANY 
GILES, WALES & CO. MARION, N. J. 
GILES, WALES <fc CO., 
IMPORTERS, MANUFAPTrilERS, AXh JOJWERs 
SALKS-ROOM 
OF THE UNITED STATES WATCH C0M 
L 3 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 
MANUFACTURERS WATCHES. PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS, 
BOTH NICKEL AM) FROSTED MOVEMENTS 
The liner grades all having three pairs Conical Cap JewelHl, in <«ol«l NettlujfN. and uecurateh < Ini'!. | // ,/ and ail. 
in the cheapest grades, have the STRAIGHT LINE Escapement, with Exposed l'allet .Jewels, and Hardened and tin'..Ted Had j•; and lor our late iinproycii..' 
STEM WINDING mechanism we claim a STI! A’ XG 77/, SI An* LICIT}, and SMOOTIIX L'S s’hitherto unattai ned in any m ore h.. i,, tr abroad, 
Constantly on hand, lull lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, !udep> "d. »•.: ! t. I i\ ,.ek >» e mds, tor 
three different times, for timing horses, Artillerymen. &c. 
♦grPrice List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade general!). !*»« was. wort!.., ,i -i, s i:which the counu* 
Hooded. Insist on a certificate of genuineness from those of whom you purchase, and see that tlu words, >Lv ).:<)>. N, !. t:., p er the main aj barrel. All others are spurious. 
Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. 
And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street, Chicago, 111. 
HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certitieato. 
HQT’Watcii No. IAS!). Stem Winder—brarms Trade-Mark. •• Fredrrir Atherton ,t Co., Marion, N'. .1.," mailin':., mv,| I'uiti il stair- Win.-I, 
born carried by mr from December, lsiis, to .1 aminn 17th, I:-70: its total \ ariation lirini; only fr;o ,sn-.,:,,/, in tbr ntii, i:mr. 
New York, Jan. 17,1S70. I.. E. Ctllt'l i:\i.kx. I.atr !!■ at-b r 1 Tiva.-w 
Watcii No. 1124—bearing Trade*Mark, Frederic 
Atherton &Co., manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co. 
has been carried by me seven months; its total variation 
irom meantime being only six seconds. A. I„. DKNN1S, 
President N. J. it. It. St T. Co. 
Watch No. ! 125, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, 
Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N.J.,” manufactured 
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by rue 
14 months; G months of that time at 8ea, and in all the 
various climates of Kurope. During that time and since 
my return it has not varied one second per week. 
II. LASSING, Manager Knickerbocker Life Insur- 
ance Co., 1G1 Broadway. N. V. 
Utica, N. V., Feb. 15, isro. 
Watch No. 105S, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, 
“Frederic Ath.'rtou St Co., Marion, N. J.,” manufactur- 
ed by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty 
mouths; its total variation from meantime being live 
seconds per month. /. C. PKIKST, 
Asst. Supt. N. Y. (’. & II. U. K. 
L TI' V. N. I' Of*. 1 I, I s-U. 
Watvii No. vitil: —bearing Trade-Mark, Fagotto 
Stratton, Marion, N. Jmanufactured by P. S. Watch 
Co., has been carried by me ! J months ; its total varia- 
tion from mean time being liftcen second •. 
I. VKOOMAN, Kngineer N. C. II. P. K. 
Watimi No. 1 -*:;7 Stem \\inder bearing Trad» Mark, 
■ Fred* t in Atherton & ('t>., Man .n. N..)., manufactur- 
ed by 1' S. Watch Co., lets been carried by m* since 
June, 1 Mi? ; its total variation from mean tint.- being <oi- 
ly live seconds per month I! INKY SMITH. 
Treas. Panama K. K., Wall Street 
Watcii No. JgOIU -bearing Trad*-Mark I S 
Watch Co., Marion, N. .) .” manutaetur* i i-> I'nit 
I States Watch Co., h is been carried by me live month- 
its total variation from mean time being oniy twclv< 
| seconds. GKO. KOYIS, General Kasieni Passenger 
Agent, Toldo, Wabash & Western Hallway. 
Watch No. bearing Trade-Mark, Fred- ric 
Atherson & Co., Marion, N. J.,” m;inulactured by L S 
\\ atch ( i)., has been irarril'd by tnc six months; ii« 
b'll variation <itiin Hitmii tilin' being only eight nec\ 
]■( r month. Have h.-en travelling through different tions tlio cwiintr} trom N» \v \ ork to liulvunton. 
and back, b\ >t. aim r ami railroad. I:. Hit l. 
oi Whitney X liit !?'j Broadway, N. \ 
s m v. IVnn., Feb. Jti, lsoo 
'V n m -biariii^ Trade Mark, Fmli 
Atio mu \ > M mon, .\. .1,, manufactured by l " ! fo l*• on carried hv mo the three months 
it- ’«<•!.i! v .n .li.o, !r'.»i« mean time being only 6 aecoud- 
duriii” ti.ai i1. 11!•: J. \ \( V -nginecr 1’ & K. K. li 
" '• II' triug Tr:ui: Mark, *• Fredet 
At!.: rt(in < M u oi, \ manufactured by l > '' atch mi- n ii. by me eleven months; b- 
toi l', v in t mu nvo.i no an time being only seven Sicuii in t'n eiitir. mu II. KIM.,, I’ark 1‘laee, N ) 
N it a i*ro>t 1.1,-it, l.’oiit: Spring l'o„ N..I, liar 
nndli.ro. 
For Sale by C. HERVEY, Watchmaker and Jeweller, BELFAST lyrSJ 
THE EXCELSIOR 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
—OK— 
NEW YOKK 
OflU« So. «:» Wllll.ni> « < 
THIS Company issuer all kind* iit Life and endow- ment insurance Policies. Kspecial attention is 
called to u new provision, contained in Policies issued 
by this Coi ipany, by wliich alter the payment of five or 
more annual premiums, they may be converted into An- 
nuities. 
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-lnr- 
feiting character ot the Policies of this or any other 
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of 
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, tor the I payment oi renewal premiums, 
i Dividends applied at the option o! the assured. 
! No restriction upon residence or travel in the Cnitcd 
| States or Lurope. SAMUEL T HOWARD, 
I* resident. 
J. !. WATTS, General Agent, South brooks, Me 
UHAKIJCS Al'STIN, 
ItUllTON FOSTKU, 





;■ Special Agents. 
-4 
GOOD AGENTS WANTED 
LOOK! LOOK! 
1 N T O 
No. 11 PH(ENIX HOW, 
and see the largest stock of 
Now Furniture 
ever offered in this city. PARLOR SUITS ot the 
LATEST STYLES 
JUS T O V K N I N (1 
IOO ft ! LOOK ! at the quality and prices of our J CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and CHESTNUT 
CHAM HER SETS, ETAGERES, SIDE HOAR DS 
WHAT-NOTS, &c., Scc. 
rOOlK at our large stock of COMMON FERN!- J TIRE. PINE Cll AM HER SETS. BEDS 1 EADS, 
TABLES, CHAIRS. 4c„ &c. 
rOOlt and see our prices, so cheap that all can buy J auc not to be uudcrsold in the State. 
a D. FIELD. tfis A. B. MATHEWS. 
Unfailing Eye Preservers. 
LAZARUS & MOWHls 
OK LKBK A T I-: L> 
Perfected Spectacles 
and EYE 0 LSSES. 
99“For Sale ut CALVIN IIERVEY’S, Agent, Belfast. 
JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport. tf 15 
Dr. Ham’s Aromatic lnvigorator 
Removes from the system the 111 effects caused by the ex- 
cessve use ot alcholic liquors, and elleetually destroys the appetite tor these stimulants. It gives tom* to debil- itated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from 
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthlul con- 
dition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing 
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Com 
plaints, ami all other Derangements of the Stomach and 
Bowels iu a speedy manner, fhis elegant preparation 
has stood the test ot years. A wine-glass full before eat- ing will give a good appetite, and prevent uli sutfering- 
frorn indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitu- 
tions should take the lnvigorator three times a day. A 
wine-glass lull before retiring will insure sweet and re- freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to 
Induce this he has put up the lnvigorator in pint bottles 
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 40 Central 
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists. 
Sold in Belfast bv N. A. HOWE* A CO. 
In Stockton, by JOftlX .fl. AlflE* and IVIIlM. *» 
E. KIMBALL. lyf, 
M. II. COOl'ER is still at the oKi stand ot 
HALLS & COOPER, 
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assort- 
ini^nt ot Lumber, Cement, Lime, Naml ami 
llair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries. 
Thankful lor past favors he respectfully solicits a con- 
tinuance of the same. M. It. COOPER. 
Belfast, Fob. 10, 1870. t!3J 
t'iie t.'niuf Cigar Tip is n n .v »1 
ty «V a plcasuiv, samples uorts A. Orant, 1*. O. Uox 4.O0.N V 
BELFAST 
CITY BONDS, 
exempt ream taxation \ 
BY A DECISION of the Commissioner ot Internal Revenue, just received, these bonds are not liable 
to the internal revenue tax of FIVE PER CENT, like 
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid of 
a railroad, or by way of a loan of credit to a railroad 
company. 
This consideration gives Belfast City Bonds A GREAT 
ADVANTAGE over the bonds ot towms and cities which 
are subject to this tax, and makes them by far the most desirable investment in the market. 
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold before the decision of the Commissioner was received — 
and investors will find it for their advantage to send in immediately, as no assurance can be given'that any thing 
more than a limited amount will be disposed of at former 
rates. TIMO. THORNDIKE, 
tWO City Treasurer. 
Salt for Sale. 
|£70 tfARK REDUCED 
TO 
CALIFORNIA, CHICAGO. 
AND ALL POINTS WEST: VIA THE 
Grand 'Trunk 
MICHIGAN CENTRAL, Southern, or Detroit ami 
Milwaukee Railroads I 
THROUGH EXPRESS 1RAINS DAN.V making 
direct connection between POR II. A NI) and IlirAi.o 
THROUGH TICKETS IT) CA N A1 >A, < a1 il oniia, urn 
the WES I 
OO JLENN ihmi «»jr tin; Ulliei roilf«‘ (rolii 
A IXK, to Detroit < hicugo, alifornia 
St. Paul, *!f I.ouii, !tlilnaiil«ee. ( iticintiuli 
»«ul all |iaru W 1^1 and Not III WUNT’ 
THROUGH TRAINS LKAVK DAILY, tre-m Bang-e 
Sk.:\vbegan, Farmington, Augusta, and rorthind. u,<! 
on arrival ol Steamers from Hanger and St. .John, mnk 
ing direct connection, without stopping, to all points a- 
above; thus avoiding HOTEL EX TENSES and HACK 
ING in crowded Cities. 
Baggage clieckeil through w ithouf change. 
At Refreshment Rooms, and tor Sleeping t 
American money is received at par from passeng.!- 
holding through tickets. 
Tickeli at lowent rates via lloiion. \eo 
Tork < rntral, Buffalo. a»«l Detroit. 
THROUGH TICKETS can he procured 
Principal Ticket Otiices in New England, New Ln.i 
wick, and at the Company’s Olli.v, No. .\V —t Mmk-'i 
S'piare, llangor. 
11. SIIAUK ELL. tien’l Passenger Agent. .M 
C. .J. lHIYDGES, Managing Direetor. 
WM. FLOWERS Eastern Agent. Bangor. 
Tickets for Sale in Belfast by 
•'•mil JOHN S, CA LDW 1! L. 
Phthisic! Phthisic ! 
l.KWIS- INU Al.ANP, for the 1‘litliislc, 
Always Relievos 
tl.i‘ most Distressing cases ot Phthisic in a few mumti 
Inhaled with tin breath, it goes directly to the Lung- 
j and air cells, and relief is immediate ami certain. 
PATENTED, May is, 
Price ets. By Mail $1.00. 
J. C LEM I N» f*ro|»ri«*ior, llj0 Bolfaat, Maine. 
G ADTION 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
DH. DOM Physician and Surgeon, No. Kn'm mi S r., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseas- 
es incident to the female system. Prolapsus lT.»i ,.r 
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and 
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new 
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a 
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new- mod. 
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints viehlundei 
it. and the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect h- dth. 
Dr. Dow has no doubt Lad greater experience in tin 
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in 
Boston. 
Boarding accommodations lor patients who in i> wish 
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment. 
Dr. Dow, since 1S45, having confined hi- who!- nttcii 
tion to an office practice lor tin* cure of Private Dis. a-. s 
and Female Complaints, acknowledge-. m> supcriei in Hu 
United States. 
N. B.—All letters must contain one dolla -ol 
not be answered. 
(>ffice hours from s \, vi. tow v 




New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST. 
GET TIIE BEST BLOOD ! 
MORRILL CHIEF. 
This splendid miJJO!V is six years 
stands 10 hands high, and weighs iloo 
C \ rou,)ds. Ho was brought from Vermont by I>. K. Lucy, ami his predigree is as follows 
JHorrlll Chief was sired by Young Morrill Jr., In 
by Young Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, lie bv \V.. bury Morgan, he by Justine Morgan. Old Nlornir- dam was by Harris llaiubletonlan. Morrill Oho t’s dam 
was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan, lie by Sherm m 
Morgan, and he by Justine Morgan. Morrill Chin 
Oraud Dam by Sherman Morgan Jr., In by Sherman 
Morgan. 
Morrill ( liief will stand at my stable in North 
Searsport on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursday and I n 
days. At Searsport Village on Tin-dav forenoon, ai 
Stoektou Tuesday afternoon, coming lionu through 
1‘rospect. On Saturdays he. will be at Bellast. 
Tkums. To warrant $15. By the Season $1 Singh 
Service, $7. Colts holdeu for service of the hors. 
E. W. SEAVEY. 
North Searsport, May 5, IS70. m\ i ; 
p H. H I C 14 I) Ik H o \ 
COUNHELLEU X A'l'TORST.) AT LAW* 
OFFHK II V Yl OKI) BLOCK, 







< on 11mill i•! ail -i •••■■*, from two (Vot to six 
W 4 1.^ I T < 4*liKTfc :ilvs i\ri on liaint, or iiu 
to or.irr, mnl triiunnal in theLATKST STY1.K. 
*1 V *4 I* UOOIMIMilH nurlv iiKid«>,Ht Jo’ 
I’KK Ks. 
( Oi l I ** < II IM P. 
No 11 Phoenix Row. 
C. 1>. FI 1.1.1), tils A. It. MATH KW^ 
hh\ / O ST Eli'S 






A Sure Cure ami Instant Relief 
Kui- 
l’ii ins. 
N (mii-i Ima. 
1 > i a r r li < t- ,i 
I ul < Van |> 
fSpraiiis. 1 * vsnnfnrv. 
^K-k \ .\i n .us IIcikI- 
m-itr, I’imjiK-s mi tin- Skin, 
'mI blai ns, \\ di-iiis in ('liililron. 
your /• if. mill i lorn net got it, he 
M n u I not :i: IP* I ■-> ■in; Mriiin I Association 
No. > Wint. r s Ik, M 
l N -I’: *j ',.r. ,nt Mauut»otti 
i-. rs of hr. i n •!* r's iu-olv h inaut! Catarrh Koiuid?. 
lyr”' 
NATURE’S 













Contains No LAC SULPHUR-No 
SUGAR OF LEAD-No LITH 
ARGE No NITRATE OF SIL- 
VER, and is entirely free from 
the Poisonous and Health-de- 
stroying Dings nsod in other 
Hair Preparations. 
Ir.iiMtmr. ul and ehar as crystal, it will not »ot! the 
lin. st tabric—|. rb.*11\ s A I- I', Cl.I \ N .tnd I t FI( Ih N 
i'-"1.1 u Ml, l.u.Mi son.lit I OK, ami FOl Nl> 
A I I .AST, 
11 iv-ton s uni nrev cur * t he 11... Jr.iin becoming (iraj impart a oil, glossy appearance, n mo\< s Dnmirutt i# 
'.'“'l aiul r.-lr. Itiii” to tin h.i luck' tin Hair from 
t illing' oil. :iii«i restores it to gr. >t ext. nt when prema 
turely lost, prevents Head.; he-, cures all Humors, 
cutaneous erupt i.m>, ami umiat aral Inal. 
**ll. 4*. svcbini Patentee, t.ioton Junction 
Maas, Prepared on! y by I'lKM V- It ItttOTlI- 
ilom'cstcr, M Tin- (h niiinr is put up lu a 
panel bottle, nia.l. v j -! Cm with the namo ot th< 
article blown in the \-h y- ur Druggist for Nn 
tun s Hair Kestorutiv, m ! ik No Other, 
Sold ai \\ !i■>!.• -ah W I I’iim n -, & Co. Port- 
land. M .. aluial K. !.. v !h 'Mllgghl.s til the State 
and elaowlien ntnU' 
BONNET BLEACHERY 
I AIM l> IU»N N l 1- 1 ini m id, uto n.- 
ly, Men and i! ■«•». «*.r 
colored ainl li ip. ,|. 
W ■ ‘no ,• ah' a iol of 
H tls to b, .'old very low 
I 11 A 1 SJbb*ael»eU or colored, 
1 '1 ! .<■* promptly und neat 
l'v and Panama Hats bleached, 
nu n and boys ('unton Straw 
>rj) Miilinory Goods to bo sold re 
gardless of Cost. 
A. I’.I.Ai h St. C< 
lu ll i-t .March M.», ls:o. 
High Street 
•tmosiirt 
Bolfast Savings Bank 
N<>\\ IS Till: I IMP Ill DKl’OSl I 
A penny saved is a penny earned.’' 
nKPOSITS mad.* on or b. Ion* the 1st of any month, will 1m* placed upon interest ©\ erv month, except in May and November ami interest computed upon the 
same in dune and Dec. mb, 
Deposits reeeiietl daii\ at the Ranking Kooin, trom »• 
to 1" A. M., and to | 1. M Saturday s Irom Uto \: A M 
HHIN II. pMd.MHV, li A \ I VI M h I'rest' 
15, Ifti-f, M tf|y 
